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Fraternity altercation leaves three injured
Sigma Nus recovering
from weekend stabbing

Sigma Nu members Paul Harden. left, and
Pete Krug, describe what happened Satur-

day night whet, Krug was stabbed in the
right knee- :111(1 the hack of his right arm. Two

SJSU pair leads
police to arrest
Whispering man scares woman
By Oscar Guerra
Daily staff writer
Two Allen Hall residents
came to the aid of a woman who
was being followed by a man who
allegedly harassed her on her way
to class last week.
A San Jose man was arrested
and is being held on $750 hail for
an outstanding petty theft warrant
at Santa Clara County Jail, UN)
Chief Lew Schatz said.
SJSU students Lance Hublow
and Jason Jiles were on their way to
play basketball when they passed a
woman on San Carlos Street who
was crying and noticeably upset,
Hublow said.
"This girl was walking alone.
and we noticed this guy was following her. Hublow said. "He
was talking to himself and whis-

pering."
"After a couple of seconds,
we went hack and talked to her.
She was crying and said this guy
was saying things to her." he said.
"She told us he was saying he
liked girls, he wouldn’t hurt her
and he would he kind to her, Huhlow said. "When we went back to
talk to the girl, the guy walked
across the street.’
Hublow and Jiles walked the
unidentified woman to her class.
When the two came back to
San Carlos Street, they saw the
man come out of Alien Hall with a
friend, Hublow said.
Hublow and Jiles then went
into Allen Hall, got two friends and
stopped the man, who was visiting
a friend at the dorm. Hublow said.
See ARREST. hack page

other members were also stabbed in a scurne
in front of the fraternity house.

By Oscar Guerra
The suspect displayed symptoms
Daily staff writer
of being under the influence of PCP,
Three Sigma Nu fraternity mem- an animal tranquilizer used as a hallubers are recovering from stab wounds cinogenic drug, Morin said.
after struggling Saturday with one of
Morin said after talking to the
two men who entered and relused to man, he thinks the man acted on selfleave the fraternity house.
defense.
Fraternity members Terry Hick"There is a strong hint of (the
man. Mark Peachy and Peter Krug suspect acting on) self-defense,"
were stabbed outside their fraternity by Morin said. "I guess the D.A. thinks
a man who was later arrested by San otherwise."
Jose police.
Santa Clara County District AtThe other man fled on foot,
torney Leo Himmelsbach could not he
temity members said.
reached for comment.
Hickman was listed in stable conMorin said the suspect told him
dition with an abdominal wound late
yesterday at the San Jose Hospital, he acted after fraternity members were
said hospital spokeswoman Jene Lam- detaining him and called police on
trespassing charges.
bert.
Peachy was released yesterday
Sigma Nu members who witmorning after being stabbed five nessed the incident said no one
times, once about one inch from the touched the men until one pushed a
jugular vein. said Dave Adams, a fra- fraternity brother.
ternity member
"We never touched the guys,
Knig was treated and released even though one of them was being
Saturday night after receiving treat- verbally abusive," Krug said. "Terry
ment for cuts to the hack of the arm kept telling them over and over to just
and knee.
leave, even though some of our guys
Sgt. Jim Morin of the San Jose wanted to hold them for trespassing.
Police Department said the district atThe stabbings occurred after fratorney’s office will tile charges against ternity members found the men in the
the stabbing suspect who was dis- house.
armed and held by Sigma Nu members
"We sass these two men who
were obviously not students wandering
for police.
The suspect. a San Jose resident, around on the third floor of the
is being held at Santa Clara County house." said Adams, who witnessed
Jail. He is being charged with three the stabbing
’They said they were looking for
counts of assault with a deadly.
someone named Gary. and MC don’t
weapon. Morin said.
The stabbing occurred in about have anyone in our house by that
10 to I 5 seconds.** according to one name.’’ Adams smd.
’,ABB, X.( hack page
of the
t 1111s, Adams said.

Dormitory mini-stores closed
after query by Spartan Shops
By Brian Fedrovi.
Daily staff writer
UM% ersit. Housing Services closed dim ii irilnistores in sr. SJSU residence halls last week alter
Spartan Shops General Manager Ed Zant questioned
their authority to operate.
Assistant Housing Director Charlene Cho said
the stores, which operated out of lobby offices in
each hall, will he closed until resident directors can
determine whether they can operate legally.
"The main concern of Spartan Shops is that the
stores were operating without a business license."
Chu said. "Ed Zero raised the question of whether
we were a business or not...
Zant, whose organization controls all food sales
on campus, said his concerns weren’t about competition hut rather the legality and safety of the stores.
Some dorm students, however, said competition was exactly what Spartan Shops was afraid of.
"I think Spartan Shops was a little upset that
we were cutting into their business," said Dave
Perry, president of the Inter-Residence Hall Association. Perry said the dorm stores were offering regular
sodas for 50 cents and Ilansen’s Natural sodas for 60
cents. Both are 10 cents less than Spartan Shops’

I think Spartan Shops was a
little upset that we were cutting
into their business.’
Dave Perry,
IRIIA president
prices.
"I think (the stores) got bigger than some
thought it would," Zant said. ’’The dorms have to
collect sales fay and remit taxes to the state. Also,
(the housing office) needs to examine the liability on
whether or not someone’s going to get robbed.’’
In addition. Zant said items that must he heated
have to he stored under a certain temperature and be
monitored by a health inspector.
The stores, in every hall except Washburn, offered soft drinks, candy, bubble gum, burritos and
other food items to dorm residents. The first store
was started at Royce Hall last year and because it
was successful. other residence halls copied the
idea. Royce resident Brad Patterson, a senior, said
the profits earned by sales at his hall’s store were

used to purchase a nucrowave, a videocassette recorder and new felt covering for the hall’s pool
table.
with some products that Spartan Shops doesn’t offer
in hall vending machines Hansen’s
soda. Bazooka bubble gum, different candy products and
sodas that might he carried by Spartan Shops. hut
not stocked in a particular dorm vending machine.
"Some of the students are kind ot upset that the
stores were closed down." Perry said "The prices
were lower and it was really convenient."
Perry said the stores grew so big questions of
business legality and payment of federal taxes were
hound to he raised.
Chu, who met with Zant to discuss the stores,
said Spartan Shops was under the impression that
dorm sales of items were to he a short-term fundraiser.
"But the stores were open daily:’ Chu said.
"We can’t operate that way without a license."
West Hall Resident Director Scott Drummond
said he and Royce Hall director Kathy Kasper are researching ways to re -open the stores.
’We’re working with the chamber of cornSee MINI-STORES. hack page

Honig campaigns for improved teacher training, salaries
California needs to get tough
with instructional standards
By E.C. Walters
Daily staff writer
In five years if California can’t
produce, then the public is going to go
on to some other form of educating
children, Bill Honig, state superintendent of public instruction, said Friday
afternoon.
"We will have lost public education as we know it, so we have to produce," Honig told an audience of
SJSU faculty members and credential
candidates in the afternoon session of
his campus visit.
Honig said educators’ obligations
to students are to provide job preparation, instill a sense of democracy and
transmit a broad knowledge of the culture.
Teacher education needs to he reorganized. with undergraduate education. education school and the schools
themselves working together, he said.
Elaborating on the task of job preparation, Honig emphasized the im-

things matter and "as a weapon for its
:IN lily to help young people make
. life choices," Honig said.
"Our society is unique . . in
that we do give freedom of choice."
but individuals can’t make choices unless they have this broad background," he said.

parlance of a solid, well-rounded education.
"Adult literacy is as much what
you know as the technical ability to
Not imparting the culture means
read," Honig said.
consigning students to a lower level of
minorities.
especially
People need to know enough existence,
about the U.S. Supreme Court to he Honig said.
able to understand what they read in
It is also important that teacher
the newspaper, he said.
education involve an all -university ap"If we’re after a pluralistic stu- proach, he said. Potential educators
getting them up to high- need a thorough knowledge of history,
dent body
we’ve got to geography, science and math to he
level performance
somehow give them 4,000 to 6.000 prepared for transmitting the culture.
concepts. The only way to do that is to
On the issue of teacher education,
give sustained curricular attention,"
Honig said student teachers must know
Honig said.
(heir
subject, know how kids miss
"How do we develop high school
graduates who have a sense of this de- ideas and how they make mistakes and
mocracy
where it’s vulnerable, how to package and organize facts in a
where it isn’t, where we’ve lived up to course of study that students can
our ideals, where we haven’t’? grasp.
Again . . . it’s got to he an integral
For more effective teacher educaobjective of all we (each," Honig said. tion, Honig supports the cooperation
Instilling a knowledge of the cul- of undergraduate schools, the credenture is important in the sense of what
See EDUCATOR, hack page

Superintendent speaks on education, initiatives
By Frank Michael Russell
Daily staff writer
Proposition 61 would send the
wrong message to California’s public
servants - just at the time the state
needs more teachers. said Bill Honig,
state superintendent of public instruct ion.
The Paul Gann -sponsored measure, on the Nov. 4 ballot, would he
harmful to education in the state,
Honig told a gathering of about 100
faculty members and administrators at
the end of his MU visit last week.
"It will put a huge crimp on our
ability to attract quality people."
Honig said.
would
which
The measure
limit state and local employee combenefits.
pensation, possibly including
to S64,000 per year - - would send a
message to public employees that they
"are somehow second-rate citizens."
he said.
State and local workers should he
paid at rates comparable to their private -sector counterparts. Honig said.
Proponents of the measure have

said it’s necessary because state workers’ salaries and pensions are getting
out of control.
Honig challenged SJSU faculty
and administrators to restructure
courses so teacher candidates don’t get
a "watered-down" education and took
stands on two other ballot measures.
Academic departments from
throughout &BC will need to join in a
cooperative effort V. ith the School of
Education if the university is to do its
share in attracting the 80.000 to
90010 new teachers the stale will
in the next live years. Honig
said.
Honig, in a Friday morning meeting with SJSU administrators, expressed concern that the School of Education doesn’t have enough faculty to
instruct all students needing teachertraining courses, said Arlene Okerlund. interim academic vice president.
"That’s true," Okerlund said.
"But neither does the university as a
whole."
This year SJSU will have about

ottir

Bill Honig
. state schools chief

800 more students than the amount for
which it has received funding. she
said.
The overenmllment translates
See HONIG. hack page
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Who is running SJSU?
First it’s v.here to park, noia Ws when:
to walk. According to President Fullerton.
soon it will he WHO will park and walk. The
whole thing doesn’t make sense to me.
The California Slate University system
has sold tax-exempt bonds to cover the $20.1
million cosi of the Rec Center and a $27 million contribution to the $38 million renovation of the engineering school. Private donors
have gone out on a limb to donate about $9
million to the engineering school and are
being requested to give $4 million more.
SJSU’s Student Affirmative Action Committee is embarking on the second year of a concentrated campaign to attract local students to
the university.
But Fullerton told the press this month
that SJSU has 800 students more students
than funds allow. She said that the university
may have to severely limit the admission of
transfer students.
Placing a limitation on enrollment is an
act some fear will also limit the number of
faculty members as the university’s budget is
tied directly to the number ol students enrolled at any given time.
Fullerton told community leaders that
construction of the new wing of the engischool
neering
would allow an inOpinion
crease in enrollment
vital to the community. Silicon Valley expects SJSU to provide trained engineers for
local industry, she said.
Fullerton has also been quoted as saying
the multimillion dollar Rec Center is needed
because the university is geared to a large increase in enrollment.
Conversely, she told a news conference
recently that her role in the CSU system was
frankly advisory. Issues that affect SJSU.
such as limited enrollment and the resulting
loss of income, do not appear as important
statewide as they do here, she said.
I think a $58 million expenditure to accomodate a non-existent increase in the student body is of interest statewide. The money
is being collected statewide, not just from
Santa Clara County.
What I would like to know is this: Who
is actually coordinating events on this cam -

Marj
Martin

pus or is it a sell -perpetuating bureaucracy
with no one at the helm?
As a news reporter. I have often wondered why university spokesmen sometimes
can’t or won’t answer simple questions. Answers that could easily he obtained from the
private sector. But in the back of my mind I
thought President Fullerton and the chancellor’s office directed the operation of the university and that things only seemed disconnected. Now I’m not so sure.
One of the reasons I wonder is that problems like the closed walkways beside the Engineering Building and the Rec Center area
keep popping up.
When both construction areas are fenced
off, everyone will have to walk up and down
the central walkway between the music
building and the Old Cafeteria.
This walkway is already jammed. Why
make it worse? It could have easily been created beside the engineering and Rec Center
construction.
On a little larger scale. The entrances to
the Engineering Building were closed recently without notifying either the faculty or
the students using the building.
Parking for the handicapped is still not
resolved, nor is adequate busing available
from outlying parking lots. This is a big
problem for a few people, but no big deal.
None of these things, by themselves,
should cause decision makers to lose sleep.
But, here is the big one: President Fullerton
said last week that SJSU’s enrollment would
be limited soon and I wonder why the university system and private industry is bothering
to add classroom and recreation space for students who won’t he here to enjoy them

Letters to the Editor
Street closure a fantasy
Editor,
I’d like to see the eventual closure of
San Carlos Street like every student, hut realistically. I don’t think it will happen in the
near future.
First of all. the San Jose Planning Commission voted 5-1 to recommend the city
deny SJSU’s request to downgrade the street
from a major collector to a neighborhood
street.
I think it would he foolish to underestimate the recommendation of the Planning
Commission. The city council greatly heeds
their recommendations and rarely goes
against their decisions.
Secondly. SJSU is surrounded by a
powerful neighborhood association that has
managed to lobby the city council to restrict
parking around campus and William Street
Park.
They’ve also gotten the city to construct
concrete barriers to alter the flow of traffic
away from their neighborhood.
If San Carlos Street is closed, the traffic
will overflow into their streets and have a serious adverse effect on their neighborhood. I
think the university is seriously naive in underestimating the campus neighborhoods political clout.
And finally, what political weight do
students, or for that matter, the Academic
Senate have at City Hall? I think any astute
student or political science professor would
tell you it’s miniscule.
Politically, students are idealistic and
don’t vote in great number and they don’t influence City Hall -type politics.
I’d like to see a unified campus, not divided by streets. But until the city fathers
find a magic way to reroute traffic and not offend the powerful neighborhood association
or the downtown business interests. SJSU
will continue to he treated as a third-class citizen.
Catkin R. Alanriquez
Sun ior
Rdio-TS Journalism

Dorm rules being enforced
Editor.
In response to Joseph Aiello’s letter
"Dorm directors need to enforce rules. (Oct.
I5)" rules are being enforced. In fact as far
as Moulder Hall is concerned, during the beginning of this semester, enforcement of
rules went as far as infringing on the rights to
privacy of the residents.
Unlatched doors were being pushed
open, and residents were being verbally
drilled on the alcohol policy in front of their
peers. Twenty-four persons received written
warnings for alcohol policy violations in one
night, and a majority of those incidents were
unrelated. Of those 24. a portion of the violators had their warnings dropped due to lack
of evidence or overzealous enforcement procedures I isnl isish I could give you more
definite figures, hut that data is for the eyes

of the hall staff only.
It’s a shame to think %hat might happen
if dorm residents are not allowed to drink in
the privacy of their dorm rooms. For those
who want to party, they will party. That
means they would probably drive somewhere
to drink and then of course drive home. It’s
obvious to me this would only increase the
chances that one of them would be driving
under the influence of alcohol. I would rather
see 100 dorm students drunk in the residence
halls than one student’s name in the obituary
column. So Joseph. next time you write a letter, think about why you’re writing. Is it a
valid gripe or just attention-getting?
Matt Durham
Junior
Aero-Operations

Issue:

Proposition 63

Pro

Same language essential to state

Wit’ nennt man jemanden der mrhrere
Sprachen %prick? Einen Linguist en.
iComo se dice en persona que habla
dos lenguas? Bilingual.
Comment rappel!- une personne qui
park seulement ant’ langur? tin Americain.
Translated into English the above reads:
What do you call a person who speaks
several languages? A linguist.
What do you call an person that speaks
two languages? Bilingual.
What do you call an individual that
speaks only one language? An American.
Like any joke, accurate translation is essential for the punch line. The beginning
would he literally foreign unless Spanish or
French were naturally understood.
To ensure proper government of services, a common language is essential. That is
the idea of state Proposition 63.
A yes vote will declare English as the
official state language. A no vote will indicate that English should have no special protection. Proposition 63 is as simple as that.
This constitutional amendment will officially proclaim English as California’s language. Currently there is no such designation
statewide.
Supporters vow that the populace needs
the unifying element of one language common to all state residents. This is in light of
the richly cosmopolitian nature of the Golden
State.
Opponents of the proposition argue that
California will loose its diverse heritage identity and become a tool for prejudice and disrimination.
Actually. the initiative would not prohibit people from using various languages,
rather simply ensure English survives. It is
not an "English Only" proposal.

Edward
Bellerive
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Unfortunately, some opponents are
using tactics to scare individuals into voting
’no’. Ideas suggesting that San Jose will need
to he called Saint Joseph as Santa Clara
would become Saint Clare. "The Cats"
would scratch out Los Gatos and "The
Heights" would tower over Los Altos.
The local example of Los Altos shows
that such fears are unfounded. On Dec. 17.
1985. the Los Altos City Council unanimously adopted a resolution declaring English as the city’s official language. Since
then, there has been no change in the city’s
business practices because of the resolution,
said the city clerks office.
Los Altos is but one example of the concern to perserve English in its community.
Closer to home, an intomial poll of a
dozen SJSU foricgn language teachers indicated an even split. Six were in favor and six
were oppossed to Proposition 63. A dozen
SJSU English teachers were also asked for

Columnist called bigoted
Editor.
Blacks, Hispanics. Asians, Jews and
each of these minorities exist on
Moslems
campus and contribute fees which help support the Daily. The newspaper is responsible
to those who fund it. I would therefore never
expect to find a column slandering any of
these groups. Yet not only is it "fair game"
to run a bigoted column on homosexuals titled "Fairy Tales." it seems acceptable, both
to the Daily staff and its advisers, to present a
defense of the hatred with a follow-up col -

their views, in an informal poll. Two instructors were in favor, seven against and one still
undecided.
Although not scientific, the results indicate more support for Proposition 63 from the
teachers who would he most directly affected
by Proposition 63.
S. I. Hayakawa. past president of San
Francisco State University, co-authored
Proposition 63. As a respected educator and
U. S. Senator for California from 1977 to
1982, Hayakawa’s support for the proposition is yet another strong point to vote
"Yes".
It would he foolish to argue that English
is the only language a Californian needs to
know. Such an individual would he crippled
literally in the San Jose community.
Yet, a common tongue is valuable and
should he preserved. Read the brief proposition and then vote "Yes" on Proposition 63

Passage will not guarantee rights

There is no need for English to he made
the official language of California. It is the
primary language of California, and Proposition 63 would only benefit lawyers who
would bring an incredible case load of lawsuits against people who are trying to erode
the English language in California.
If Proposition 63 passed, it would make
English a requirement for political representation, legal representation, and our civil
rights and liberties protected under the Constitution of the United States. America is supposed to he a country that provides equal protection for all, not only for the people who
speak the "correct language." If we are
going to stand behind our country’s abstract
ideals of liberty and justice. then we cannot
exclude non-English speaking people from
protection of the law.
If voting materials and ballots were only
printed in English. a large non-English minority would he totally excluded from the

polls. A recent House decision to grant amnesty to thousands of foreigners in the state
will let thousands of underrepresented workers become citizens in the next few months.
For the most part these new citizens will
speak Spanish. not English. They will he citizens who will not only be denied access to
election hut they will he denied access to
every public service in California.
The 911 emergency services will he
English only. How are these people suppose
to get an ambulance to their house if the operators at the 911 switchboard are not requried
to speak Spanish?
The proposition would mean that all bilingual court interpreters for witnesses. crime
victims and defendants have to he eliminated. causing the non-English speaking citizenry to he totally exluded from protection of
the law.
The proposition would put bilingual educational services in severe danger of being

Judo team needs coverage
Editor.
Three cheers for the Spartan football
team! I’m glad to see our team winning
again. Unfortunately that seems to he the
only sport the Spartan Daily seems to follow.
On Saturday. Oct. II. right here at SJSU the
1986 U.S. National Collegiate Champion
Judo Team went against the 1985 U.S. Collegiate Champion Judo Team. Guess who
won?
Could it he the Spartan Daily is unaware
of the judo team here at SJSU? I don’t see
how that could he possible. considering
SJSU’s history.
The first U.S. Olympic Judo team took
half of its players and its coach from MU.
In the 1972, 1980 and 1984 Olympics, the
judo coaches were all SJSU alumni. The
United States’ only two World or Olympic
silver medalists hail from SJSU Bob Berland. 1984 Olympics and Mike Swain, 1985
World Championships. SJSU won every National Collegiate Judo Team Championship
from the U.S. National Collegiate Championship inception in 1962.through 1979
again in 1981, 1982 and the spring of 1986.
Well now it should he obvious judo is
alive and well at SJSU, one might see fit to
include the team in the Spartan Daily sports
coverage. After all, at least three full pages a
week seem to he devoted to football. Surely
one could devote some space to judo. I know
I am not alone when I say this. So how about
will you keep us informed?
it
Kenn Dillon
Junior
Political Science
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eliminated. If a Spanish speaking child wants
to learn English. the child must be taught our
language using Spanish as a tool for the child
to learn. Proposition 63 would severely cut
bilingual classrooms in the state and would
virtually stop all Spanish speaking children
from learning English in our public schools.
The proposition would allow any citizen
to bring a lawsuit against state or private organizations that are contributing to the downfall of the English language. There would be
literally thousands of civil cases brought to
our already over-burdened legal system.
What this means is any store owner displaying signs in a language other than English could he in violation of the law. Whenever a lawyer is bored, all they would have to
do is take a walk through San Francisco’s
Chinatown and bring a law suit against the
first store front with advertisements with
Chinese characters in the window.
There is also a constitutional question
involved with the proposition. In 1920, there
were laws passed that restricted the teaching
of German, making English the official language of about 20 states in the Midwest. The
Supreme Court ruled the laws unconstitutional. The majority opinion in the case held.
"The protection of the Constitution extends
to all, to those who speak other languages as
well as those born with English on the
tongue."
The court also wrote in 1923, "Perhaps
it would he highly advantageous if all had
ready understanding of our ordinary speech.
but this cannot he coerced by methods which
conflict with the Constitution
a desirable
end cannot be promoted by prohibited
means."

Letters to the Editor
umn by the editor (Oct. 21, "Civil
Wrongs"). Under the guise of "freedom of
the press," Maria J. Gunter refuses to take
responsibility for the hate -mongering Stew
Hintz promoted in his "Amerika" column.
Indiscretion cannot hide behind cries of
censorship. Columns which attack any minority, regardless of circumstance, belong in
private newspapers funded by the likes of the
Ku Klux Klan, the neo-Nazis and other hate.
based groups.
Charles Beebe
Senior
Environmental Design and Dcs elopment

Unify voter contest
Editor,
I thought the objective of registering to
vote was to have your voice heard in American politics. The contest between the Democrats and Republicans on campus should not
have been a race to see who could get more
voters.
Instead the "contest" should have been
a joint effort to register citizens who care
about what is happening in politics After all.
the desired result of voting is not to automatically "vote the party line" but to be informed about the candidates of all parties
(yes. there are more than two political parties
in America!) and to he aware of both sides of

all ol the issues het ore pulling the lever on
Election Das
Stacie Thomas
Graduate Student and Graduate Assistant
Science
Library
Division of

Demos making race nasty
Editor,
In reference to David Rickard’s opinion
piece ("Political trickery polished on TV."
Oct. 20), I object to his assertion that the Zschau campaign has tried to deceive voters. I
am sure California voters can distinguish the
differences between an actual newscast and a
30-second commercial with disclaimers
which they may see five or 10 times.
Ed Zschau has purposed a fair campaign
agreement that would have required any campaign commercial to be reviewed by the other
candidate before it was aired. However, Alan
Cranston refused to sign, perhaps because he
saw an advantage to negative campaigning
which he started after the primary election.
Ii would seem Cranston would rather
see a campaign filled with one-sided commercials than lei the voters have a fair opportunity to hear both candidates’ viewpoints.
The League of Women Voters has proposed a
televised debate between the two candidates
to let each explain his position on the issues.
Zschau accepted the offer. Cranston refused.

II you are tired ot the negati% e campaign
commercials, blame Cranston not Zschau
Brien Sailor
Graduate Student
Business

Letter
Policy
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write letters to the editor for publication on this page.
Deliver them to the Spartan Daily office, Dwight Bente! Hall. Room 208, or
to the Student Union Information Desk.
All letters must hear the writer’s
name, major. telephone number and class
standing.
Telephone numbers and anonymous
letters will not be printed.
The Daily reserves the right to edit
letters for libel and length.
Editorials arc the opinion of the editorial board.
Thc opinions appearing on the forum
page are the opinions of the individual
writer.
The editorials appearing on this page
are the opinions of the editorial hoard of
the Daily.
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State campaigns
take tuneful twist
SACRAMENTO (AP)
II
the flood of TV political ads Ica y
you feeling out of tune and longing
for the days of whistle stops, brass
hands and campaign light songs.
cheer up. A couple of California
campaigns will still bring music to
your ear,
Sen. Alan Cranston and his
Republican opponent. Rep. FA1 Zschat’, have campaign theme songs.
In tact, Zschau has twin.
The I Ai% Altos congressman. a
classically trained pianist. wrote
NMI nil them.
Ile unveiled the first one last
Sc :it- at the Republican state con %cilium it San Diego Sung to the
Dill.: 01 "Ilse Foot Two,- it starts
like this
S C. It AI I can spell it,
ymi sari too’ Iles I
5, lie tilt ttChlie
The ....cirri( lss I iii si nig. tinselled last March at the GDP cons ention in Santa Clara. is supposed
to he sung with gusto hut isn’t
imased on a popular tune. said

Rep. Ed Zschau
ir’m’irte A /lc% /dimwit

Sen. Alan Cranston
. . . has Crdilorniii sound
Sandra Conlin). Zschau’s press secretary. It start, like this:
’Let’s giye a cheer, hip hip
hooray for our Ed. He’s our hero,
cutting deficits to zero. He’ll teach
Californians how to say and spell
Zschau.’’
Zschau began writing songs as
a professor at Stanford University .
where he composed a tune called
"The Linear Progression" to help
his students understand linear progression.
Cranston weighed in Vl tilt his
campaign song last week at a fundraising dinner in San Francisco.
Sung to the tune of "California.
Here 1 Come.’ it starts like this:
"A Ian Cranston. he’s our
man. If he can’t do it, no one can.
The highways, the byways. of this
great oh’ silk’ HI take him to D. t
to legislause. ohhhh. legislate
The lyrics were written by
Ruby Peterson. yv hi, appears on a
children’s Tv shov, in San Francisco.

Eisenhower’s top aide dies at 87
11 \\o\ I II S II 3 \P)
Slierian
is ho once ran the country
as "assistant piesident. to Dwight 13
FINCI11100katT. IUD 0 Nose 11011OG:11 power

cr a %loan, iii,
eutoleolIll it
died today at a hospital He 11 as S The Republican es-gosernor he came counselor to Eisenhower in
fois2
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Proposal to eliminate all U.S., Soviet nuclear weapons disputed
MOSCOW (API - Soviet leader
Mikhail S. Gorbachev yesterday accused the White House of "gross misrepresentation" in its accounts of the
Reykjavik summit, hut he said the superpowers could still work out their
problems.
A member of the Soviet summit
delegation, meanwhile, reiterated Soviet claims that President Reagan had
agreed in principle to a proposal to
eliminate all Soviet and U S. nuclear
weapons in 10 years.
The Reagan administration has
disputed the claim. White House
spokesman Larry Speakes said yesterday in Washington that Reagan discussed abolition of all nuclear arms
during the summit hut never proposed
more than the elimination of all ballistic missiles in iiiear..
Gorhaches ’s statement was the
latest in a series of efforts to counter
U.S. accounts of what the superpowers tentatively agreed to before they
reached a stalemate at the summit over
the U.S. Stategic Defense Initiative. or
’Star Wars.’’
"At the recent meeting with the

Gorbachev has said Reagan agreed to the
elimination of all strategic weapons during the
second live -year period.
U.S president in Reykjavik. the Soviet side put on the table a package of
inter -linked proposals" on arms control, Gorbachev said in a message to a
writers conference in Bulgaria. His remarks were carried by the official Soviet news agency Tass.
Gorbachev said the proposals included an initial 50-percent cut in
strategic nuclear weapons, elimination
of all medium -range missiles in Europe, a han on the testing of space
weapons and a nuclear test han.
"If the American side had accepted the package, a real process oil
the elimination of nuclear weapons
would have got under way," Gorhaches said
"The situation after the Reykjavik meeting, in spite of the wellknown prosocative actions of the
administration and the gni, misrepre-

Study: Senator on panel
means top SDI contracts
WASHINGTON 1AP) - Moire than 90 percent of the contracts awarded in I kcal ’85 and ’146
tor the Strategic Defense Initially,. %vent to contractors in states with senators an ho sit on the two
key Senate committees that sole limimuls lor the ,Inti
missile delense program. a new study shows.
And most ill these companies researching
’Star Wars... alreads :ire well -entrenched defense
contractors. according to the recent study by the
Council on Economic Priorities.
’The companies that won the largest contracts to produce nuclear weapons in the last decade are the same ones winning the largest SDI
contracts to make nuclear weapons obsolete in the
neo decade,’ ’ is roue 144
. the court curs security analyst
Those detense contractors. in turn. are highly
concentrated geographically. the study added Almost K5 percent of the dollar salue of SDI contracts has been awarded to contractors in Ilse
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The SJSU Staff for Individual
141usiss ill, hold a panel iliscussion.
’ -The i.eshian Perspectise
Stereo’sties. Sexism and Ins ’,ability
at
I 2 I ti p.m. today in the Student Union
..Almaden Room. Call Martha O’Connell at 277-3681) for more information.

the association office at 277-3447 tor
more ’Information.
PRSSA will have its monthly
meeting at 8 p.m. today in the Student
Union Almaden Room. Call Lisa at
295-4990 or Tom at 866-0841 lor
more information

Student Al I irmative Action will
!mold a reading skills workshop from
12:30 10 I :30 p ni, today in the Student Union Costanoan Room, Call
Elaine Alvarado at 277-3106 or more
information.

The Associated Stumlents Program
Board will present s lomlinist Nlischa
Lefkowitz at 8 p.m. today in the Music
School Concert Hall. Call Andy Slean
at 277-2708 tOr nuire infiirmation.

The Geology Club will sponsor at
seminar by Jerry Freeman at 12:30
p.m. today in Duncan Hall. Room
106. Call the Geology Department oft ice at 277-2385 for more information.

The Flying 20s will hold a meeting at 8 p.m. today at the San Jose Jet
Center. Call Dean at 377-8207 1M
more information.
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states - California. New Mexico, Massachusetts,
Alabama and Washington.
At least 89 percent of the Star Wars contracts
awarded in fiscal years 1985 and 1986 $456
went to contractors in states with repbillion
resentation on the Senate Armed Services Committee. which authorizes Star Wars funds, the
study said.
More than 5146 million in other contract, 111
those two years went tom contractors in other states
with members on the sletense subcommittee of the
Senate Appropriations Committee.
"By linking the Strategic Defense Initiative
program to the economies of states traditionally
dependent on defense spending and represented on
key congressional committees. the (Pentagon) can
marshal support for a program despite its highly
questionable strategic value and technical feasibilthe study ,alit
ity

Lyie’s photographic memory didn’t make
him a real popular guy.

Spartaguide

Serving the San Jose State
University Community

ie

sentation of what came to pass at the
Iceland meeting, still offers opportunities for a search oh solutions," he said.
In accusing the United Stales of
"misrepresentation," Gorbachev apparently was referring to the dispute
over what he and Reagan had tentatively agreed to at the summit.
There is no argument that both
sides wanted to reduce strategic nuclear weapons by 50-percent over five
years. But Moscow and Washington
now argue over what they said they
were willing to eliminate in the five
years after that.
Gorbachev has said Reagan agreed to the elimination of all strategic
weapons during the second five-year
period.
But Reagan has said he agreed to
eliminate only ballistic missiles fired
From land and sea, leaving some cruise

missiles on heavy bombers.
Speakes said the total elimination
of nuclear arms "was discussed." but
he insisted that when the United States
presented its proposal in writing, it
only called for the total elimination of
ballistic missiles.
Deputy Soviet Foreign Minister
Alexander Bessmennykh said Saturday that Reagan at first limited his proposal to destroying ballistic missiles
hut that after listening to arguments by
Gorbachev he consented to the elimination of all strategic weapons over 1(1
years.
Bessmertnykh quoted Reagan as
saying: "If we agree that by the end of
the 10-year period, all nuclear arms
are to he eliminated, we can refer this
to our delegations in Geneva to prepare an agreement which you could
sign during your visit in the United
States."
Bessmertnyk went one step further and said the phrase "all nuclear
arms" included strategic and mediumrange weapons as well as shorter-range
missiles and tactical weapons for battlefield use.

The Political Union will hold a
haunt on propositions in the upcoming
electron at 12:30 p.m. today in the Student Union Loma Prieta Room, Call
Martha Boyd at 247-2224 For more inlormation.
The Chemistry Department will
hold a seminar featuring Dallas
Rakenstein from the University of Calilomia at Riverside at 1:30 p.m. today
in Duncan Hall, Room 505. Call lrena
Falleman at 277-2366 for more information.
The Circle K Club will hold it,
weekly meeting at 3:30 p.m. today in
the Student Union Pacheco Room
Call Tom at 269-2351) for more inMrillation.

A.S. Leisure Services will hold
its last day of sign-ups for a Trivial
Pursuit tournament from 8:30 a. nu. to
4:30 p.m. tomornm in the Student
Union A.S. Business Office. Call
Brian Burke at 277-2858 for more information.
The Associated Students of
Materials Engineering will hold a barbecue and fund-raiser. ()pen to stu-

dents and faculty from I I a.m. to 2 Rushing at 5 p.m. tomorrow in Busip in tomorrow at the barbecue pus ness Classrooms, Room 218, Call Nicnest tom the Women’s Gym, (’all Irene ole Dennis at 277-8928 for more inforAlarhella Jr. at 277-8162 for more in - mation.
t mmtmation.
The Afro-American Student Alliance Association will hold a meeting
The Campus Christian Center at 5 p.m. tomorrow in Building DD.
YA ill hold at Bible study from 11:30 Call 277-2721 from 9 a.m. to noon or
a.m. to 12:30 p.111. tomorrow in the 277-2737 from 11:30 a.m. to 1:31)
Student Union Montalv it Room. Call p.m. for more information.
Natalie Shiras at 29130204 for more
information,
The Hispanic Business Association will hold a meeting at 5 p.m. toThe SJSU Staff for Individual morrow in the Student Union GuadaRights will sponsor a lecture by San lupe Room. Call Elena Martiner at
Francisco Supervisor Harry Britt as 277-9248 for more information.
part ill Gay and Lesbian Awareness
The United Campus Christian
Week. from 12: 10 to 1:45 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union Almaden Ministry will hold an prayer group from
Room, Call Martha O’Connell at 2773680 for more information.
Faculty Booktalks will sponsor a
lecture by SJSU Political Science Prot
Roy Young about a new book on the
Supreme Court at 12:30 p.m. tomorrow at the University Club, Call Prof
David McNeil at 277-2595 for more
information.
The SJSU Pre-Law Association
will sponsor a lecture by Judge Conrad

ONLY A SMALL BITE
OUT OF YOUR BUDGET.

5 to 6 p.m. tomorrow at the Campus
Ministry, 300 S. 10th Street. Call Natalie Shiras at 298-0204 for more information.
The Business and Professional
Advertising Association will hold a
meeting, "Behind the Scenes in
Media." at 6 p.m. tomorrow in the
Student Union Umunhum Room. Call
Cliff Asher at 277-8148 for more information.
Career Planning and Placement
will have representatives from Macy’s
on campus to begin the screening process for Christmas jobs tomorrow in
Business Classrooms. Room I . Call
Career Planning and Placement at 2772272 for more information

Ita4.aueee#1 Sok

felors

BOOKSTORE &
ART SUPPLY

The Sierra Club will hold a meeting from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. today in the
Student Union Monialvo Room.
The Human Resource Administration Club will hold a meeting at 5
p.m, today in the Student Union Pacheco Room. Call Denise Romano at
297-7393 for more information.
The Asian Business League will
have a membership meeting at 5:30
p.m. today in the Student Union Almaden Room, Call Danny Valdez at
251-2600 for more information.
The Gay and Lesbian Alliance is
sponsoring a film festival this week.
with "Personal Best’’ at 6 p.m today
in the Student Union Guadalupe
Room. Call Steve at 293-46311 for
more information.
The Asian -American Christian
Fellowship will hold its weekly meeting at 7 p.m. today in the Student
Union Costanoan Room. Call Don
Chin at 997-7808 or more information.
The Inter-Residence Hall Association will hold a meeting at 7:30
p.m. today in the West Hall conference room on the second floor. Call

idi

kinkois

Great copies. Great people.

310 South Third Street
(across from McDonald’s)

Mon -Fri: 7 am-9 pm
Sat: 10 am-6 pm
295-4336

330 south tenth at san car los

280-09p1’
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Lack of turnovers
key to SJSU win
Perez named PCAA player of week
By Greg Stryker
Daily staff writer
Quarterback Mike Perez and the
Spartan offense had another explosive
game with the help of the offensive
line, some fine performances by the

Alan Dep - Daily staff photographer

SJSU forward Sheryl Sorg, #31. battles with Tiger

goalie

Shari Megginson

during the

Spartans’ loss to conference-leader Pacific in Stockton

Spartans blanked by first-place Pacific
By Greg Stryker
Daily staff writer

SJSU field hockey learns playoff hopes
were all but erased with a 3-0 loss to Pacific on
Saturday in Stockton.
The Spartans (2-3 in the NorPac conference)
tell into fourth place in the five -team conference
and now trail the first -place Tigers by two gaines
with just three to play.
Even if SJSU gained two games on UOP. the
Tigers would get the playoff berth, since they
have beaten the Spartans in both games this season.
SJSU is the youngest team in the NorPac
conference. and the inexperience really surfaced
in this contest. UOP (4-1) fielded a team with four
seniors and four juniors. The Spartans’ starting
lineup had one senior and two juniors.
"It’s a young team." junior midfielder Mace
Savelkoul said. "Ii just takes time. This is the first
season we’re playing together.
"We’re doing really well with such a young
and inexperienced team. We’ll get there. We need
a little more luck, and we need lobe a little more
alert."
Freshman torv,ard Gina Donofrio said that
The

the team can’t use the lack of expenence as an excuse.
"We really can’t use that (inexperience) as
an excuse," Donofrio said. "We have to work together and be a team. We have to get it together. I
know we can. It’s just a matter of putting everything together."
The game was fairly even for nearly 20 minutes. Both teams mounted scoring threats, and it
was anybody’s game.
Tiger forward Donna Bonin gave her team
the lift it needed when she blasted the hall in the
right side of the net at the 19:57 mark of the first
hall
Midfielder Lisa Bov,..hiact followed with a
goal at the 32:25 mark, and the Spartans trailed by
two goals at the half. They had scored only one
goal against Pacific in two previous overtime
games.

The Spartans fought furiously to get back
into the game hut couldn’t find the net. They either couldn’t get off a shot through the Tiger defense or were stopped by Pacific goalkeeper Shari
Megginson.
SJSU head coach Carolyn Lewis had no
choice hut to pull her goalkeeper Jill Jacobson late

’We’re just not agressive
offensively. We don’t have
people who are scoring
threats right now.’
- Carolyn Lewis,
S.Itit; field hockey coach
in the game in order to get an extra attacker. Megand Pacific put
the game out of reach when Bonino scored Rost
Spartan hack Wendy Hanna.
Lewis once again cited a lack of offensive
punch in the teams’ loss.
"We’re just not aggressive offensively."
Lewis said. "We don’t have people who are scoring threats right now. We’re getting shots off
now. It’s our follow-ups that need work.
"We’re playing real well between the 25 yard lines. We had some very nice passing combinations. We can see skill and talent getting the hall
down. We have to find a real scoring threat to

ginson made a couple more saves.

open it up for every body else "

Volleyball team loses pair on road trip
By Karin I.. Smail
Daily stet writer
SJSU’s volleyball team saw its
PCAA record fall to 7-4 after dropping
two of three conference matches last
week.
The Spartans sandwiched a fivegame victory over Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo between losses to No. 5 Pacific
and No. 10 U(’ -Santa Barbara.
SJSU’s overall record is now 184.
Following its four-game defeat at
the hands of UOP in Stockton on
Wednesday night, the Spartans traveled south to Cal Poly SLO, anticipating another lough match.
A tough match is what SJSU got,
as it was extended to live games by the
Mustangs (7-5), who sought revenge
for their defeat at Spartan Gym earlier
in the season

Before 2.104 fans at SLO’s Main
Gym. SJSU battled for two hours and
45 minutes before prevailing 8-15, 1510, 11-15. 15-12, 15-10
Lisa Ice had 20 kills and 314 digs
during the match to pace the victorious
Spartans.

Barbara Higgins followed suit,
chalking up 19 kills and 32 digs, as
well as three solo and four assist
blocks.
Maria Healy and Chrism Cook
both had 17 kills for the Spartans and
14 and 23 digs. respectively.
SJSU continued further south to
Santa Barbara on Saturday, hut their
luck took the day off as the Gauchos
put the Spartans away in four. 15-13,
8-15. 14-16, 7-15.
Coach Dick Montgomery played

Pac-10 honors
Brock, Green

Green received the weekly award
on offense for his 162 yards and two
TDs rushing in a 54-16 victory over
Washington State.
Other nominees for the awards,
sponsored by National Car Rental:
Dave Wyman, StanDefense
ford linebacker. David Rid. Washing Inn linebacker; Teddy Johnson, Ore Jim
cornerback.
State
rimingham, Arizona tackle.
Offense --- Derek Hill, Arizona
flanker; Pat Charley. OSU running
back; Darryl Harris. Arizona State
running back; Brad Muster, Stanford
running back.

Football Team State
OPP
clam g
115
Ftrst downs
591
Rushing yards
1987
Passing yards
2578
Total offense
2112
Fumbles Lost
56465
Penalles Yards
229
33 51 BO 62 150
36 78 25 12 INDIVIDUAL SCOW G
Jackson 60, Olosore, 57, 1 igloos 76.
Walker 20, Malauulu Ia, Caner 6, Cos 6.
Crawford 6, K lump 6, Rohens 6, Sawn 6,
6, Opponents 1140.
Stewing 6. Th
INDIVIDUAL FIELD GOALS
Olivere, I 1-15. Opponents K. I 1.
INDIVIDUAL INTERCEPTIONS
Clark 4, Kong 4, (’on I . Kennedy I.
Kidney I Payton I. Opponents 70.
INDIVIDUAL RUSHING
K. Jackson 1914-755-314 avg. Walker
49-206-4.2 avg. Liggons 2-52-26.0 avg.
Pere, 33-47.1.4 avg. Saxon 11-27-3.4 avg.
Stewart 9-14.2. 1 avg. Locy 1.11- 11.0 avit.
Nash I-4-4.11 avg. Ilarhoson 1-3-3.0 asp,
Malauulu 11-I I-1- I Mt avg. Team 11- 161I 16.0/ avg. Diehl 1-1-191-1-19.01 avg, Opponents 308-591-1.9 avg.
INDIVIDUAL PASSING
213-354-17-2737:W2’K Per,,,
I 2T11. Sawn 1-1-0-7-100q Loggias 0-1I -0-0.1 Malagoulu 0- I - 1 -o-(ra . Opponents
1314-260-i 1-19147-53. I ’a -1.11T).
INDIVIDUAL RECEIVING
I aggons 54-767-11.2 avg. Malauulu
47-6144-14.6 avg. K Jackson 35-241-6.9
avg. Walker 15-156-111.4 avg. Thomas 13248. 19. 1 avg. Nash 13-154-11.14 avg.
Saloom
1-137-12.5 avg. McCloud 6-59,19 avg. Klueng 5-52-10.4 avg. Roberts 4,02-25 5 avg. Stewart 4-36-9.0 avg, Carter
3-45-15.0 avg. Eskrodge 2-26-13.0 avg.
Crawlonl 1-35-35 II avg. Pere, 1.2.2.0
.97-14.4 asp,
avg, pls.:WM,
psiot \
Si 1.1.11\rrilk4t;
t)rc’
Olovare, I-44.0
asp. Opponciii
as ’a.
INDIVIDI Si i.t sr 1 RETURNS
avg. Payton 4-27.
Clark IS i
3 0. Opponents 26-720-8.5 avg.

LIN
193
1068
2741
3832
20 15
95.861
SJSU
OPP

PCAA
Football
ream
S.IISU (6-2)
’Fresno State 16- 1 1
tong Beach State ( 3 -31
Pacific 44-4)
Utah State 12-51
Fullerton State (2-7)
UNI.V (3-4)
New Mexico Stale I I -8 I

The Spanans failed four times to
capitalize on match point situations in
the third game of the match before
watching the Aztecs stage a comeback
to pull out the match, 3-2.
The SJSU loss to SDS was its
first of the season.

Correction
The Spartan Daily incorrectly reported yesterday that
the SJSU volleyball team defeated L1C-Santa Barbara on
Saturday. The Spartans actually
lost, -is the story above indicates.
In addition, it was reported
that SJSU was to play UC-Irvine
last night. The Spartans instead
had the day off.

Rock’n Chair Productions 11 KMBY
proudly present the return of

KINGFISH
14 51114154.

SCHEDULING DEADLINE

WALNUT CREEK (AP) - -Louis
Brock. a star for Southern Cal in its
super defensive effort against Stanford, and UCLA running hack Gaston
Green were named Pacific -10 football
Players of the Week yesterday.
Brock, son of former baseball star
Lou Brock. set up the game’s only
touchdown with a 41 -yard interception
return and made nine tackles from his
cornerback position in the Trojans’ to0 victory over Stanford.
"His interception was a key factor in the game." US(’ Coach Ted
Tollner said of Brock.

everyone on his roster in the match at
Rob Gym, hoping for a winning combination.
Ice again led all Spartans with 22
kills and 14 digs.
Shawna DiBiaso put away 13
halls and Christa Cook had 21 digs in
the losing effon.
Danielle Spier added 39 assists
for SJSU.
The Spartans will have to shake
off the losses and look toward Friday.
when No. I San Diego State comes to
Spartan Gym for a rematch of the two
teams’ earlier meeting in San Diego
where the Aztecs triumphed in five
games.
SJSU had a commanding twoand-a half game lead in that one before
collapsing and losing the match to the
SDS.

second string, and error-I ree hall.
Perez was named PCAA offensive player of the week for the third
time this season in the Spartan’s 45-15
victory over Pacific on Saturday. You
might say he was on target. Perez
completed 31 of 39 passes for a conference-record 508 yards.
"We felt the first series set the
tone of the game," Perez said. -It was
a great day for the offense as a whole.
Everhody executed and did what they
were supposed to do.
Offensive coordinator Terry Shea
said he was impressed with Perez and
pleased with the lack of turnovers.
"He came out of the game with
no interceptions, and he was really
dedicated to that." Shea said. "He
threw the ball with the right decisions.
"He was really good. I don’t
know if I’ve ever seen a quarterback
throw the ball as accurately as he
did."
Once again the Spartan offensive
line protected Perez like a cement
wall. Ile wasn’t sacked once and has
only been sacked eight times in eight
games th is season.
We knew we were a lot bigger.- left guard David Diaz-Infante
said. "We knew that they just couldn’t
come right at us. We’re physically a
lot stronger than they are, and it
showed in a lot of our funning plays."
Leh tackle John Aimonetti attributes much of the offensive line’s success 10 IIS size and strength.
"We have a combination of
quickness and size.- Aimonetti said.
"Strength is more important than our
size. We tend to he a little short on our
offensive line, hut we make up for it in
strength.
With the lopsided score, second string players saw action. Wide receiver Kenny Roberts was one the
players who took advantage of the opportunity.
Roberts. a junior college transfer
from San Jose City College, had three
catches for 88 yards and a touchdown
off the bench.
"Ii felt really good.- Roberts
said. "Our offense was clicking,
which gave a lot of guys a chance to
get in there. We have a lot of good athletes on our team that can come in and
fill in.
"We try to work really hard in
practice, and like they say, if you work
hard poxf things will happen to you.
My turn came today and I tried to
make the hest of it."
It was a fine day for a lot of Spartans, as the numbers indicate:
Perez’s 508 yards was the
ninth-hest passing yards in NCAA Division IA history.
Perez already ranks 10th on the

all-time Spartan passing yards list.
with 2737 yards in just eight games.
He’s now thrown for more than 3(5)
yards in live games and more than 4(X)
twice.
Slot receiver Guy Liggins is
ranked fourth in the nation in receiving
after catching five passes for 92 yards.
Lao Malauulu pulled down
eight passes for 133 yards and is now
ranked 10th in the nation in receiving.
Tailback Kenny Jackson rushed
for III yards on 30 carries kin his
fourth 1(X) plus game of the season. He
now has 755 yards and 10 touchdowns. The 10 TD’s are the most at
SJSU since Gerald Willhite had 11 in
19140.

BOB WEIR
ROBERT HUNTER
19

NON-ACADEMIC SCHEDULING
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The Student Union Scheduling Office
is now accepting scheduling requests
for the 1987 Spring Semester.

11.1 51 11 ADMI5SION1 511.50 Ow 154 (a, Adonowoon
Bon Office. g ynrb,hno Blue
naffs assembly roe aft Sherwood
Rhythm %hand. Phonographs Swords SC011s Valle*, BASS Takeo
Mikis including all Wherehouse Records & at ihe Sem Ow Cow
Auditorium &pi Orf. Chary isles h) phone. cell 14111119911 2277
Of more info cell 140111 429 1444

’
Student organizations and campus
departments who use Student Union
space for meetings and other events
should submit scheduling requests by
November 3, 1986 for priority
scheduling.
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California State University system,
Unno. was officially retired during a
CSU hoard of trustess has given
ceremony in front of the Student
the final approval to increase funding Union. SJSU
President Gail Fullerton
for unversity child-care programs. If presented
the purebred German shepapproved by Gov. George Deukme- herd
a badge and letter releasing the
jian. $1.42 million will be granted to university’s interest in the
dog.
child care for the 19 California State
University campuses. SJSU could receive up to 527.500. if the governor
As of Friday. SJSU student Ann
signs the plan.
Marie Courtney has been missing for
one year. San Jose police say they
Bill Honig, slate superintendent have sonic leads in the case. Courtney
of public instruction. met with SJSU disappeared Oct. 25, 1985 while
faculty, students and administration on hiking alone through Pfieffer Big Sur
Friday to discuss his mission recruiting State Park.
at least 85,000 college students into
the teaching profession by 1991.
The first 12 events this semester
cost the Associated Students Program
The first K 9 police dog in the Board
approximately
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2878
21 12
55 485
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tO gel y.r copy 2411r6 FREE
AMATEUR RADIO OPERATORS’. The
SJSU Amateur Radio Club ’rants
you. Eo-Onmring 333. 277-3470
CHILD ABUSE TREATMENT PRO.
GRAM Enhance personal a pro
Moran. growth as Volunteer ffi
tm In world mown.lt local
program
Counseling. support
mrvicm. ranin data pro
-mooing

to.

public awareness, fund raising
etc B1. & mono-lingual, all mo
mrs. grad & undergo
-4d Experi
-col to post -grad,
once from ciao

1 I .
DNS

Intro-to extrovert WE NEED YOU
Near campus ICFF PO Bo
952. S J 95106 280.5055

gm. 26,
, COI 6,
4144111 6,

Inedy I,

Walker
..0 avg.
1.4 avg.
1.11 avg.
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1-1-16), Op-

-60 21.4

in,
1portents

f;

lalliteulu
241-6.9
iitas 13I) avg.

II 6-59iherts 4 Carter
.0 avg.

RESEARCH PAPERS

15.278 AVAIL.
ABLE. Catalog $200 Romarch.
11322 Idaho, .2065T. 1.0. An.
91488
90025
VISA MC
or
C00.(213) 477-8474

WANT TO FORM MACROBIOTIC So.
dory interostecl? Call Martin at
971.7014

AUTOMOTIVE
BUGS FOR SALE., San Jo... boat
B UGS All guaranteed." 100% ti
naming. OAC Call VW Amore.
lion at 297-8200 $200 discount on
vehici8 purchase w univ I D
77 BUICK REGAL red white 08, air.
mho ammo
-1e. ’Icons. paid,
$1400, 248-5901
-74 HONDA 550F. fainng. 2 helmets
5800 Call 275-1460 al. 6prn
74 FORD COURIER runs groat, .now
tires. shell, 105K miles, $900
Phone 379-3585 370-2626

1-2-2.0

1-44.0

INS
n 9-27-

COMPUTERS
APPLE

MACINTOSH USERS Rent
LaserWriter Plus
Mit on
printer
Wordpr.eraIng
and
&to
-tight typing sorvicm siso Call
DAYSTAR at 358-2717 Pickup
and delivery

MIR

Reosonable rates.

quality mod..
COMPUTER EASE Cornputror hove or
private instruction 00th. IBM PC.
In Wordstar, wordperfrat. writing
Ii

4
3
2
2
2
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2
2
3
3
4

$3,212, according to its monthly rePort

6879746 CLEAVED GI TO mar
row ffirva- 0.1-1AWSAV
YOU*. 4 LOYZE IMWUS

Gay and Lesbian Awareness
Week, which started yesterday, will
concentrate on educating the public in
better understanding homosexuals.

ROW NE SEAM
.
WITH 1161ff 6litt17’./

OW, 114 4orms
4 11171e 1137I’VVE
TO Xi 04’ eltri
/

Asfa 7e.
fice ANY71/fiVb //

The Associated Students Program
Board reported a loss of 53,212 for
August and September events.

Sports
The SJSU football team defeated
the Pacific Tigers 44-15 and accumulated 724 yards in total offense, the
most yardage in the NCAA this season. Spartan quarterback Mike Pere/
set several records including 508 yards
in the air.

The Real World

Manuel Ruiz
ANO GRZRT rod
6,1 rrisila

I TRODUL Kliz Tht. -o-TEST
ANN TON TO NE UAL UAW:
TNE CUTE. LITTLE

Ruatant1LE laincEM SEAR.

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ADULT ( X X X) CLASSIFIED MAGAZINE
FREE. Call 255-0724 (recordino)

OPP

wow

Mir ar

Campus
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Berke Breathed

Bloom County
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assistant or profession.’ editor
South San Jose home Afternoon
elms.’ only 227.1990
O156 TO DISK CONVERSIONS
IBM MS-DOS CP M ALTOS
Portabkos-OSBORN.TRS-80
Orar 500 Disk
514 00
disk

formals
Word

Pro-

Tapes
cessors.Mag
Prompt rarvico PU & Delivery
Creative
Data
(408)660-6080
lem

Sem-

IBM XT COMPATIBLE,256k. 2 drives,
monitor. keyboard. MG P. $695
640K, 20MB hard disk, drive.
keyboard.

$1095

Doi

matri printer. $240 Letter quality. $295 One block from campus
404 5 3rd St #2. corner of San
Salvador PC-COM, 295-1606

Take new and renewal mitmalm
orders by phone Mon thru Weds
Sal & Sun Outstanding earning
potential Call 370-9090
KIDDIE WORLD TOYS, 3640 Stevens
Creek Blvd, San Jose, 241-400
Warehoum. sales, cashior position% Open Apply at 1616016 World,
NO calls
OOKING

FOR PART TIME work?
Togas at 900 N First St 4 hiring
lor day tirm positions Praise call
287-4570 or Inquire co
-thin

McDONALD a NOW HIRING. Prmiurn
my. hours fiesible around school
schedulo Too-flue days, 10.35
hrs wk
interviows M-F 3-4pm
Contact Mike or Lucy at 356-3095.
15475 los Gtoil Blvd
PART A FULL TIME RETAIL HELP’ National
firm
promo
-no
Or
Christmes woo-. and semester
brook work If accepted you will
earn $925 starting’ Part time (20)
mrnings pa week equal 5185
Full (40) earnings per weak .qual
0370 Nomporlenc Is moiled becaum of our Intonsho on the job
training program Good math and
reading skill* are a plus Som.’
evoning end woekend positions
are evallaba and some flexIbIlIty
is allowed during final mann In
eddition, if you qualify. corporate
Scholarships are awarded. Inter
nship are possible, ond you may
tram 2.3.4 credits per quartar or
serneter
During your winter.
spring and especially rammer
brooks. full time work is available
Call today tor information and an
interview or cell Monday through
Friday between 10 AM -2 PM (408)
275-9085 II the lina Is busy.
pies* tra patient and try again
An equal opportunity company
PART TIME JOBS. W. marktt auto
club mornbarships for the major
oil companies Part-time, easy
hours, weekly paychecks $7 to
$15 hourly commission. complete
troining provided Great raped.
once for your resume PC Smith
Corp .247-0570
PL AY BY DAY, work dos. to campus
by night Mara up to $10 hr 3

oppression
BACKACHE??

Fre. marnlmtion
care as part of research promct
It you have had low back pain for
more than 6 months A are 20-55
yrs old. Mem call Palmer Col’
agent Chiropractic -W.41 at (4N)
2444907. eat 401

FEMALE COMPANION WANTED to
livo with sincere handImpptal
man Pease mil Brian at 291,2308
HILLEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOC’S.
TIONo- Shobbal dinners. ponies.
Sunday brunch.. !Mures. Tues.
Moll
doy ’Lunch and Mem.
danci, holiday celebrations
For Intorno-to-on call Hill. at 2946311
LEARN RUSSIAN El..
NATIVE
We offer an Intensive or 10 Mt
comm. Indvd1 or group Cl
For more into 0111993-3730
LISA B, WHEN ARE YOU going to ask
me out? I’m welting by IM phone
PIGGY
NATIONAL GAY -RI contact club 18 .
men and worn. ConfidanteI, low
rates Send SASE to NGCC. P0
Box 26781-4 San JOWL Ca
95159
NEED 100 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE to
try new herbal weight control program No drugs, no exercise
100% guaranteed Call (404) 2457503
PROFESSOR’. EXAM FILES available
for
Engineering
Is regoired
courses In CE, FE, ME and Net
Erna), FIT. Calculus. ChomIslry
and Physics Available .1 Sporten
Bookstore A Roberts Book Store
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERMA.
NENTI Y..

Confidant.. 335 5
Brawood An., San Jose Call
247.7466 tor appointment
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christi. Cam
ter Sunday -Lutheran 10 45 am
Catholic 4 00 and 11 00 pm Pimm
cali Campus Ministry at 298-0204
rot worship,counseling.progrerns
and study opportunities Rev
Natalte ShiraTr Bob L egar.Sr
Joan

Cell Deb *no
-ay
nights week
SJSU Annual Fund. 277-9206 between 3.5pm on weekdays
POSTERER TO PUT UP FLYERS and
FloxibN
posW6 on campus
hours Call Nun’ or nerds at 2777807
STUDENT ASSISTANT CLERICAL position In Student Actiallim
Soryices Office Must Sc currently
enrolled. MNe good communIcotype
45
wpm
skills.
lion
Ms wk
15-20
$4 50 $4 90 hr ,
Apply CAE Bklg , 277.2187 Deadline for applying 10 30

Flen

SERVICES

bikini, tummy, moustache, beck,
should.64. ale) 15% discounts to
students and 4.414 Call More
Christman. 1986 & get your 1st
spat at f 2 price Unwanted halr
disappears with my care Gwen C
Ch.gren. R E Call 559-3500, or
sp.. 1645 S Bascom An. CC
HAIR TODAY GONE TOMORROW
IS THAT DESIGN project
Ou hratt no resourcas for
ideas or what to build? SHI Electronics is cornolitled to offering
low coot elralroffic (component)

EEO IE’s!!

-cal, library arm.20 hr. wk. Otto
ration and rnsinl.ance, good
English communication skills
must Call Wendy al 277-2941

due &

LG &Jar. 6 ECE units preferred

Nora

BARE IT ALL.. Stop Shoving. waxing.
tWeissing Let me pennamntly remove your unwonted hoar (chin.

STUDENT ASSISTANT.

TEACHERS & AIDES for preschool

Rev

Panetta.

computer information need. for
Days 942-7736,
IM student
Eves 243-4780 .614 for Jots

can

tdfr-- -

miming otters quality guaranteed
work at competitive rates Exp.
*need In thesis, term papers,
group projects, mournes, manuscripts & letters Located In North
Son Jose, only minute. from cam
pus Call PJ al 923-2309
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING All
formats A group projects welcome Spoil check every Om, free
dlok storage Database capability
SIndard & micro cassette Iran.
scription Word pro< ’I’m on

Wanda Folk

School Daze

SAMNA
&
word
perfect
software Hrs ME 0 30.5 30 Remry, time now for your upcoming thml, dissertation or manuscript Chrratal 9234481

FUTONS.. Clualtly cotton products
Creole your own living & stooping
Space with our futons. pillows
and tram. Custom Futons 4 Pit.
lows Plus, 302 El Pomo Shopping
Center (at Sarotoge & Campbell
An...). San Jose. 370-5644 10%
discount on Futons with this ad
SELL ONLY ONE model and sire
1231 of bike. but you can own
new 1 7 opoed for In.. than $85
MSC they.* Solos offers low.
Mat transportation needs for lira
Student 30 day guarantee All
942.7736.

sales Real. Call Dsys
Eyes 293-4780 Ask for Joe

WHY BUY SEMINAR COURSES? Borrow INen, from us, Real Estate,
Motivational, Sales & Business
home-study courms Hundreds
to choose from. We II also accept
any used courms for credit to.
word the annual km UAL IMITED
-Cm Library
The Soo
(800)624-2222 132
borrowing

TEACHERS FOR SMALL professional
preschool with caring atmosphere Need ECE. enthusiasm,
and emotivity Flexible hours &
blandly staff Little Scholars Prorahool, 2341474 or 274-4729
TELEMARKETING RADIO TIME PART
TIME We are looking for a few
outspoken people to sell air time
Thls position requires
good
rake and strong deIre to make
money Call Mrs Green al 3773800
SALES-poll tims Sell
subscriptions to the 1414licury.
News Guaranis.] $4 50 hr plus
commission Shifts 9APO-1PM or
plus
4 30PM4 30PM, Mon -Fri

TELEPHONE

Sat

call toasty (406)983-1800

HOUSEKEEPER
THOROUGH
NEEDED to help female student
Clean customer shorn.. Tramp
furnished Call 279-3394
WANTED PERSONS INTERESTED In
making 5200-51500 a no. PT FT,
no esperience Cell 2554675

HELP WANTED

HOUSING

ORIOLE SALESPERSON The Silver
Plum, Los Gatos, T.W-711.5-6pm
some Sans , 10-6pm Los Gatos

AFFORDABLE HOUSING.. STUDENT
DISCOUNT Fully furnished, secure and sato rooms, FREE

B lvd , call 358-2226
E ARN TOP MONEY NOW. Holiday
Season Forget the old Imam of
an Encyclopaedia rraresentative
going door to door Encyclopaedia Bo
-hinnies 0.95 0! today sail in
a dignified manner at over-thecounter locations in ream, malls.
national bookstores, from refer.
role and verioua mathoda or NIL
Min.reted Nods and national ad
radioing Encyclopaedia Briton
flies I. may to WI Mau. 01 Its
quality and mme Our liminclog
plans make It easy to own Just 2
week earn you $522
ordors
Gross commission We will train
and glve you full managionrant
support For inter.. call 00
Thompson at 253-7100
E UCIP1A RESTAURANT maks lunch
and dinnor Wooers A waltiorm
Good student job Call 280-9184
374S let St
-lion in the Stu
GRAPHIC ARTIST polo
MI Activities & Services Office
lo ossist in devetoprrant of flyers,
banners, etc ICI-4
hrs wk. 54 50-$4 90 hr Apply by
11 -716 in CAE Bldg
brochuros,

Iles and housekeeping service
Reasonable rates.shared or sin.
gb avollable Walking dist.. to
San Jose State Onim 72 N 5th
Si, 998-0234
APT 2 bd, 2b1h, crpt, sac bldg . clean
quiet walk to SJSU From $600
sec deposli 780S 11th St
FEMALE WANTED TO share room In
new 2 beam furn apt , $250 rno
Mao.. Liss 37197530
NEED MALE STUDENT to take orar
dorm room Either now or brain.
nIng of neat semmt.t. Cell John
at 2774474
NONSMOKER WANTED TO shore
MAR 0 pvl
townhouse Furn
bath A deck Garage, fireplarm,
pool. tennis $350 Mt 274-8085
(PktS)
QUIET UN-F ROOMS close to 101, 15
mins Inn SJSU Washer dryer.
non-smokins
utilities.
share
5315 rno.Call 729-6671 after &pm
19204 CLASSIC, 1 bdrrn w bonus nn
Must be cram, 90114 & sober 551
6th SI . Mole $450. double
5475 Call Robert 267,2077 alio,

JEsatc.. motoci_us. loot s rat
need. Wafter ms. brOffirs. DJ
Call 297-7272 279-8683 for Info
JOBS! .101111. JOBS! Ideal for slu
dents Join our marketing stff

PERSONAL

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will consult won SJSU student for 30 min.. FREE Practice limited to all
impacts Of irmigrsiffin and natuOffice located
ralization law
within 10 nlinutm from campus
Cell Robert Ng at (408) 289-8400
for an rapointmnt

’EA4.11 Akan Ins Joe! suds
50545 TALKING ABOUT TOBIN.

\

caeb

ACCURACY

ALWAYS

Professional

rosults every time theses. papers, resumes and dissertollon
Serving Evergreen SSJ & few
mlnuhts from SJSU Student dlscount with this ad or ID Cali

Isaac Newt

woo//
w0o00000/gA5y.

(408)224-0652
AFFORDABLE WORD PROCESSING
Specializing In rmumes, term pa.
NO lob too
perstranrariptkin
small, Student discounts Near

NOP< wow."

SJSU Teachers welcome. Office
Alternatives, 294-2974

sage
WAY WITH WORDS prompt, acm
rate. literate. B A in Not., Wang
Word Pro...Mg, spelling errors
corrected Long rmnuscripts 0.1
corm Will pick up, MI6. Also
OV141010 critical reeding. Eagle lance In rewriting Dan OR.,,,

4-0

Eric Kieninger
174ANK YOU
F0fa THE
CUD AND
THE Rose,

BARRE’S WORD PROCESSING Han,
job will process Experienced in
theses, manuscripts. pram, resurms,
profession.’
back-up
work Reasonable rat. Located
conmiently Call Barb. at 92.4370
BECK SECRETARIAL
Stud.’ pa.
pers, resumes, business typing
nem, word processing Willow
Glen area Call lise .1 207-8234.
HILL SANTA
TERESA
BLOSSOM
AREA Fast. accurate typing and
word processing available seven
Linlifed piCloup
days weak
delivery 365-1012
CALL

LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
word
processing
Reports
theses, dissertations, group pro.
Nets. resumes Gimrenteed quick
no
-urn Pet pm and hourly rates
Transcription available Almaden.
Branham area Free disk storage
Prof Steno Typing Service (408)
264.4504

Classified
papers. theses, mums, dim. rations. etc Inc students .Rd fac-a.
ulty We also do taps Orinoco
tIon and bookkospIng Free data
storm Call 245-1769

Do you have paper due soon? Does
It need lobe typed? Call today to
schedule your word processing
LOS Quick turnaround occur..
52.44 PM 993-9260. Word for
Word Entorprism.SJ

ENTERPRISE

edge

cli.ncy

assistance All work guaranteed
Professional, confidential end dependable mike at AFFORDA
E RATES. Er.. diok storm

and

Increased

ei-

Call Richard at 272-8348

WORD PROCESSING
paws, research pspors.
theses & dIssertotIons (Campbell.
Turatran APO. 3rd .d), screenplays. reUrnefi, Cover B follow-up
leo-ors, manuscript. (books, so-Icies, short storios). tranuriptIon
Free SPEL-CHEK, minor edit (If
requmle4), proof, disc storm
Studenthscutry discounts Oukk
turnaround 2445825
Tram

EXCELLENT TYPING SERVICE

Tenn

WORD processing $1 00 per page, no mini.
mum Thosis, dlamrtatton, etc
RHEMA GRAPHICS at 365.9038

TYPING
AARDVARKS DON’T TYPE, burl dot
Thom. dissertations. reports
Fight page minimum, six months
frm Mk storm On-line word
processing, an for Joy. at 264.
1029

more (Pamele)423-7810
ACCURATE.

AC.

COUNTABLE for ’Mahoneya f bet

Trost

Tony

togs arse. call Jmn at 741-5880

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE
PROFES.
SIGNAL typing A busin wry
loot Fast. rmranoble. Anew, unl

PUT YOUR WORDS in their Mat per
Experienced
Weclive
atonal word processing
ttrams,

resumes

proNs
mars.
Specimilsi In

versify Call (408)292-4047
THESES

- REPORT PAPERS Word
processing w exam ottontIon to
Mall $2 pg for studonto 1300
for professionals Rmumes $10
Save your work on the IBM PC for
later um Grammar, punctuation,

technical
sciontific
projects
St 75-13 peg* Call Vicki sr 281
3056 IBM area
QUALITY

TYPING

SERVICE

for

all

your typing needs Student rates
ronging tram Sr to St 75 per pm

in
A spelling checked printed
publications
quality
Erickson
Word Prmessing 377.5293

Quick turnaround Disk storage
tor 33 days Cell (40e) 946-4967
Ask for Amanda or leave message

structors Dependoble
accurtra work Reasonable rotes.
51 50 pg
Assignments 10 ma
and over will be accept.’ only
Call 4061 7361678, Sunny..ia
am, long range assignmnts
can be submitted by mall yr your
remttionee
WORD PROCESSING.RESOMES thesis and term papers Rmsonable
rotes Quality smite, ebb to do
b.’ face and right mergin rusttlication Call 259-9446 Not rar from
SJSU
WORD PROCESSING - students, In.
small OU11% Term
moors thesis, mumu. monuis. dIssertirtiono, mass milling,
spelling chock. etc Reasonable
roots Call K A B Dora Top Serv.
km at 274.7562 Pkk up and dip
livery imatisbi.
7FE s TYPING and Secretarial Sim
Ices Fast accurate work eels.
able sever days
week locetral
In the Blossom Hill Semite Tema
area limIted pick-up and delivery Call 365.1012

(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces Or each Mel

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

1111111111111111111111111111_111.11

Two
One
Days
Day
3 Lines $355 $435
$5 15
4 Lines $at 35
$600
5 Lines $515
6 Lines $5 95 $6 80
Each Additional Line Add $

Three
Days
$475
$5 55
$635
$7 15
80

Four
Days
$500
$5 80
$660
$740

Five
Days
$5 20
$600
$680
$7 60

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
$1 05
$1 20
$1 35
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Print Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)

5-9 Lines $46 (10 t 0 1 4 I Ines $63 00
15 Pius I ,nes 50000

Address

Phone

City 8 State

Zip_

Phone 277-3175

Enclosed is $

_For

’it’s

Days

Circles Classification:
Announcements

Help Wanted

Personals

Automotive

Housing

Services

Travel

For Sale
Typing

Stereo

2962067

Lost 6 Found
Computers

SENO CHECK MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

ABOLISH

ACADEMIC

AND
PROFESSIONAL
word procsing P J ’a word pro-

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST -ram mains.
theses. ate Accurate, prompt.
0225 dbt spocn p.r pggg sygg.

TYPING SERVICE for students and In-

MI)

toots
typing theta
tops-- try
Tony -216-2067 51 50 per page
-I guar
double spaced All woo
anteed

RESUME A TYPING We use IBM OT
COMPUTER, Word Slat end letter
quality printer Roston. 55 up
Typing $1 50 pg. doubt. opoce
Ono block from campus PC
COM, 404 S 3rd St ..2 corm of
ran Salvador PC-COM. ris. I 606

punctual’. For prompt. 7 day
lam m.amge for
Pam... at (4011)275-6253
response,

NEED THAT FORGOTTEN PAPER
typed lest? Let me help’ Term p0.
pers. letter. reports, MONS. riP

cessing

ABSOLUTELY,

COVERL F TIERS,
end
auto-mos correspondence Assts.
4006 with vocabulary, sentence
structure, and form if mquosted
Call 2649448

TYPING DONE REASONABLE rates
Call Patti et 248-5633

Print Your Ad Here

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER emery time Es,
pertenced, professional word protheses, rip
papers,
oftic overflow, rnallingg
newsletter* Student Discounts
Guananteed work Only 10 minutes from campus Words and

RESUMES,

nunuscrffits,
corresponrance,
its WIll aid In grammar spoiling.

QUICK

cell (408)371-6811

cenur. & mom opportunliNs.
$2.00 Write to Mon Amt, Boa
11567F B .Harriaburg, Pa 171011

II spell Check all documents Call
Kelley 1972-2907

tr.

STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now. Savo your teeth. eras
and money too For information
and brochure sae A S Olilm or

STUDENTS, TEACHERS. Send today
for unto. booklet, filled 0th
mrvicoable Information about li

WORD
PROCESSING
DONE at reesonable rates mot
quick turnaround Me Will setup

PROCESS IT WRITE.’ Faculty and rat
dents can rely on occur.a
timely production of newsletters.
rosumos, publications,
report ,

Pam, 247-2661 (Santa Clara) See
SJSU FalIRA Dirralory of Classes
for additional coupon savings
INEXPENSIVE.

RELIABLE

stralIng assistance Rms....
rates Call March at 294-6347
(work leave message or 925 1274
WON, 10 pro

al 371-5933

9448

Thanks
IRISH APARTHEID
NO
WM. tor FREE Info PJL, 346
Williams Rd SJ 95117 End Ma

EXPO
don Reports. term papers. etc
Editing
available
Coneclobi
typewriter
From
Mattronic
SI SO double space peg* Call Bill

on mei..

search paws lest and pro4.sionally,
FREE
grammar

TYPIST.. Net, Leigh & Cam

pend... Willow Gt. Area my
to locale
Call Mrs
Morton
(Marsha) from RAM4IPM at 266-

ilive

On

Thick Crust

976-0277

confidential Weekdays. railings
4 Saturday Sunnyvale Electrolysis Center. KO Business Park et
Hwy 101 & N Falrmks An. (408)

RUNNERS. THLETESo- Op tissue
muscle work for an extra

Sheila Neal
f3UT I CAN’T
H.4NPlf IT WIEN
WOMEN DO 7WAT
To ME/

AMY WILL TYPE your paper for only
51 per page, doubt* spaced On
campus mch day for pickup & Os’Ivory Call 249.4075. Nave mes.

procmIng needs Term perm,
reports. reaumel, COver letters
theme, die...4110ns. manuals
APA
All acadernk fOrrnals
grammar, punctuation

cal. biographical topics Studiffit
discounts available For free info,
writs CL 0, 00034 Motors Lane,
Columbia MD 21045

- Ploke.
di4WW\ ,A/3Y
W0000000! woo
WOO! WOO!

NA7E IT WHEN
MEN DO 7NAT
7D Mc

()WNW

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
personal legal busInests, word

PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH for writers. scholars, and public officials
Spraleltzlng in historical, pollo-

ra

at student rates S1 50 page Call
DAYSTAR at 358-2717

tuation. mntonce structure, and
formatting (Turabian, APA, etc)
Former English major highly de-

CLEANING & SERVICES
Homes. offices. carpel. & windows (406)264.3096. 269-6025

Tiara ase VOW RI ewneus; )

ars set- *ccouwrws,
assovnpus-14r.,..--4_

reports 2-9 pages Professional
typist and skilled word cameos.
L amrWritio- Plus printing Pickup
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Spartan Shops opposes
Gann ’fair pay’ initiative

Lil’ pumpkin

By Brian Fedrun
Daily staff writer
The Spartan Shops board of directors voted
unanimously Friday to oppose Proposition 61. the
Gann "Fair Pay Amendment." but they won’t he
able to contribute any money to the opposition el,
Ion.
TOM Boothe. Associated Students president
and Spartan Shops board member. said if passed,
Proposition 61 would set a salary cap of $46.720 on
state university employees. He said though Spartan
Shops is an auxiliary organization whose employees
wouldn’t be affected by the passing of Proposition
61 . they would he indirectly touched.
"I think Gann is taking a very simplistic approach." Boothe said, adding that Gann has consistently failed to show up at gatherings to defend Proposition 61. lie was a no-show at SJSU in September.
"I don’t think we (the unisersity) could compete with other schools in other states to attract qualified people," Boothe said.
"Even though the salary cap would have no impact on Spartan Shops salaries, would it be appropriate for auxiliary organization employees to receive
more compensation than the university president or
deans?"
Board member Bill Campsey said that in New
York, the average salary for a professor right out oil
school is $46,000 to $48,000. He said a potential
California State University or University of California instructor or administrator might not stay here
with a salary cap staring him in the face.
’ ’We wouldn’t he able to attract anyone," he
said. "Qualified teachers would certainly go elsewhere.

[rot Gurian Daily

staff photographer

Four -year-old Bronson Cow an gazes thoughtfully as he holds a
pumpkin he picked from a pumpkin patch at Spartan City.

Three Sigma Nus
recover after fight
SkillifiNG.,/frroaroge
Several fraternity members then
told the men to leave and escorted
them out the hack door. Adams said.
"The whole time we were showing them out, the man that did the stashing was being serhally abusive."
Adams said.
"When we reached our property
line, the men stopped and wouldn’t
leave," Krug said.
"Then the man turned around and
pushed Terry t Ifickman I. Terry
pushed him back, and that’s when the
man gave Terry what looked like a
punch. hut was really stabbing him."
Krug said.
A scuffle broke out. and Fictive
they knew it, three people were
stabbed, Adams said.
"At first, I didn’t know I vs ;is

slabbed. it vras only alio I hin hack to
call the police that I re:di/est I had been
cut." Krug said.
’Terry came up to me after we
got the guy down and was holding his
stomach in. yelling ’I’ve been
stabbed,’
Adams said. "I remember
him holding his shirt. and this red circle kept getting redder and redder.’’
When one if the men saw the
other fighting with fraternity member.. he ran assay . Adams said. Morin
said they are not looking for him. because he wasn’t involved in the light.
Adams said intruders were a common problem at fraternities.
Sigma Nit President Bruce Mobley said. "One good thing is that after
it happened. members from other fraternity houses came over and asked it
there was anything they could do to
help."

Dorm stores closed,
legality questioned
paKi /
merce and researching whether we
need the license," he said. ’’We’ll talk
with the rest of the resident directors.
Charlene Chu. and (Housing Director)
Willie Brown to discuss options."
Drummond said there hasn’t been
an uproar in West Hall over the closing
of the store there.
"It hasn’t created any huge
waves or anything, and I haven’t had
people coming to me outraged.’’ he
said, hut added. "it was convenient .’
Patterson said that since Royce
Hall had the store first. they had the
most to lose by shutting down.
"That was the main source of
fund raising for the dorm. We didn’t
make that much money from dances."
he said. "I don’t think the other dorms
have seen the benefits. We have a microwave. VCR and new ping-pong
paddles. It’s nice to see new things in a
trashy -looking dorm."
Royce Hall senior Greg Dowd
said he liked the stores .is :in option to

inefficient Spartan Shops sending machines.
"The candy machine has worked
on and off for the past two years." he
complained. "It’s a 50-50 shot on
whether it would work or steal your
money.’’
Zuni said he thinks his vending
staff has done a good job keeping up
with vending maintenance and supply
considering the amount of vandalism
and abuse the machines take.
The hours of the Royce store
were 1 to 10 p.m.. which extends past
hours
of all Spartan Shops service
the
areas except the Student Union Games
Area Snack Bar. Patterson said many
dorm residents would rather go to 7 Eleven to buy soft drinks because
"Big Gulps" are more economical
than vending machine sodas, He said
residents would buy products from the
dorm store because they knew it would
benefit the entire dorm.
Patterson also said he thinks the
dorm stores are worth fighting for.

5;"

"To say we can’t put money into it is to tie our
hands," Boothe said, adding that it’s hard to reach
all the people in California with rust words.
Spartan Shops joins the
He said another provision in Proposition 61
calls for a two-year limit on the duration of all servAssociated Students, the
ice contracts for the university.
Boothe cited a California Postsecondary EducaAcademic Senate and
tion Commission report that said the state would not
be able to hire enough permanent personnel to peruniversity President Gail
form services now handled under contract by outside
agents.
Fullerton in opposing
Boothe said bidders might he reluctant to seek
contracts on things like elevator maintenance or liProposition 61.
brary services with the two-year limit.
Although the auxiliary organization is a separate entity. Boothe said he wondered if Spartan
Shops would he adversely affected by the two-year
Spartan Shops General Manager Ed Zant said
limit as well.
Boothe was going to ask the hoard to allow financial
support from Spartan Shops to fight the amendment.
But Boothe said his main concern with the proBut Zani said a provision in Title V of the Education posed amendment is the devastating effect it could
Code prohibits an auxiliary organization from donat- have on higher education and eventually the econing money to support or oppose an amendment.
omy of California.
Boothe also noted that the Student Union board
"To people scratching to make $20,(XX) a year.
of directors and school newspapers can’t make mon- Proposition 61 and its salary cap sounds good," he
etary donations, but can vocalize opposition or sup- said. "But talented high -quality personnel recogport.
nized in their field as musicians, engineers, artists
"Spartan Shops is a different mechanism," and journalists just won’t stay here.
Boothe said. "It doesn’t receive money from the
He said the altruistic benefits of working at an
state and it’s a legally distinct entity. We place our- institution like a college aren’t worth the sacrifices
selves voluntarily in that position, but we’re still clo- of knowing the most they’ll ever earn as a teacher is
sely allied with the state."
$46,720.
He said the most Spartan Shops can do is vote
"Why should they sacrifice the quality of life
to condemn a proposition and then campaign indi- .any more than they do now?" he asked the board.
vidually against it
"They have families to support like everyone else."

State schools chief campaigns
for quality teacher education
EDI ( 1/.0k/rota page I
tial program and public schools, lie
also supports paid internships and residencies under teachers who can share
their expertise. and he would be sending a hill to fund internships at 80 percent of a beginning teacher’s pay to the
Legislature next year. He expects a big
political battle.
Funding in general is still a major
problem. Honig said, noting that Calilernia spends $2.000 less per student
annually than New York. Education
needs 40 percent of the $3 billion revenue increase the state expects next
year, he said.
Honig envisions the first two to
three years at teaching incorporating
internships and residencies using teachers in the field and education school
faculty to give new teachers a good,
strong introduction to the profession.
He suggested that in the mean -

me, education schools try to find districts willing to spend lottery or discretionary funds for interns.
The SJSU School of Education
has already begun a such a program.
Honig said.
"One 01 the interesting aspects of
this campus tor me is that you have
done what we’ve been talking about
. . and have same experience in
hits you develop those structural interactions.
"It is a hallmark of how you do
business here. and I think that speaks
well." he said.
At the end of the day’s visit,
SJSU President Gail Fullerton said,
’We’ve had a good interchange. I
think it was very, very helpful. He, of
course was encouraging us to put more
resources in the School of Education.
We were pointing out that many, many
areas faro in need.

10th Street collision
leaves woman injured
A Los Angeles woman suffered
minor injuries yesterday morning in a
four-car accident at the corner of East
San Carlos and 10th streets.
San Jose Police officers said the
injured woman, Khanh Iran. 28. was
traveling southbound on 10th Street
about 8:45 a.m. when her car collided
with a vehicle traveling westbound on
East San Carlos Street.
According to San Jose police,
Iran’s car then bounced into a vehicle
traveling eastbound on East San Carlos
Street. Tran’s car finally came to a
stop after hitting a fourth car parked on
the east side of 10th Street, police
said

The police said they believe Tran
ran a red light prior to the accident.
However, they said a citation would
not he issued until Tran could he interviewed.
Tran was taken by ambulance
from the scene of the accident to San
Jose Hospital. She suffered minor
scrapes and abrasions and would hereleased after treatment, a hospital
spokesman said.
SJSU student Prema Olgren was a
passenger in the eastbound vehicle
struck by Tran. Olgren was not injured
and continued to class, police said.

petty theft out of Merced County.
Schatz said.
"He has been a suspect and has
received treatment for prior related
sexual offenses and is on parole from a
state hospital," Schatz said.
UPD will not file charges against
the man because he did not commit a
crime. Schatz said.

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
COCKTAIL PARTY

All 750

HONIG. from page I
into a shortage of about 40 or 50
faculty members, Okerlund said.
One of the areas having an upturn in enrollment is the School of
Education. SJSU President Gail
Fullerton said.
"What we need is recognition
of the new levels of enrollment,"
Fullerton said.
The problem was expressed to
Honig, a member of the California
State University hoard of trustees,
although the main purpose of his
visit was teacher recruitment, she
said.
"I think he understood the
concerns we were raising," Fullerton said.
Honig also took stands on
Proposition 63, a ballot measure
that would establish English as the
state’s official language, and Proposition 56. a $400 million higher’

education construction bond issue,
while on campus.
The English -only measure
would be divisive and a symbolic
slap in the face to the state’s minorities. Honig said.
"People need to he sensitive
about how things are looked at by
the variety of diverse communities
we have." Honig said.

"This campus here is growing
rapidly," Honig said.
Fullerton has said the bond
issue would provide money for renovation projects
including funds
for construction and working drawings for the old Science Building
and preliminary and working drawings for Dwight Bente! Hall.
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Two students lead UPD to arrest
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"We took him hack to the woman’s class and she identified him as
being the one who was following
her.’’ Hublow said.
Hublow and hies then used the
blue -light phone to call the University
Police Department, and the man was
arrested on an outstanding warrant for
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Educators
caution that
Proposition 61
could affect
instructor
quality at the
college level in
California.
Passage of the
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result in a pay
cut for top
administrators
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Passage ()I Proposition 56 is
important so universities can meet
growing demand for teacher-preparation and other programs, he said.
’This campus here is growing
rapidly... Honig said.
Fullerton has said the bond
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Local union representative Sandra Hudnall listens to gubernatorial candidate "l’om Bradley speak on campus
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Ded cated Citizen

She’s feisty
Woman mixes civics, caring
According to Souza, Ferreira
Hy Scan Van Camp
Eva Ferreira is voting by ab- has livened many a council meetsentee ballot next week because she ing.
"She can he a holy terror when
won’t have time to go to the polls.
Instead, she and her husband she’s fighting for a cause." he said
will drive eight people who aren’t "When she’s for you, she’s for you.
physically able to get there by them- But look out vs hen she’s against
you."
selves.
Councilman Dave Tobkin
That’s typical. Eva Ferreira
has mixed volunteer work and poli- knows both the political and human
tics in the Santa (’bra
Valley for much of her
69 years.
And she isn’t done
yet.
**I’ve got to start
spending time on those
measures." she said.
"Anything that has to do
with education for our
kids, I’ll help pass.’’
But she’ll have to
squeeze those measures
campaigning
between
for U.S. Rep. Norman
Mineta, 11-13th District,
("1 make .300 calls a
day,"), helping the Sisters of the Carmelite
Monastery,
playing
physical therapist or just
Eva Ferreira
being a friend to people
itarian sides of Ferreira.
less fortunate than she for up to six
"We’ve clashed on everything
hours daily.
from card rooms and theme parks to
Sitting in the front room of her utility rates." Tobkin said.
Santa Clara home, Ferreira flipped
But she also helped take care
through scrapbooks filled with photographs of people she had helped of Tobkin’s kids when he was going
through
a divorce.
and their notes of thanks.
"She has a very big heart but a
"Now look at this," she said. fiery temperament." Tobkin said.
pointing to a picture of a boy in a
One of 22 children 113 girls. 9
wheekhair, his feet badly twisted.
boys), Ferreira was the only one in
In another photo, it’s the same terested in politics.
boy, climbing on a Jungle Gym she
She started by working on
raised the money for. "He couldn’t
Franklin D. Roosevelt’s 1932 presi
walk before." she said.
then a succession
She spoke fondly about the dential campaign,
Kennedy
benefactors who have helped her of others, including John
Most of the candidates were
causes over the years. Copies of
Democrats.
their checks fill page after page.
"I guess they’re better talkers
She talked about developer
Ray Collishaw, the subject of a re- Republicans seemed to be more for
cent Mercury News investigation rich people," Eva said.
regarding political contributions.
But the politicians always take
"I think they gave him a raw a back seat to the people she cares
deal," Ferreira said. "He’s really about the most, those who almost
come to hie in her scrapbooks.
come through for me."
’Here’s a check I got for a
Over the years, Ferreira has
developed a network of contributors lady who needed money to pay for
like Collishaw. and she’s used local her house,’’ she said.
politicians to help in her causes.
’This is a thank -you note front
at the Carmelite Monas
She could almost call the Santa my girls
Clara City Council chambers her tery. I take care of them.’’
second home, having attended the And the scrapbooks will keep
council meetings there for 46 years. getting filled, because Ferreira said
There she looks out for her in- she still has a lot of wort to do.
terests --- the kids and senior citiShe told the story of being at
zens.
the doctor’s office for a checkup
"We’ve got to save Great and all of a sudden feeling cold. She
America," she said. "And we need remembered nothing until she is tike
more homes for seniors around up and saw the doctor standing tyer
here."
her.
So she endures hours of moAs Ferreira put it, "He said.
’We lost you for a second, but don’t
tions and speeches.
"It is dull and tedious. Eddie worry, there’s no way He’d take
(Mayor Everett "Eddie" Souza) you yet, because you’ve got so
much left to do.’ "
makes them that way.

It’s fourth -and -10 at the polls
Shakespeare didn’t live in a democratic
republic where people were allowed to elect their
governmental representatives. But if he had. Hamlet
just might have asked, "To vote or not to vote."
On Nov. 4. Election Day, that is definitely the
question.
We’ve all heard it before. It seems that
everyone, including Joe from the liquor store and the
Avon lady, agree on the same thing: Voting is not
only a right and
privilege, it is a
duty and
responsibility.

registered to vote and those \kilt, imuld have hut
didn’t) actually voted in that election.
It may be time to re-evaluate the importance iii
voting when in any given year a higher percentage of
people will watch the Super Bowl rather than vote.
’We live in a decadent democracy,’’ said John
Ballard, an SJSU political science professor.
"We’re just not interested in the political process."

Ballard says it’s time we realize how important
voting is to our form of government.
"Every eligible voter should vote," he
"An awful lot of people are not concerned."
Leonard Hoops
There are people who don’t agree, however.
That’s
and Owens is among them. He says that if people
been drummed
don’t want to vote, then it’s their problem.
into our heals
’I’ve never believed in the idea of begging
since we were old enough to pull sample ballots
people to vote.’’ he said. "If they don’t understand
from the mailbox without Mom or Dad’s help.
is
vote
the
arguments
in an election, then screw it. Don’t
to
our
right
neglecting
We’ve been taught that
like not eating all the food on our plate --somewhere vote. It won’t bother me."
in the world, somebody wants it.
Even Owens’ suggestion has a few snags,
though. After all, if the only people who voted were
But there is a problem. When Election Day
those who understood every campaign race and
actually gets here. Joe plops down on the couch and
issue, then we might have candidates winning
forgets to vote, while the Avon lady votes for the
elections
with only 15 votes cast.
candidates with the hest advertising campaigns.
**The number of people who thoroughly
"I’m not thrilled with people voting based on
research everything is minuscule," Owens admitted.
30-second TV commercials." sad Ronn Owens. a
"hut a majority of people have a rough idea of the
KCi0 radio talk -show host who often discusses the
merits of voting and not voting on his show. "I hope issues."
So then why don’t a majority of the people
we’ve come further than that."
vote?
How far have we come? In non -presidential
Your turn. Ballard: "A lot of times elections
elections like this one, voter turnout tends tithe low.
just aren’t that meaningful."
Very low.
Take the 1982 election. It was this country’s
If that’s the case, ihen it’s time to make
most recent non -presidential election, and only 66.9 elections meaningful let’s turn voting into out
percent of Santa Clara County’s registered voters
national pastime. Lee, stuff ballot boxes before it
cast their ballots.
go home and stuff our faces. Better yet, let’s make
Further, county voting officials estimate that
Election Day Tuesday as exciting as Super Bow I
I
III
voters (those who
Sunday

Tom Legan
STATE SENATE
Santa Clara Board
of Supervisors
West Point Graduate
Manager,
Kaiser Cement
Board Member,
Cupertino Chamber
of Commerce

* SUPPORT TEAM ’86 *
DEUKMEJIAN ZSCHAU LEGAN
THE REPUBLICAN VOTE
GET OUT
For
Information

eit(i)on71-)ictiuities Call:

Join us to Walk, Talk, and Celebrate a Republican Victory!
(Paid for by the Tom Legan for State Senate Committee)
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A no Zschau
in the Central Valley
Our assignment was to cover
Ed Zschau like a blanket. Like the
way Ronnie Lott covers a wide receiver
like Aunt Jemima covers
pancakes.

could get to D.C. and get the Real
Story.
But we went for pizza instead.
We drowned our disappointment in a pitcher of Bud and a meWe were three political jourdium pepperoni and mushroom.
nalists in search of a scoop.
The crust was soggy.
It was hot and cramped in the
We had to prepare for the
hack seat of our official political
fundraiser, with or without FAI,
journalist car, a Datsun B-210. I
.ind we onls had five hours.
was trying to deWe went to a
cide just
how
video
arcade,
tough I’d be on
where I lost five
Zschau.
What
straight
hockey
Scott Van Camp games
about that toxic
to my colinitiative?
How
leagues. So I was
are you going to
hungry . . . hunavoid
raising
gry for that big
taxes? Where do ,.011 get your
story al the lund-raiser. And for
suits. Ed?
some rood. The pepperoni was
Our first destination was Sacwearing off.
ramento State University. The first
The fund-raiser was held in
thing we saw on campus was a
an office building on the outskirts
sign that read, "FA1 Zschau will
of town. We ran out of game tonot he here today."
kens and got there early. CamSuddenly,
a
Mysterious
paign workers milled about.
Stranger appeared.
Servers scurried to fill the eve"You guys here to sec Zsning’s centerpiece, a large table
chau?" he asked. We nodded.
stocked with hors d’oeuvres.
"He’s still in Washington,
A five-piece hand was setting
working. But the fund-raiser is
up on one side of the room. I knew
still on for tonight - Chuck Hesit could be a major source of inforton will be there."
mation.
Then he disappeared.
"He’s paying us a lot to play
Washington. Sure. If only we
here," guitarist Mark Thompson

Ken P. RUIlltil tl
This sign announcing a rally cancellation made for a long day in Sacramento
said. I thought about Watergate
hushed. Chuck had armed, speeches. I was still looking for
and the payoffs.
looking like he’d been in one too the Big Story.
Thompson said he was exI found it in Mark Reed. a 19many chariot pileups. He was
cited about seeing Chuck Heston
being squired around by a tall year-old waiter for Capers, the
hut would try to keep in control.
company.
catering
dark-haired beauty in clinging
"We thought the Ben Hur
"The marinated vegetables
black.
theme would he in questionable
He shuffled up front and a are going very well, and we’re
taste,’’ he said.
formed. having trouble keeping enough
line
Chuck
Meet
"Misty" played in the back- eggplant cardinale out there."
The crowd Wa.s upper class
ground as the Mysterious Stranger Reed said.
and dressed to kill. Jo Zschau,
Capers had catered political
appeared again.
Ed’s wife, held court near the po"See that woman in black wingdings before, so Reed was no
dium. But she wasn’t the real
stranger
to the inner workings of
with Heston?’ I nodded.
story, and I had more important
"That’s my ex-wife. She’s politics.
things to take in, like the roast
"I’ve seen quite a few of the
trying to act like she knows him."
beef and artichoke hearts on rye
candidates. and I’ve met RI ZsThen he disappeared again.
bread.
Chuck was ready to drop, so chau a few times." he said.
Just as I was flicking some
Great. I thought. Next time
the speeches began, Political jourcrowd
the
chin,
beef off my
nalists know better than to listen to I’ll masquerade as a waiter.

Candidates haven’t put SJSU on their campaign maps
By Rob Gibbany
The election is one week away
but, except for Democratic gubernatorial candidate Tom Bradley, the
candidates for major political office
have ignored SJSU.
Even Bradley. who spoke on
campus Oct. 21, didn’t decide to
appear here until the last minute.
Gov.
George
Republican
Deukmejian, Democratic Sen. Alan
Cranston and Rep. Ed l-schau, who
is challenging for Cranston’s seat in
the Senate, didn’t seem to know the
or at least to
way to San Jose
SJSU.
problem for
of
the
Part
and
Cranston
Zschau may have been that Congress stayed in session two weeks
longer than scheduled. It didn’t recess until Oct. 18.
But what about Deukmejian?
Still, SJSU students, faculty
and staff shouldn’t interpret this
oversight to mean that the outcome

of Tuesday’s election will not affect
them.
Among the issues on the ballot
that could have a direct impact on
SJSU are:
Proposition 61, which would
limit salaries of state and local government employees to 80 percent of
the governor’s salary. It would also
prohibit state and local employees
from accumulating sick leave time
from one year to the next.
All SJSU employees, including university President Gail Fullerton, would he affected by Proposition 61.
Proposition 56, which would
provide $400 million for construction or improvement of buildings at
California’s public education institutions, including the CSU system
and the University of California system.
If the measure passes, Dwight
Bente! Hall and the Old Science
building would be among the SJSU

Absentee voting
Those voting by absentee ballot must register at the
Santa Clara County Registrar of Voters office by 5 pm
today Starting tomorrow, if a voter wants an absentee
ballot, he or she must have someone bring a physician s
note to the registrar s office stating that the voter is ill and

buildings to receive funds for renovation.
Other ballot measures may not
have as direct an impact on SJSU,
hut they have generated much more
controversy. Among these are:
Proposition 64. the AIDS
initiative, which would declare Ac
quired Immune Deficiency. Syn
drome an infectious disease and re
quire that all AIDS patients he
quarantined.
Proposition 65. the toxic,
initiative. This measure would pot
hihit businesses with more than 10
employees from knowingly retells
ing cancer-causing chemicals inw
the enviroment and would require
that consumers and employees be
warned if safe levels of toxics were
being exceeded.
Proposition 63, the English
onlyinitiative, would declare English the official language of Califor
tint and would require "appmpri
ate" legislation to enforce this.

won I be able to go the polls on election day
Absentee ballots can be turned in until 5 p m Monday
or mailed before 5 p m Tuesday (election day)
These ballots can also be taken to any polling place before the 8 p m closing time, provided the voter has picture identification If the voter can’t deliver the ballot in
person, it can be turned in by someone else who is authorized by the voter to do so

The Santa Clara County Registrar of Voters projects a 60 percent
voter turnout county -wide to vote
on these propositions, as well as a
variety of national, state and local
races.
By comparison 74 percent

Santa Clara County’s registered voters cast ballots in the 1984 presidential election, and 67 percent
voted in 1982.
Polls will he open Tuesday
f rom
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Dan
McCorquodale
He’s working for you.

vote
November 4
Paid for by the Committee to elect Dan McCorguodale
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Proposition 65

Environmentalists aim
to protect water supply
B) Michael Di Marco
The anti-toxics initiative on the Novemher ballot would prevent Silicon Valley’s
electronics industry from polluting any more
drinking -water supplies and protect its workers from hazardous chemicals, say environmentalists and health leaders.
To environmentalists, the problem is that
1.4 million people in the Santa Clara Valley
depend on ground water for more than half of
their drinking -water needs. But many of the
water supplies are contaminated by more than
100 different chemicals and solvents used primarily in high-tech labs.
The chemicals and solvents used to
process the industry’s silicon chips -- are leaking front underground chemical storage
tanks. A March 1985 report to the San Jose
City Council estimates that only 10 percent of
potential underground leaks have as yet been
discovered.
According to the Environmental Protection Agency. 23 public wells and 43 private
wells in the valley are contaminated. 01
those, four public wells and 38 private well..
were shut down. The remaining 20 public
wells were all found to contain contaminants,
hut not at levels high enough to he closed by
state health officials.
To health officials hacking the measure.
the problem is in the electronics industry and
other manufacturing business labs where the
chemicals are used. Only 2 percent of the estimated 70,000 industrial chemicals used in the
state have been tested for toxicity, and less
than 1 percent of those have been cross -tested
to determine their dangers when mixed with
other chemicals. said Shirley Conrad. director
of Injured Workers United, an iniured-workers advocacy group.
Many of the
chemicals used by
the more than
200.000 electronics-industry workers are suspected
of causing cancer
and others of causing reproductive
hazards, Conrad
said. "Many of the
workers are douvictims."
ble
said.
Conrad
"They not only
work with chemicals in the plants.
they live in areas
where the drinking
water is contaminated by those same chemicals
Electronics industry leaders and organizations, however, oppose the measure. The
initiative, they say, would place on them
stringent, costly restrictions that would
threaten their ability to do business.
To many presidents and chief executive
officers of the lions, the problem with the initiative -- Pr,,position 65 is that it is too
vague and leaves too many unanswered questions. Their chief concern is that its ambiguities would cause many chemicals now depended on for manufacturing lobe banned.
Battered by overseas competition and a
national decline in capital spending, the electronics industry’s economic environment has
eroded over the past two years. The results
have been massive declines in sales and layoffs.

In a letter to 400 electronics lims
throughout the state, John A. Young, president of Hewlett-Packard Co., and W.J. Sanders III, president of Advanced Micro Devices.
said the initiative would "do little to protect
drinking water while doing much to harm
California’s economy." Young and Sanders
asked colleagues for $X).(1(X) to fight the ini
liatiVe.

"That is a considerable sum in these
times of distress." they wrote. ’’hut it’s small
in comparison to the costs that would be inflicted by passage of the measure."
One sticking point of the initiative is a
provision that would require the governor to
establish a list of chemicals known to cause
cancer and birth defects. Once the list is created. businesses would he prohibited from
knowingly releasing any of those chemicals
into drinking -water supplies.
leaders say a strict interpretation of the provision would apply to
many chemicals that occur naturally in
our enviroment. "Taken literally. it would affect any product that contains even trace
amounts of a harmful chemical from peanut butter to beer," said Jacqueline Bogard.
director of enviromental programs for the
Santa Clara County Manufacturing Group.
This no-significant -risk standard is illconceived as well because it requires proving
a negative, which usually can’t he done or. if
at all, at extraordinary expense." said Michele Corash, an attorney for Pillsbury. Sutro
and Madison of San Francisco. As of Sept.
30, the firm and one of its biggest clients,
Chevron Corp., contributed almost $246.000
Business

’For example, H -P
buys its drinking
water from the city
of Palo Alto. . .
this water, which is
safe to drink,
contains chemicals
prohibited by
Proposition 65.’
John A. Young

to the statewide campaign to defeat Proposi
lion 65.
Ted Smith. executive director for Silicon
Valley Toxics Coalition, a local environmental group, said Proposition 65 would only
apply to a list drawn by the International
Agency for Research on Cancer of about 200
chemicals suspected of causing cancer.
But the initiative doesn’t spell out exactly what criteria would he used to draw up the
list.
Also unclear is the amount of discharge
that would be allowed. Opponents of the measure say the provision would set discharge
standards to non-detectable levels. If this is
so, Bogard said. it would abandon the idea
that the risk of using a chemical may he acceptable because of its environmental and
economic benefits - - a standard used in cur-

’For an industry that has
provided such near-miracles as
the microchip and has
accomplished phenomenal
technological feats culminating
with human beings on the
moon, to say that complying
with (the initiative) would be
impossible is absolutely
ridiculous.’
Ted

Smith

Ins
In his letter. 11-1r, Young warned colleagues that the pmviston, if taken literally.
would create situations that border on the
absurd."
’’For example," Young said, "H -P buy s
its drinking water from the city of Palo Alto.
That water, which is safe to drink and is provided by the city. contains chemicals prohibited by Proposition 65. So H -P is prohibited
from discharging it - even to water our
lawns."
Smith used the same word, "absurd." to
describe opponents’ interpretation of the initiative. The initiative. Smith said, would permit the discharge of chemicals in any amount
that is within a scientifically established "safe
level." Smith said that only when scientific
data is not available would the initiative prohibit any low-level discharges.
"For an industry that has provided such
near-miracles as the microchip and has accomplished phenomenal technological feats
culminating with human beings on the
moon." Smith said. "to say that complying
with (the initiative) would he impossible is
absolutely ludicrous. The statement lacks
credibility
Another point of contention is a provision requiring businesses to give "a clear and
reasonable warning" to workers and consumers before exposing them to any chemicals on
the list.
Injured Workers United’s Conrad said
the provision would put pressure on electronics -industry employers to inform their employees of what they’re working with.
According to state health department records, the electronics industry reports more
than three times as many industrial illnesses
as other California manufacturing industries.
Conrad said that for residents, who support and work for the electronics industry.
"our health should he a major consideration.
They should he ashamed that it’s come down
to requiring a law. ’ ’
Industry executives, however, say they
already spend considerable amounts of time
and money (raining employees how to identify, use and dispose of chemicals used in the
labs.
Mike Williams. health, safety and industrial hygiene manager for Advanced Micro
Devices, said all employees are provided with
information about hazardous materials in the
work place. Williams and his staff provide
training for the approximately 5,(11) workers
in the company.
"We can’t put someone in here and just
say, ’Here, work with this.’ " Williams said.
New employees, he said, are put through a
three-phase training program.
Despite programs like the one at AMD.
Conrad said about 3,000 worker-compnsation cases were filed in Santa Clara County
last year.
’These workers’ cases will last anywhere from four to 10 years and the average
rent ens ironmental

settlement ss ill he between $4,000 and
WUXI; Conrad said. "Clearly, people who
do end up becoming exposed are not reimbursed for the illnesses they receive."
Conrad said current worker-compensation laws do not allow the victim to sue and
not
provide for any pain and suffering in
do
settlement awards.
The inability to sue would he addressed
by another provision of the initiative, which
would allow any person exposed to chemicals
on the list to sue for damages if action is not
taken by the city or district attorney with 60
days of the violation.
C7alled the ’’bounty -hunter’’ provision
by opponents of the measure, it would also
place the burden of proof upon the defendant.
"The bounty -hunter provision is oftenand unnecessary." C’orash said. "Actions to enforce environmental standards particularly ones as extreme as these should
he in the hands of prosecutors and enforcers
motivated by the public interest, not by a desire for economic gain. ’ ’

SiVe

Conrad said the provisions would help
workers "because if they are not able
to leave their jobs, but their health is
impaired, it affords them an opportunity to
win a judgment that might come close to reimbursing them."
Every provision of the initiative seems to
have its own interpretation, depending upon
from what side of the debate it’s viewed. The
drafters of the initiative -- called the "Safe
Drinking Water and Toxics Enforcement Act
of 1986"
have already agreed to support
several changes to their measure.
To win an endorsement from the California District Attorneys Association. David
Roe, an attorney for the Environmental Defense Fund and an author of the measure,
promised to support an amendment that
would give prosecuting attorneys an additional 60 days to decide whether to take over
prosecution of a citizen -generated lawsuit.
Bui Roe’s assurances don’t placate all ol
Proposition 65’s critics.
"Mr. Roe did a lousy job of writing
this," said John Greenagel, public relations
director for AMD. ’The only thing Roe could
do is to join in with critics and have the Legislature submit amendments for the voters to
decide. If it’s enforced as written, it would set
hack our industry and other manufacturing
businesses."
How Californians vote on the issue may
hioeion
well they think they are already
protected.
"If the system worked the way it was
supposed to. Proposition 65 would have no
effect," Roe said.
"No one will argue that we have a way
to go before we reach the solutions," Young
said, "hut Proposition 65 adds nothing to this
process."
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Opponents argue
toxics measure
By Michael Di Marco
Proposition 65
the anti-toxics initiative
on the Nov. 4 ballot
is an outgrowth of the
"tap water rebellion," said Ted Smith. a local
environmentalist.
Smith squared off against Jacqueline Bogard. director of environmental programs for the
Santa Clara County Manufacturing Group, in one
of the last debates of the campaign to argue the
merits and drawbacks of the measure.
"We have a governor that just doesn’t believe in strict toxics regulation (and) does not believe in appropriating money." Smith said. In
fact, when money has been approved, he’s continuously vetoed it.
"That is the scenario that gives rise to the
tap water rebellion."
Bogard agreed with Smith. "Ted is right in
the rata that the governor has been the real opposition . . . in this state," Bogard said.
But that was the only point the two opponents agreed upon during the Oct. 23 debate at St.
Paul’s United Methodist Church in San Jose.
Smith, who represents a coalition of environmentalists, health and labor leaders and others, is a vocal supporter of the initiative. He said
the initiative, if passed, would lead to "more
stringent testing of chemicals.
"Right now, drugs are given significantly
more stringent pre-market testing because drugs
are made for human consumption," Smith said.
"Chemicals aren’t . . . because chemicals, in
theory, are not designed for human consumption.
"But what we’re finding is that they are
(tieing consumed) because of the way they’re
used and abused."
While Smith spent the evening defending
Proposition 65, Bogard defended the electronic
industry’s opposition of the measure.
Bogard. whose organization represents
about 185 electronics firms in the county, said
that while there are serious contamination problems, industry’s concern is evident by its role in
passing the Model Hazardous Storage Ordinance.
a strict underground storage law.
"Industry was very heavily involved and
was the primary drafter of the ordinance," Bogard said. "The ordinance then became the
model ordinance for the state and is used throughout the state right now."
Bogard said the ordinance provides such
safeguards as double -wall containers in underground storage tanks and a monitoring system to
detect even minute leaks.
Smith said there are 19 EPA Superfund sites
in Santa Clara County, more than in any other
county in the country. He accused the electronics
industry of not doing enough to clean up the
spills.
Bogard said industry is actively involved in
cleaning up contaminated sites. "Yes, we do
have 19 (EPA Superfund) sites in this county,"
Bogard said, "but what you don’t know is that
many of those sites had very small quantities of
contaminants.
"Two of the sites in particular had literally
less than a gallon of material that was spilled.
And industry came forward in virtually all of
those cases to voluntarily say, ’We have detected
a problem . . . and we need to get this cleaned
Smith acknowledged industry’s attempts to
clean up the spills. but warned that economic incentives are needed to effect further changes.
"A few of the companies have spent considerable amounts of money or what seems like a lot
of money on the cleanup. But unfortunately, most
have spent very little or none," Smith said. "If
you look at the cleanup statistics, you’ll see that
in most cases, the chemicals are continuing to
spread. and only a handful have been tamed."

Argument Authors

’No’ men
They craft rebuttals
By Scott Van Cana,
Gary Wesley should have authored a theory ol
negativity. He’s a guy who just can’t say "yes."
Wesley, 33, is a San Jose attorney and part-tims.
writer of state ballot proposition rebuttals.
The legislative constitutional amendments could
be considered the Rodney Dangerfields of propositions.
Lawmakers pushed these four amendments (Propositions 57-60) through on a combined vote of 504 ayes to
8 noes,
Secretary of State March Fong Eu sometimes has
trouble finding people to write against these measures.
That’s where Wesley comes in.
This year he’s authored arguments against all four
propositions, and he did it free of charge.
So why does Wesley bother?
It’s simple. "Voters should know both sides to an
argument before they make a decision," he said.
Wesley began arguing in 1978. when he discovered that several past measures appeared in the voter’s
pamphlet without opposition.
"I found it amazing that this was happening,"
Wesley said.
So he wrote a couple of them that were eventually
rejected by Eus selection committee. Then, in 1980, he
became what any writer dreams of -- published.
In between maintaining a civil law practice, Wesley has been arguing ever since.
The authors of legislative measures usually write
the pro arguments, while dissenting legislators get first
crack at the opposing view. said Brad Clark, elections
analyst for the Secretary of State.
"If we don’t receive any opposing arguments. vse
send out a news release asking for them about four
months before an election." he said.
Clark. Eu and other election division staff mem
tiers make the final decision on the 500-word arguments, based on clearness and conciseness.
A 250-word rebuttal is written soon after.
With about eight days to research and write the primary argument. Wesley said he usually has just enough
time to look at the measure and compare it with existing
California laws.
"I can get more specific on the rebuttal because it
comes a little later." Wesley said.
Consequently, he admits that some of his logic
leaves a bit to he desired on his primary efforts.
Wesley expects, and receives, criticism on such arguments but said it’s something that comes with the territory.
"On some of the (pro) rebuttals, the response is
’Mr. Wesley isn’t right about this.’ Well, that’s OK, I
can handle that," he said.
After an unsuccessful bid for a seat on the Mountain View City Council in 1980, Wesley is reluctant to
enter the political scene again because, he said, of the
unfair criticism a candidate receives.
But Wesley is not the only ballot measure dissenter
who has tossed his hat in the political arena.
Ellison Bloodgootl. a 67 -year-old retired grocer.
ran for the Assembly in 1978 and wrote the opposition
to Proposition 53 in this year’s election.
Bloodgood, president of the United Voters
League, a Sherman Oaks based organization started in
support of Proposition 13. said he’s busier than ever
since his argument was chosen.
"I’m taking a lot of heat and getting a lot of
calls." he said.
Proposition 53 asks for an $800 million bond issue
to provide construction for public schools.
"Education takes up more than half the state’s
budget. That’s enough money as it is," he said.
Although Wesley and Bloodgood are alike in their
dissent, the two are a study in contrast.
Wesley is taking a low key approach regarding his
arguments, and considers them not much more than a
public service.
On the other hand. Woodwind is prepared to fight
Proposition 53 to the bitter end.
"I’ll tell you one. thing lean be a tough son of a
bitch," he said.

Scott Van Camp
Attorney Gary Wesley has been writing rebuttals for eight years
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Proposition 61

Unknown impact
Gann initiative sets no definitions
1,1 nth
It Proposition 61 passes on November 4.
63 administrators at San Jose State and as
many as 450 throughout the California State
University system could he affected.
Dick Staley, SJSU Director of News and
Publications said the list of administrators includes the president. vice president and some
deans and faculiy. members in designated
market disciplines.
Faculty in designated market disciplines
includes the engineering, computer science,
math and business departments.
"Because we compete with pri% ate industry (for qualified individuals in certain
areas),’’ said Staley, "these faculty members
get paid above the normal salary range."
Full professors receive 14 -percent more
than professors in other departments. associate professors make II -percent more and
assistant professors get 22 -percent.
Proposition 61. the initiative brought to
life by tax crusader Paul Gann. was designed
to increase the Governor’s salary to $80,(XX)
annually and limit compensation of all other
state or local public officials and employees
to no more than 80 percent of the Governor’s
salary, or $64 AX X) a year.
It also prevents employees from accumulating sick lea%c and vacation pay from one
year to the next .
Subcontractors would be restricted to
$75 per hour or 80 percent of the Governor’s
annual salary.
If implemented. the Gann initiative is estimated to save taxpayers more than $200 million at the state and local levels in the first
year. But to buy out accumulated employee
vacation time and sick leave, it could cost taxpayers an estimated $7 billion.

Ken P %mare
SitiI) President Gail Fullerton spoke about Proposition 61 on campus last month.

Neat When a home ,A as sold ii ni reassessed
at the selling price.
Those on a fixed income v. ere hurt when
the home was handed down because it had to
he reassessed as if it were sold.
The Gann Initiative is not without pmblems of its own. The inconsistent use of sonic
terms throughout the text was only one of 43
problems disclosed in the Senate Office of
Research analysis of Proposition 61.

Terms used inconsistently in the measure
include "salary" and "compensation." Most
consider salary as wages and compensation as
salary plus benefits.
Compensation equals nearly 30 percent
of an employee’s salary. Since the terms salary and compensation are used almost interchangeably throughout the text of Proposition
61, it is unclear if total salary would be
$64.000 including compensation or if it
be $64,(XX) plus compensation. Staley.
said.
"There is a tremendous uncertainty as to
what the outcome of this proposition will
he," Staley said "It will be interpreted by
what it says. not by what they meant."
Gann said the initiative is strictly for salaries as implied by the title.
"Compensation is for contractors not on
a salary basis,’ he said.
With the $75 per hour limit placed on
contractors. Staley said that it will be very
difficult to hire contractors or consultants.
’This campus uses between 2(14) and 2.000 contractors per year ss ho are billed at
more than $75 an hour,’’ he said.

Gann claims that the $7 billion figure
would actually only he $2 billion if his initiative goes into effect.
"I’m never out to cost the taxpayers
money. Proposition 13 saved the taxpayers
$60 billion." Gann said.

In a speech last month. SJSU President
Gail Fullerton said that this university could
not continue to provide California with well
educated professionals unless salaries and
benefits remain competitive.
"If the people of California wish to have
our universities staffed by faculty and administrators whose major qualification is a willingness to work for substandard salanes. such
persons could doubtless can be found.

When Proposition Ii passed in 1978, it
was designed to protect property owners such
as those on a fixed income. It cut tax -revenue
by 57 percent and allowed most homeowners
In reassess their homes at two -percent per

"But I cannot believe that the people of
California would knowingly reduce to mediocrity or less the university systems that have
served them, and their sons and daughters. so
well," said Fullerton.

Gann’s health not an issue in campaign effort
" I always fight until IS minI ill Hill
At the age ot 74, anti -govern- utes after the polls have closed." he
ment gadfly Paul Gann, the creator said.
of Proposition 61, is not the perfect
Gann, a retired businessman,
picture of health.
began his political career more than
His since is weakening and last 10 years ago.
In 1974, his first initiative.
month he was scheduled to undergo
a cataract operation on his right eye. which called for voters to approve
"My doctor put it off until No- pay raises for elected officials.
vember eighth because he didn’t failed to qualify for the ballot.
want to take a chance (on the eye
He tried once again in 1975
becoming infected) since I’m in- and included an initiative to reduce
volved daily in the chase for property taxes.
Gann then joined forces in
votes," he said.
A few weeks ago, he had a 1977 with the late Howard Jarvis,
brief battle with the flu which kept who was also pushing for a property
tax cut.
him at home for a couple of days.
In June of 1978, voters ap"Since then I’ve has been feelproved Proposition 13, a $7 billion
ing fine and working hard."
Gann said that he would con- property tax reduction that forced
tinue to campaign until the last min- the state to give more funding to the
schools and gave a tax break to
ute.
hi I

homeowners by reducing the assessed value on many homes.
In 1980. he took a break from
the initiative circuit when he attempted to take away the job of Sen.
Alan Cranston when he ran for the
U.S. Senate on the Republican bill.
His 1982 initiative, Proposition 8, gave Gann a chance to show
that his mind wasn’t thinking only
about saving the tax payers money.
Proposition 8, or the victims bill of
rights, stated that a victim of a
crime must be notified before the
criminal was to appear hefore the
parole hoard.
Finally. Proposition 24 in 19114
prevented legislative speakers from
using time at the podium to dictate
how other legislators should vote.
How much longer does this tax
crusader expect to go on?

ii
I .,11, ,c1I.
said. laughing.
"I’ll continue as long as I feel
the taxpayer funds are being used
and abused." he continued.
can’t spend more than the taxpay
are able to pay."
Gann said that during the past
six years alone, the United States
has borrowed more money at the
federal level than during the last 2(X)
years, which included three major

"Now the people owe $2 trillion, and by the year 1990 the figure
is expected to rise to $3 trillion." he
said.
"We are facing a $175 billion
trade deficit. It’s ridiculous to spend
more in government than in our free
enterprise system," he said.
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Initiative
would aid
secondary
schools

By Michael Di Marco
A bond initiative on the Nov. 4 ballot
would provide $448) million to fund building
projects and purchase equipment for California’s two- and tour-year universities and colleges.
The measure, Proposition 56. authorizes
the state to sell general obligation bonds during the next two years to raise money for
"improvements" to California’s higher education system.
Those improvements include new facilities, renovation of existing buildings, new
equipment and short-term loans to community
colleges for additional equipment.
In the past, money for construction and
renovation of the states’s 135 campus facilities came from the Captial Outlay Fund for
Higher Education, said Judith Woodard. cam-

paign coordinator of Californians for Higher
FAlucation. The fund is financed by royalties
from offshore oil drilling and lease -purchase
agreements.
Backers of the initiative
including
Gov. George Deukmejian. W. Ann Reynolds, president of California State University
and University of California President David
Gardner
say recent declines in oil prices
are causing neglect to California’s college and
university campuses.
If the measure passes, it would send
$86.4 million to the U.C. system, $68 million
to community colleges and $78.4 million to
the CSU system.
At San Jose State University, the old
Science Building, Dwight Bentel Hall and the
Central Plant are in need of renovation, said
Dick Staley. SJSU community relations director.

Staley said SJSU would receixe about
5602.000 to pay for preliminary working
plans or final plans needed for the projects.
Opponents
including Assemblymen
Nolan Frizzelle, R -Huntington Beach. and
Don Sebastiani. R -Sonoma - charge that socalled "necessary improvements" listed in
19146-87 budget requests are really items from
college and university officials’ "wish lists."
Budget requests for equipment and
building projects undergo extensive scrutiny
by college and university personnel, by the
governor’s legislative analysts and by both
the Assembly and Senate before being submitted to the governor. Woodard said.
"They aren’t pie -in -the -sky hopes,’
Woodard said. "By the time it goes through
that, you can he sure that there are no wish.
list items."

Proposition 61

Long-term effects
Br I’M: Hill
SJSI xi) Itl ,d,icnce Prot.
Roy Christman nay hat in the long
run the benefits of Proposition 61
could outweigh the disadvantages.
Proposition 61. or the Gann
Salary Limitation Initiative, has
been designed to set the governor’s
salary at $80,018) per year and limit
the salary of all other elected or appointed officials in California to no
more than SO percent of that
amount.
Proposition 61 would also prevent state employees from accumulating sick leave and vacation pay
from year to year.
Christman said he belie% es the
initiative will fail, but it it were to
pass he said its most damaging effect on the state is that some qualified people will leave top government jobs because of the pay cut.
Who will leave depends on the
availability of jobs in the private
sector, he said.
"If you’re an engineering professor and your salary is cut." he
said. you can leave and get a .tob
in the private sector...
On the other hand, businesses
and industry don’t often hire historians, he said.
The passage of the Gann initiative could be a vehicle for women
and minorities to move into top bureaucratic positions. which tend to
he occupied by middle-age white
males.
"It’ll create vacancies and opportunities." he said.
The women and minorities
who will move up will he making
less than those who left positions,
hut they will still be making a kit
more than they earn now, he said.
Steven Millner, Afro-American Studies professor, said he does
not believe the passage of the Gann
initiative will offer any rewards for
women or minorities in government. Any opportunities would be
token, he said.
"If it passes. the long-term
consequences could he devastating:. he said.
Millner said research and de-

elopment in a rapidly changine
world is essential.
’California competes with
Japan and Korea as emerging eco
mimic powers.’ he said. "That s
why we should devote more to edu
cational development...
It has taken this country ea,
to realize that what it needs in
emment are well -paid officials anri
that any improvement hir women
and minorities would be the wronv
ictories. said Millner.
"California and America don’t
need circumstances to shut down
opportunities for the white male: sic
need more opportunities for all... h.:
said.
Christman said the Gann lnitia
use could also serve as a reminder
to the elite that the people still has,’
the power.
During the past 10 years. thr
blue collar workers’ dollar ha,
shrunk, hut that has not been the
case with government workers, he
said.
"People are making less and
less real dollars than they did 10
years ago." Christman said. "Peir
pie in the private sector are hui
dened by what they see - they read
about consultants making 5100 an
hour. They read about local govern
men) employees making far in ex
cess of anything they’ll ex er
. and they resent that."
see
Christman singled out tu
flaws in Proposition 61. The first is
that state employees would not he
able to accumulate sick leave and
vacation pay from one year to the
next. The second is Section 26h ot
the measure, which does not distin
guish between the definition or
’compensation’ and "salary
Although salary is actual pay.
while compensation is salary plus
benefits, the Gann initiative makes
no distinction between the two. he
said.
Since most state workers make
less than the 564,000 salary cap,
Christman said it is important for
the distinction to he made.
"If benefits were added to the
salary cap. more people will he affected." he said.

Don Edwards

Your Congressman
Democrat
10th Congressional District
San Jose, Milpitas, Fremont,
Newark, Union City
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Proposition 64
on the ballot, there has been a backlash from gay rights activists and
civil rights groups, which see it as a
means of legally harassing homosexuals.
Wigsy Sivensen, for example.
SJSU professor of counseling and
president of the local No On 64
campaign, has said that if the proposition passes, the law could he arbitrarily enforced and used to intimidate gays.
Brian Lantz, co-author of the
initiative. said this is not the case.
"It doesn’t matter if two male
homosexuals test positive for the
virus." Lantz said. "or if a heterosexual woman tests positive.
fi,t Denver Lett ellen
They’re all going to he restricted
Caroline Morganstem does not somehow. It doesn’t make any difknow how she will vote on Proposi- ference who it is.’
tion 64, the AIDS initiative.
Morganstem said her indeciIf she wasn’t a 38 -year-old sion is not based on prejudice
against
homosexuals.
mother of a 2 -year-old child, MorI really honestly don’t care
ganstem might not be so ambivalent
about the issue. Her daughter, about a person’s sexual preferMara, is particularly precious to her ence," Morganstem said. "What I
since she may not be able to have do care about is people dying."
However, she did express conany more children.
"I am not a hysteric, yet I cern about the initiative’s hackers,
would be very nervous if Mara was the Lyndon LaRouche party, alin school with someone who had though she said she is trying to look
AIDS," said Morganstem, a resi- at its merits apart from the politics
dent of La SeIva Beach, a small involved.
"It’s true that the LaRouche
community in Santa Cruz County.
"I don’t think that they really know people behind the initiative taint the
whole issue," she said.
yet how transmissible it is. ’ ’
Much of the controversy over
Currently, health officials consider acquired immune deficiency Proposition 64 lies in the fact that its
syndrome, a disease that destroys co-authors, Lantz and Kushro
the body’s immune system, to be Ghandhi, are members of the Lyntransmissible only through two don LaRouche party.
Based in Leesburg, Virginia,
body fluids, semen and blood.
But supporters of Proposition Lyndon LaRouche, 63, has been
64 contend that AIDS can be cas- tagged by some as an anti-Semitic
ually transmitted through the air and political extremist with ties to the
mosquitoes, and call for mandatory Ku Klux Klan.
testing of specific groups, such as
LaRouche has publicly stated
students and homosexuals.
that the Queen of England is behind
If voters approve Proposition the international drug trade, that
Walter Mondale is a secret agent of
64:
AIDS would be reclassifed the KGB and that the Nazi holoas a casually transmitted disease. caust never occurred.
Recently, members of the LaThere are 57 other diseases under
this classification, including rabies, Rouche Party in Boston were in tuberculosis and malaria.
Reporting of individuals known to have AIDS,
or suspected of being virus
’I am not a hysteric,
carriers, would become
mandatory. It would beyet I would be very
come a misdemeanor to
know that someone has
nervous if Mara was
AIDS, or suspect that he or
in school with
she has it, and then not report that person.
someone who had
Those who test posiAIDS.’
tive to exposure to the AIDS
antibody would be subject
Caroline Morgenstern
to a range of quarantine
laws. They could not teach
in. work in or attend public
or private schools, and they
could not work in food-handling po- dieted on charges of committing
credit card fraud by soliciting donasitions.
About a half million Californi- tions for political publications and
ans may now he infected with AIDS then running charges up to several
virus, according to the California thousand dollars on subscribers’
Department of Health Services.
credit cards.
In California. an investigation
As of Sept. I. AIDS had been
diagnosed in 24.430 people in the to determine whether the tactics
United States and had claimed 13,- used to get the measure on the ballot
342 lives, according to the Centers were legal is under way. Twenty
for Disease Control in Atlanta.
out-of-state petitioners were used to
Groups at highest risk for get- collect signatures required to put the
ting AIDS are male homosexuals, measure on the ballot.
intravenous drug users and recipiAccording to Sivertsen, it is up
ents of contaminated blood prod- to the legal authorities to determine
ucts.
whether punitive action will be
Since the measure was placed taken against the party.

AIDS measure
doesn’t answer
all the questions

Dealing
with the
unknown

ab dn.

’AIDS qualifies as
an emergency.
Mass testing
would be a
reasonable
expenditure.
Bryan Lantz
"Using out-of-state petitioner.
is definitely not legal," Sivertsen
said. "I don’t know what will happen. but in the meantime the initiative is still on the ballot and people
will be voting for or against it in
November."
Members of the LaRouche
party may also face charges that the
initiative was presented to the public in a misleading way.
This past July, Secretary of
State March Fong Eu refused to
publish and distribute election
materials sent by members of
PANIC. or Prevent AIDS Now Initiative Committee, which stated that
AIDS is spread casually through
tears and saliva, by mosquitoes and
through the air.
That information, however,
has remained on the privately
printed brochures currently being
disseminated at various public
places.
Virtually all public health organizations and medical groups in
California are opposed to the initiative, including the California Medical Association, the California Public Health Officers Association and
the American Red Cross.
Millicent Kellogg, a registered
nurse and Santa Clara County health
educator. said the consensus of
these organizations is that the passage of Proposition 64 would
worsen the AIDS epidemic.
"The fear of quarantine and
job loss will undoubtedly drive
AIDS underground," Kellogg said.
"Individuals at risk will he reluctant
to get proper medical care.’
Supporters of the initiative include Dr. John Cirauerholz, head of
the LiRouche Biological Holocaust
Task Force, and Nancy Mullan, a
child psychologist in Burbank. Gus
S. Sermos. a former public health
adviser with the Centers for Disease
Control, initially signed his name in
support of the measure hut has since
requested that it he removed, stating
that he was unaware of its full ramifications.
According to Lantz, health organizations have denounced the

measure because of a general reluctance to impose restrictions on individual rights rather than on what is
best for the public health.
Lantz works for Caucus Distributing, one of four LaRouche organizations under investigation by
the state for violating securities laws
in soliciting funds
’I think a decision was made
early on that intervention would cut
into the use for today lifestyle’ that
has become so prevalent during the
last 20 years, particularly in California." he said.

son and John M. Quigley reported
that out of the total number of virus
carriers identified through testing,
at least 36,000 would lose their jobs
in education and food handling. An
additional 72.000 people without
infection v. ould subsequently lose
their johs because of a "multiplier"
effect of the original dismissals.
Their report also states that
testing the entire population of California and quarantining those people who test positive would cost
$7.9 million the first year.

I.antz said the estimated fig"Let’s face it," he added,
"public health authorities are peo- ures were ’unreasonable’ and "riple who don’t want to be doctors. diculous." lie said the state of CaliHealth officials are bureaucrats and fornia should not determine health
political animals, and they have to policy on the basis of cost and that
get their money front the county. California has the money to spend
as necessary.
It’s a political process."
"The governor of California
According to Lantz. there is
ample evidence of the casual trans- has maintained a $1 billion emermission of AIDS.
gency fund," he said. "I think that
"In 1984, the British medical man.N people would agree that it
journal. I.ancet, published a story
about a woman who got AIDS from
her husband, even though her husband had had a prostate operation
and could no longer have an erection," he said. "All they did was
kiss.
"Recently. Dr. Jean-Claude
Chermann, of the Pastuer Institute
in Paris presented a paper to the
Paris Academy of Sciences about
the virus and insects. The DNA
(deoxyribonucleic acid, the molecular basis of heredity) of the virus has
been found in mosquitoes."
However, Kellogg said that
both the Lancet article and the report from France have been used erroneously in Lantz’s campaign.
"If mosquitoes transmitted
AIDS. Minnesota would have the
highest number of AIDS cases in
the world, and this is clearly not the
case.’ Kellogg said.
"The virus particles found in
the mosquitoes are the same kind
found in tears and saliva." she said.
"They cannot reproduce themselves
and they cannot give anyone AIDS.
Kellogg said the Lancet article
was written in 1984 before they
isolated the virus.
"Just because the man (cited in
the article) couldn’t have an erection doesn’t mean he couldn’t ejaculate and transmit AIDS through
his semen," she said. "There has
not been one case of AIDS that has
been contracted through casual contact.’’
Supporters and opponents of
Proposition 64 also disagree on how
much the initiative would cost taxpayers if it passes. The legislative
analyst’s report from Sacramento
states that the costs could vi.tr
greatly, depending on how the
terms of the initiative are ultimately
interpreted by state and local health
officials.
However, two professors front
the University of California at Berkeley have predicted precise costs,
using basic assumptions about the
way the imitative would he interpreted.
Professors Robert M. Ander-

’Using out-of-state
petitioners is
definitely not
legal. . . but in the
mea time the
initiative is still on
the ballot.’
Wiggsy Sivertsen
linds were otherwise not available,
AIDS qualifies as an emergency.
Mass testing would he a reasonable
expenditure of that fund. It’s not
like we’re paupers."
0
Members of both sides of the
issue are optimistic about the election results.
According to the latest California Field Poll. 26 percent of those
surveyed said they will vote yes, 10
percent will vote no, 20 percent are
undecided. Forty-four percent had
not heard of the issue.
"There is a very good chance
of this passing," said L.antz.
’There are a lot of people who want
something done about this disease."
Steve Stein, co-president of the
SISU Gay and Lesbian Alliance
and No On 64 campaigner, doesn’t
think it will pass.
"We are guardedly confident
that Proposition 64 will not pass."
he said. "We expect that the public
will say no to this, but what we’d
really like to hear is a resounding
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Other Propositions

5

Thlbrisamearle ipsrsouve i desf
$500 million to create
capital outlay for construction or
improvement of elementary and
secondary public schools. Half
of the total would be earmarked
for construction of new facilities, $360 million for modernization of existing schools and $41)
million for air-conditioning and
insulation materials tor yearround districts.
For: Construction for new
schools and remodeling for old
ones will cost an estimated S4 billion by 1990. This measure would
help prepare school districts for
nearly 4500)0 new students in the
next five years.
Against: rh, 1956-87 budget
provides $21 billion for education.
or 55 percent of the state’s general
fund. Opponents to the measure
say this is enough, and if the measure is passed, the basic necessities
of the state, like law enforcement,
welixe and administration would
sut t,

,

54construction of both
outh and adult prisons
is the aim of this measure, which would authorize the
sale of 5500 million in general
obligation bonds to finance it.
For: By midyear, the state’s
prison system housed nearly 22.(100 more inmates than its facilities
were designed to house. New construction is necessary to take care
of the added inmates tougher law
enforcement would produce, proponents say.
Against: An inevitable increase
in inmates will force new prison
construction whether the proposition passes or not. opponents say.
This is the third successive election voters have been asked to approve of prison construction, they
say, contending that the state
Board of Corrections has mismanaged funds from the previous bond
issues.

5

Tfohris a prnbopzitii(,)snueask,s;

$100 million to provide
funds for the improvement of domestic water systems to meet
state health standards.
For: These funds would help
communities bring their drinking
water standards up to a safe level,
thus meeting what is considered by
many an urgent health threat to
Californians.
Against: The interest that
would be due from the nearly $2
billion in bond issues on the ballot
would be paid by taxpayers of the
futurc, and would be an unfair burden for them to hear.

5

This amendment would
retirement benefit
increases for those
serving in I I state offices (including the governor and state
treasurer). At present. officials
who took those offices prior to
Oct. 7, 1974. would receive a retirement benefit increase when
the current salary of their former
office was raised, plus a cost -ofliving increase. Proposition 57
would limit the adjustment to
cost of living only. The annual
state savings would be about
5400.000.
For: Proposition 57 would stop

unfair pension increases of former
California lawmaker..
Against: This measure applies
only to a limited number of state
politicians, and retirement benefits
could still be increased by the 1 ee
islature by other means
This proposition would
exempt transfers of
real property between
spouses and between parents and
children from property fax reassessment. The fiscal effect of
this measure, if passed, would
he a loss of local property tax
revenues, by an estimated 525
million in 1987-55 and increasing subsequently.
For: Property tax reassessment
for transfers in family -owned
propeny undermines the traditional family concept.
Against: The reduction of
property tax revenues would place
an unfair burden on first-time
homeowners and families that
have moved. who would have to
make up for the loss.
’This amendment re
quires the office of
county district attorney
to he elected. Proposition 59
would not have any direct fiscal
impact.
For: This measure would close a
loophole that could allow county
district attorneys to be appointed
rather than elected. The office of
district attorney is too important
for this to happen.
Against: If the measure is
passed, voters would be deprived
of their right to decide whether
their county district attorney would
he elected or appointed.
This proposition would
permit, under certain
conditions, homeowners over 55 who change residences to keep the assessment of
their old residence. If passed,
property tax revenues would be
reduced several million dollars
per year.
For: Proposition 60 would help
senior 4: itinns by creating more affordable housing for them, and
would help first-time home buyers
acquire older homes.
Against: With the passing of
Proposition 60. first-time home
buyers will be burdened with
higher property taxes levied to
make up for the loss in revenue.
This proposition, the
last by the late tax crusader Howard Jarvis,
was designed to fix a loophole in
his Proposition 13. It would require that any general tax increase would need a two-thirds
majority approval by the elected
officials of the local agency proposing the increase and a simple
majority of its voters.
For: Because of a rapid increase
in city taxes in recent years. vol.,.
should have the right to &cid,whether or not they are taxed
more, proponents say.
Against: Voters already have
the power to defeat elected officials who tax them too much and
can also use the initiative process
to nullify such increases, opponents say, so the measure isn’t
needed.

62

Proposition 63

Foes tangle over English
Bs Nancy Kawanami
Japanese-Americans u I Mid II
base suffered as much during
World War II if they were
proficient in English.
America is much more beautiful when it is tolerant and
allows other cultures to flourish.
These yiewpiiints represent
iwo extremes in the debate riser
Proposition 63, the ballot measure
that would declare English to be the
official language of California.
Both were expressed in an informal poll of SJSU foreign language and elementary’ education
professors recently conducted on
campus.
The majority of professors who
participated in the poll said they opposed the initiative. Education teachers came out overwhelmingly’
against the measure, but foreign
language professors were split 5050.
"America is much more beautiful when it is tolerant and when
other cultures are allowed to flourish," said SJSU Prof. Conrad
lionwski. a German and French teacher who opposes Proposition 63.
"When the language is abandoned,
then the culture that made it live
dies also.
"Thinking we have to ’protect’
English is absurd
English is (already) the official language of this
country."
A colleague of Borovski’s who
preferred to remain anonymous said
he supports the measure because it
would encourage immigrants to
learn English faster.
"Proposition 63 encourages all
Americans. natives as well as immigrants, to learn to communicate in
English instead of pampering and
deceiving themselves into thinking
that one can lead a decent and comfortable life without learning English," he said. "If Japanese-Americans had learned English. they
would not have suffered as much as
they did before, during and after
World War II."
In contrast to the informal
campus poll, a Field Poll conducted
in October reported that 57 percent
of those polled who had heard of the
initiative would vote "yes," 13 percent would vote "no" and 7 percent
were undecided.
Earlier polls reported the initiative ahead by a greater margin. A
Teichner Associates Inc. lx)11 conducted in September reported that
67 percent of voters who were
aware of the measure planned to
vote in favor of it.
Both supporters and opponents
of the measure, known as the "English only" initiative, claim to be
concerned with the plight of nonEnglish speaking minorities.
California’s minority population is increasing. In 1985, whites
composed 63 percent of the state’s
total population of 26.3 million.
according to the Center for Continuing Study of the California Economy. By 1995, that percentage of
whites will have decreased to 57
percent of 30.9 million, according
to the center’s projected figures.
Hispanics and Asian immi-

Former L.S. Sen. 5.1. Hayakaka supports Proposition 63
grants composed 30 percent of the and medical services." said Diana
non-white population in 1985. By Campoamor, communications di1995, they are expected to make up rector for MALDEF.
35 percent of the population, Former U.S. Sen. ST Hayaaccording to the center’s data.
kawa, who signed the ballot arguOrganizations
such
as ment in favor of the initiative, denMALDEF, the Mexican American ied that it would curtail essential
Legal Defense Educational Fund: services. Wearing a quiet gray suit
the League of United Latin-Ameri- set off by a bright red how tie.
can Citizens, and the Japanese- Hayakawa spoke Oct. 16 to about
American Redress Committee op- 50 people at the Commonwealth
pose the initiative on the grounds Club in San Francisco.
that it would hurt rather than im"(Minority groups) are reading
prove the position of minorities in more into it (the initiative) than
what is actually there." he said.
the state.
"The change would severely
Hayakawa criticized bilingual
curtail or eliminate bilingual pro education programs for not accomgrams such as court interpreters
plishing their intended goal tea911 emergency services and health ching English.
"Bilingual education has be,some extremely corrupt." he said.
One of Proposition 63’s opponents, MALDEF president Joaquin
C. Avila. said that if immigrants
don’t learn English, it is more for
lack of time and access to classes
than for lack of desire.
"The motivation is there, the
lasses are not." Avila said.
Proposition 63 is an outgrowth
of an advisory measure, Proposition
55, which y oters approved by 71
percent in 1954. It required Gov.
George Deukmejian to write a letter
to the president and Congress
urging them to eliminate bilingual
ballots and bilingual voter information material by amending the federal Voting Rights Act of 1975.
If Proposition 63 passes, Cali’English is
fornia would join six other states
(already) the
(Nebraska, Virginia, Illinois, Indiana. Kentucky and Georgia) that
official language
designate English as the official language. Similar English-only efforts
of this country.’
are under way in 15 other states, inConrad Borovski
cluding Florida, New York and
Texas.
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12th Congressional District

Konnyu, Weil vying for Zschau’s empty slot
Hy Steve Pipe
When Ed Zschau decided to
run for the U.S. Senate, his old 12th
Congressional District seat became
an open parking space.
Republican Ernest L. Konnyu
of Saratoga and Democrat Lance T.
Well of Cupertino both hope to
drive their campaign machines into
that slot on Nov. 4.
Ironically, perhaps, for Konnyu, it is not his opponent who has
been detouring his quest, as much
as it is Zschau.
"Our campaign is in excellent
shape," Konnyu said in an interview from his district office. "What
we need is to be able to raise enough
funds to get our message out to the
Democrats, 62 percent of whom
have never heard of Ernie Konnyu,
according to our polls. It takes a lot
of money to get your message out.
With FAI Zschau using a vacuum
cleaner to suck up all the money for
his race against Cranston. it’s been
rather tough for us. ’ ’
Konnyu said his campaign had
banked about $180,000 by October,
but he has had to seek sources outside his district, and even California, to raise much of that money. In
recent weeks, he has returned from
fund-raising trips in Israel and New
Ernest Konnyu discusses campaign issues with members of the SJSU College Republicans in the Student Union Umunhum Room
York.
Weil’s campaign has banked
about $40,000. according to cam- because he’s representing the most ing on the military has impeded our
paign manager Greg Sellers, who extreme wing of his party. I con- ability to compete internationally in
said Konnyu’s war chest will ulti- sider him a fringe candidate," said trade, as with the Japanese."
mately raise "twice as much as we Weil.
Konnyu. a fiscal conservative,
’With Ed Zschau using a
Konnyu rejects the notion that
raise."
U.S. priority is to
vacuum
cleaner to suck up
District 12 encompasses the district voters consider him too con- feels the top
maintain peace, which he says can
heart of Silicon Valley, taking in servative.
all
the
money
for his race
destrong
only
be
kept
through
a
"In 1980, I got 55 percent of
Palo Alto. Cupertino and Sunnydebt, he
vale. It also includes the wealthy the vote. In 1982, I got 59 percent fense. To cut the national
against
Cranston,
it’s been
neighborhoods of Hillsborough. of the vote. In 1984, I got 63 percent would trim social spending and
would
not
raise
taxes.
He
believes
rather
tough
for
us.’
Atherton and Woodside in the of the vote. That represents a person
Ernest L. Konnyu
north. Farther south, it includes Los who the voters have a lot of confi- his experience in the Assembly has
Altos, Saratoga and a portion of Los dence in, Konnyu said. "I have a prepared him for the job of wresrecord of voter support that indi- tling with the huge debt.
Gatos.
"Back in 1983 we had a $1.6
Konnyu, 49, is a three-term cates that I’m the right person for
malnutrition. Had these needs been debate, drawing applause from the
billion state deficit left by Jerry
state assemblyman. Weil, 31. is an this area.’’
addressed by America. there’d be audience.
Brown
to
George
Deukmejian.
We
In a recent debate sponsored by
attorney who has never held politiBoth agree that the United
no need for $100 million to the Concal office. The third candidate in the the League of Women Voters, the balanced the budget then, and now tras.
States should invoke strong eco1
know
it
can
be
surplus.
we
have
a
race is Libertarian Bill White of Los candidates sat side by side at a card
Well said President Reagan nomic sanctions against the South
table but showed how far apart they done. It’s a question of will," KonAltos.
will not be satisfied with $100 mil- African government to combat
nyu
said.
"I
have
the
will
and
the
Preferring the term "political sit on the political fence.
lion and will soon be asking for apartheid.
Well thinks the United States desire to balance the budget."
newcomer" to "political novice,"
more.
"I don’t support President
as the press has tagged him, Weil has been spending far too much on
The candidates are also split on
"This administration wants to Reagan on apartheid," Konnyu
points out that Zschau had never the military, a factor he says has the issue of U.S. involvement in overthrow the government of Nica- said. "I did this after a lot of soul
held public office before his elec- contributed largely to the national Central America. Konnyu supports ragua. and $100 million won’t do it. searching. I came to realize that
economic aid to the Contras, or We should respect their (the Nicara- America is the leader of the free
debt.
tion to Congress.
"We have become the world’s "freedom fighters," as he calls guans) right to self-government."
Weil said in an interview from
world, and it is our duty to be morhis Mountain View campaign office largest debtor nation, with a $2 tril- them, who are fighting the SandiKonnyu and Well also take op- ally correct in our leadership.
that he decided to run because he lion debt," he said. "Most of our nista government in Nicaragua.
posing stands on abortion. Konnyu
As the 12th District representa"It’s terrible that we have to opposes abortion, calling it "killing tive. Zschau made a reputation for
felt his opponent’s "attitudes were dollars have been absorbed by the
too far to the right for the district."
military. This doesn’t make us more spend our tax dollars on the Con- of the unborn." Weil is pm-choice, himself as a "high-tech congress"My opponent’s vulnerable nationally secure. This overspend - tras," Konnyu said. "I wish it and says "the privacy of the indi- man," who looked out for the spewasn’t necessary. But if we are to vidual is extremely important."
cial interests of the computer indusface up to the Soviet threat there,
Konnyu is vehemently op- try in Silicon Valley. Both
then we have an uncomfortable duty posed to the retention of California candidates say they will, if elected,
to do what is necessary."
Chief Justice Rose Bird, while Well strongly represent those interests.
’My opponent’s vulnerable
Weil opposes economic aid to supports her.
"I have sought out the best
the Contras, and says the social
It is on the issues of nuclear minds in the industry to advise me
because he’s representing
needs of the people of Central weapons testing and apartheid that on the issues, such as trade tax reAmerica should be addressed by the the candidates conic to sit a little form and wicks," Weil said. "I feel
the most extreme wing of his
United States.
closer on that fence.
fully equipped to address those isparty. I consider him a fringe
"I believe that you contain the
Both say they support negotiat- sues and represent the interests of
insurbefore
an
threat
communist
ing a ban on nuclear weapons test- the industry."
candidate.’
rection occurs." Weil said. "You ing.
"It is very important for Ernie
Lance Well
do that through addressing the needs
"Let’s begin to address the fu- Konnyu, representing this high-tech
of Nicaragua and El Salvador. Both ture. And the future says, ’stop the district. to do the maximum possihave very high rates of illiteracy and arms race now,’ " Weil said at the ble in this area." Konnyu said.
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Konnyu has
resume set

For instance, he opposed an Assembly
resolution inviting Philippine President Coraion Aquino to speak in Sacramento. He
called Aquino a dictator and says he still
stands by that remark.
"What if President Reagan suspended
By !iici.e Pipe
the Constitution and told Congress and the
If Lance T. Weil is the political new kid Senate to go home?" he asks. "That’s what
on the block, his Republican opponent, Er- she (Aquino) did. When you see something
nest I.. Konnyu of Saratoga, likes to portray like that, that’s so un-American and so undehimself as a candidate who knows his way mocratic, we just can’t fathom it . ’ ’
around that neighborhood.
Or there are the homeless. Last year he
An assembly man since 1980. Konnyu suggested they go door to door for handouts,
begins 111011 interviews and public ap- rather than dig through garbage cans.
pearances 11) uttering a brief political resume.
But it is the problems with the Soviet
He point, out that 75 percent of the hills Union that irritate Konnyu the most.
he introduced were enacted.
"The Soviets are a tremendous threat not
He cites the passage of his Workfare bill
as his proudest accomplishment, which re- only to the United States, hut to the free
he says. "They have a mission
quires able-bodied welfare recipients to work world,"
which is to essentially create a victory over
for their welfare checks.
"They can’t stay home and watch TV the capitalist system. We must never forget
that. The only thing that is stopping them is
for their welfare checks," Konnyu says.
the free world’s cletennination."
Before he became a representative of the
And Konnyu has his own ideas about
22nd Assembly District, Konnyu was an auhow to fight the state’s marijuana growers.
ditor at National Semiconductor. He has also
In a letter to the Ferndale Chamber of
served 10 years in the Air Force, where he
Commerce in Humboldt County, he sugrose to the rank of major.
Konnya an immigrant from Hungary, gested it might not be a bad idea if citizens
portrays himself as patriotic and conservative. form their own posses to "locate marijuana
How he practices his political philosophy, patches and to report their locations to law enforcement."
however, is not conservative.

Lack of money
and experience
hinders Weil
lit

Edwards, 71, a Democrat, was elected to
the 10th District seat 24 years ago.

"Most surveys say that it takes at least
$5,000 to launch a campaign," La Crone
said.
"That’s the problem with the type of
government that Edwards is promoting."

Only one congressional incumbent from
the South Bay Area has been defeated in recent years. Toni Lantos. a Democrat, unseated Bill Royer. a Republican, in the 1980
election for the 11th District of California.
Still, Christman said. "If there’s one variable that predicts victory, it’s incumbency ."
"(Members of the House) have two
years to do constituent services. If they have
any kind of offices, they’ll create thousands
of friends during that time," he said.
Nonetheless, there are four opponents in
the race for the 10th and 13th Districts that are
hoping for Tom Lantos’ good fortune in defeating an incumbent.
Ken P. Rulnard
Lance Well at campaign office

Norman Mineta

MICHAEL LA CRONE, a Republican, said money is his main drawback in running against Edwards.

"I’ve developed some strong influence
that I’d like to use for women’s issues, working people. the environment, world hunger. . . for good things that we all care
about." Edwards said.

All oi that is nice, and no doubt looks
encouraging to the Weil campaign. But in this
congressional race, none of that will matter to
the voters. What will matter are two basic eland experience.
ements:
Lance Weil has little of either.
Those missing ingredients are precisel).
why many say Weil doesn’t have much hope
tif winning his first hid for political office.

Don Edwards

"The main group that wins elections is
not Republicans or Democrats; it’s (congressional) incumbents."

"I’m going to keep going back to the
House as long as the constituents keep sending me hack," Mineta said.
As for Edwards, the power of incum
bency also translates into the status quo.

The paper talks about demographics and
cross-over voting in the 12th Congressional
District. It talks about how his opponent, Ernest L. Konnyu. is generally regarded as too
conservative for most Silicon Valley voters.
Moderate Republicans will end up voting for
the young Democrat, the paper concludes.

Weil has never run for any elected office, unless you count the time he was student
body president at Monta Vista High School.
That was more than 13 years ago. Konnyu,
although having lost a number of earlier dee-

Two words describe the offices of San
Jose’s congressmen Don Edwards and Norman Y. Mineta as they face another
election
power and incumbency.
One relies on the other in helping Edwards keep his seat for a 13th term and Mineta for a seventh, as well as in determining
what they accomplish in the House of Representatives.
"If you are well -received in Congress,
you get more power every year. Each year
I’m able to do more for my district." Edwards said.
Roy Christman. an SJSU political science professor, agrees:

Neither congressman is campaigning as
if the race is a threat, and neither is conducting a full-blown campaign. Both offices are
running phone campaigns and will go on precinct walks in the final days before the election.

Pipe
Lance T. Weil has a press kit containing
the usual candidate information.
There’s an 8-h!, - I() glossy of the candidate in a three-piece suit and a paper detailing
his stand on several issues. Another paper introduces the members of his campaign staff.
And there’s a paper titled, "Why Lance
Weil Will Win."

Weil, no doubt, hoped for support from
his own party. But that support, in the form of
much -needed funding, has not conic.

Ay Antoinette Fleshman

Mineta, 55. also a Democrat, was
elected to the 13th District seat 12 years ago
:liter having served as mayor of San Jose for
nearly three years.

.ht t’

Well’s campaign has raised about
$40,000, according to campaign manager
Greg Sellers. Sellers has said all along that
the campaign would bank roughly half of
what Konnyu accumulates. But as Election
Day nears. Weil hasn’t come close.
Konnyu has more than $180,000 in his
war chest, according to campaign manager
Sandy Fields.

Incumbency affects
local House races

PERR CARDFSTAM, a Libertarian,
ran against Edwards in the 1984 election, and
he is running again in this year’s election.

When it comes to the slim chances of
Mons, has been an assemblyman for six years. beating an incumbent. Cardestam said. "I’m
Well is an articulate man. He is well- aware of the political reality. I’m here (runread on many of the issues, particularly U.S ning for office) really to show that the Liberinvolvement in Central America. He is also tarian Party exists."
frank and perhaps even a little naive, he admitted recently.
Cardestam, 47, has been a member of
the Libertarian Party for 15 years.
Early in the campaign. Konnyu said he
wanted to beat Weil with a 60 percent major"What I’ve done mostly is to orchestrate
ity. But Sellers vows, "We’ll definitely hold how to get people on a ballot," Cardestam
said.
him (Konnyu) under 60 percent."

La Crone. 46, said that $5.00)) is the tax
price to join the government. There is also a
tax price to buy a home or start a business and
it’s not affordable for the middle class in this
type of government, he said.
"That’s the central focus of why I’m
challenging Edwards." La Crone added.
BRADLEY MAYER, a Peace and
Freedom party member, could not be reached
for comment.
ROBERT NASH, a Republican, thinks
he has a "good opportunity" to defeat Min eta.
His campaign office formulated some
mathematical projections based on the 1980
Primary Election. The projections were based
upon political party voter registration and the
results conclude that Nash should win by
about 9.(88) votes.
’We put on a very aggressive voter registration drive.’’ he said.
"We had a goal of dropping them (the
Democrats) to 48 percent. They’re 49.9 percent now and we (the Republicans) are 37.8
percent.
’That further enforces our belief that we
have an excellent chance of winning the election,’ he said.
Prof.
science
political
Floss ever.
Christman said parties are not as important
anymore.
"People don’t tend to be party programmed. They’re thinking in terms of candidacy: not in terms of (political party) reasons," Christman said.
"(Voter) registration itself is not an indicator," an aide to Mineta said.
"I think it’s true, statewide, that Democratic registration is declining. (Voter registration) figures are no condition of how the
race will go," Mineta’s aide said.
Nash, 64, said he has a keen desire to
help and make a difference in the Santa Clara
Valley where he has lived since 1958.
"I think I have enough contacts in the
13th District. I want to represent the District," Nash said.
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Zschau
intern
gets the
word out
By Rob Gibbon .
Greg Garcia IN Init limed by the
business of politics.
In March 1985, while a senior
at SJSU, he discovered someone
with very similar interests, a former
high-tech entrepreneur named FA
Zschau.
Zschau, a Republican congressman from Los Altos. came to
SJSU for a speech, and he impressed Garcia by responding directly to critics in the crowd who
were objecting to U.S. policy in
Central America.
"He likes that - he likes people who want to challenge him."
Garcia said. "lie addresses their
concerns directly "
Two months later, Garcia
graduated from SJSU with a B.A. iii
International Business, hut he kepi
tabs on Zschau while working as an
intern for I.B.M.’s government al
fairs office in Washington I/C.
He liked what he saw.
"FA had an understanding 01
business where so many lawmakers
didn’t," Garcia said. "They really
didn’t understand how tax policies
were going to affect business.’’
In mid -July. he decided to re
turn to California to work lot
Zschau’s U.S. Senate campaign.
"I wanted to work for him because I pretty much agree with him
on every stand." Garcia said.
"After seeing him at San Jose
and after that (during three business
internships in Washington), I really
firmly believed that this was the guy
who should represent California III
the Senate."
After starting off as a volunteer
doing research, Garcia is now a fulltime paid member of Zschau’s campaign staff, working as a fundraiser.
"I made a few fund-raisingtype calls," Garcia said. "and I did
a pretty good job. I guess. so they
asked me to come on board (the
campaign staff)."
This job allows him to combine the two things he loves most
politics and business.
"Most of the time is spent getting people to come to the (fundraising) events and to contribute,"
Garcia said.
"That means spending most of
your time on the phone, keeping
following up
track of everything
and double-checking names of people who will he coming, how much
they’ve given, can they give
more?"
Garcia was also in charge of a
Zschau fund-raiser last Tuesday,
which raised $60,000 for the campaign.
The $1,000 per couple event,
featuring Zschau and former Sen.
Howard Baker, attracted 120 people.
"It was fantastic," Garcia

Candida
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By. Rob tiibbany
The battle for the l’.S. Senate betwei
cratic incumbent Alan Cranston and
Zschau. R -Los Altos, is a battle of con
tween a 72 -year-old, three -term Senator ;
year-old, high-tech entrepreneur and two-t
gressman.
But the contrast goes much deeper.
Zschau, a fiscal conservative who ha
National Taxpayers Union "Best Friend
accuses Cranston of believing in the old r
big spending and high taxes,
Cranston. who has had the support II
nia voters since he was elected state cot
1958. claims Zschau’s four-year voting rev.
House of Representatives is filled with
tency. obstruction and indecision.’’
The charges by both sides are more
political rhetoric: they contain some degree
One example of Zschau’s indecision
port or lack of support for a $35.1 million
to Saudi Arabia.
In May, he voted for the sale, hut Mk
the June primary and taking a five-day trir
he privately told a group of Jewish lead,
Angeles he would oppose such sales in the I
Several. days later. he insisted mail
group of reporters that he hadn’t changed I
.After nearly a week of confusion,
-Flounced he had changed his mind and vi
against future arms sales to the Saudis.
Zschau spokesman Jim LeMunyon
his candidate’s change of heart

Proposition 65:
Zschau: It s a sham It would make a wash
California s Central Valley
Cranston: ’Prop 65 may not be good for ;
friends in big business. but its right for th(
of California

Ken P Ruinard
SJS1. graduate l:reg (Mrcia is spending his time dialing for dollars for the Ed Zschau campaign

’Getting the word
out is not just the
networking.. . . It’s
television. That
really describes
California
politics.’
Greg Garcia

they work with. people that they
know. These calls are . . more effective than (if they came from)
some schmo named Greg Garcia."
With last Tuesday’s fundraiser behind him. Garcia is concentrating on one thing.
"From here on. it’s dialing for
dollars," he said. "We’re really
going to push for the fund raising in
the next week."
raising money
Garcia’s job
-- is crucial in a campaign that
hopes to raise nearly $11 million,
much of which is being used for
television advertising.
In September alone, Zschau
spent $2.5 million to buy TV commercial time.

said. "(toward Baker saneexcel
lent speaker, and of course Ed was
there."
Garcia’s major responsibility
for the event was to recruit "co"Getting the word out is not
hosts".
just the networking in terms of get"We got a group of co-hosts, ting people to events and getting
donors or people who are actively them to contribute." Garcia said.
supporting Ed’s campaign, and "Let’s face it
television.
it’s
asked them to make calls to encour- That really describes California polage people to send in money or itics. The state is so big that it’s
come to the reception or both," he hard to get the message out effeesaid.
tively with any other medium.
"What we are doing is asking
"I’m just trying to get the mesthem to call their friends or people sage out."

Though Garcia enjoys delving
into politics, he doesn’t have personal political ambitions. He shrugs
off any similarity between himself
and a younger FA Zschau.
"I could never run for office,"
he said. "I don’t know how someone has the energy or the strength to
do that kind of thing. You’re under
scrutiny by everyone."
But the Washington life suits
Garcia well, and regardless of the
outcome of Zschau’s election battle
against Alan Cranston, he will he
returning to the nation’s capitol.
"Working on Capitol Hill is
really good experience to have if
you want to work in the political
arena," he said. "It’s good to know
the business perspective and the
public perspective."
Garcia said he "would be honored to work for Ed Zschau" as part
of his full-time staff if Zschau wins
the election.
"But there are so many people
in Washington who are better qualified than I am," he said. "(Also),
there are many other opportunities
that I would like to pursue."

South Africa divestiture:
Zschau: Economic pressures nouia not
posed on any American firms in South Aft
comply with the Sullivan Principles, which
equal treatment of employees regardless of ra
Cranston: Said he supports stiff sanctions
South Africa We decided we couldn I do Pt
with Hitler even if it was profitable We shoo
business with South Africa even if its prof
Nevertheless, on Aug. 1, Cranston oppose(
lation to give President Reagan the author’)
pose sanctions on countries that violate an
tonal arms embargo against South Africa
Capital punishment:
Zschau: Supports With his opposition
death penalty, Alan Cranston is not reflect
kind of thinking that the people have told me
Cranston: Was absent for a 1984 votE
instate the federal death penalty for such crif
the assassination of a president Voted ag
mandatory death penalty for airline hooka
kill The record has never been at all clear
(capital punishment) deters cnme

Bird reconfirmation:
Zschau: Opposed
Cranston: No comment It is my duty as a
cc
of California to vote on that issue (s’driB
lion) in November It would be inappropriate
to speak about it and mix a partisan electic
paign with a Judicial matter, as some candidi
doing
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’Ed would now be inclined to oppose the sale
of arms to Saudi Arabia based on his understanding
of what creates peace in the Middle East. I .eMunyon said.
Zschau also changed his mind on the MX missile, campaigning for it in 1982 and then voting
against it twice in 1983 after concluding it was useless as a bargaining chip in arms negotiations with
the Soviet Union.
a guy who’s not afraid to change his
mind if circumstances warrant, LeMunyon said.

Zschau indecisive about
$354 million arms sale to
Saudi Arabia, Cranston
voted biggest spender by
taxpayers’ union
’Alan Cranston hasn’t changed his mind in 18
years. He’s still living in the 19fills. not the 1980s. ’ ’
This is Zschau’s main charge: Cranston still believes in the old politics of solving problems by raising taxes and spending more money .
In 1980, Cranston voted against two amendments to cut taxes. and in 1982 he voted to raise
taxes by $98 billion over three years. He opposed
the balanced budget constitutional amendment and
the Gramm -Rudman -Hollings deficit -control

ED ZSCHAU
Age: 46
Party: Republican
Occupation: Congressman,
12th District
Education: A B. Princeton,
MBA MS Ph D Stanford
Marital status: Married, three
children

The National Taxpayers Union voted him the
Senate’s biggest spender in 1981 and the third biggest in 1982.
But Cranston objects to Zschau’s charge that
his big-spending policies put him out of step with
California voters.
"It’s what mone) is spent for that counts,’’
Cranston said. "If we don’t spend money on education, we undermine our society. We also have to
spend significant sums on cleaning up toxic wastes.
"The people of our country want government
to do some things, and those things cost money," he
said. "I have done my best to support those programs that people want and need."
The outcome of the Senate race in California is
of special importance nationally to both major parties.
The Republicans now hold a 53-47 majority in
the Senate, but Democratic challengers are making
serious bids for at least a do.ten (il those seats.
President Reagan has been traveling around the
country gathering support fir the Republicans campaigning for the Senate.
He will attend a Zschau fund-raiser on Saturday.
"Whether we keep control of the Senate will
mean the difference between two more years of
moving forward or two years of stalemate and retrogression," Reagan said at a September fund-raiser.
The other candidates in the race are Breck McKinley, Libertarian Party; Paul Kangas. Peace and
Freedom Party: and Edward It. Valkm. American
Independent Party.

ALAN CRANSTON
Age: 72
Party: Democratic
Occupation: U S Senator
Political experience: Califorma state controller
Education: B A Stanford
Marital status: Married, one
child

Politics holds lifelong interest for Kim Cranston
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Senator’s son
supervises
campaign

’Having grown up in (politics), I
have a very realistic view of what it’s
all about. I appreciate a great
deal, . . the impact he’s able to have
on people’s lives. I have a much
greater impact on issues by helping
him get re-elected than I could bring
off on my own.’

By Rob Gibbon).
When Kim Cranston v, as 1 4
years old, his father, Alan
Cranston, took hint and his brother
to San Francisco to meet then -Pr,
dent Lyndon B. Johnson.
"Just as we were coming in.
Johnson and his entourage were
coming out," Kim recounted recently with a smile. "My father
stepped over and said ’Hi’ to the
president and introduced my brother
and me to hint.
"Then the wedge of Secret
Service agents around the president
continued out, and 1 was trapped inside the wedge," he said.
They went out the door to a
limousine . . . . I got pushed into
back
seat of the car and then
the
Johnson got pushed into the back
seat of the car.
"All of a sudden, all these
people turned and looked at me."
Experiences like this piqued
Cranston’s interest in politics at an
early age. Now 35, he is the chairman of his father’s U.S. Senate reelection campaign against Rep. Ed
Zschau, R -Los Altos.
As chairman, he is responsible
for everything that happens in the
campaign.
"I have to have some sense of
what’s going on (with) advertising,

Kim

fund raising, field programs, communicating where my dad stands on
issues," the younger Cranston said.
"The distinction between the
(campaign) manager and myself is
the manager is responsible for taking care of things on a day-to-day
basis, making sure things get done,
and I try to maintain an overview of
things. I try to keep an eye on the
forest and the manager is responsible for the trees."
Kim has worked on three of his
father’s senatorial campaigns in one
capacity or another and was assistant national campaign manager in
Sen. Cranston’s unsuccessful bid
for the 1984 Democratic presidential nomination.
He can’t remember a time

when he wasn’t involved somehow
in politics.
His earliest political memories
are of family. In addition to family
picnics and camping outings. the
Cranstons often spent their weekends politicking.

Cranston

time aside to spend with us so that
didn’t feel like he was always gone
and often he took us along on things
he was doing," he said.
He has no regrets.
"I enjoyed it, and it was always like that, so I didn’t have anything to compare it with. I don’t
know how it would have been if he
hadn’t been doing that."

"In the days when precinct
walking was still a fairly significant
component of campaigning, our
In 1968 when his father was
family would go out and spend a
weekend or several weekends walk- elected to the Senate for the first
ing precincts for candidates," said time. Kim, 17, stayed behind in
Kim, who was 4 or 5 years old at California to attend UC-Santa Cruz.
the time.
But politics was still very
Though his father often spent much a part of his life.
long hours working as California
While at UCSC, he served as
state controller, a job he held from
1958 to 1966, Kim said he never student body president. He also
worked
on voter registration profelt left out.
"He was very careful to put jects in the community.

Since graduating front liCSC
in 1975 and obtaining a degree from
Hastings law school four years
later. Kim has worked as a court
. attorney . TV production
t.oniptiny executive and business
,,sultant.
But politics has a draw for
him, a strong draw, though he isn’t
sure if he wants someday to follow
in his father’s fitotsteps.
"Having grown up in it, I have
a very realistic view of what it’s all
about." Kim said, "I appreciate a
great deal what my father is able to
accomplish in politics, the impact
he’s able to have on people’s lives.
"At this point in my life, I
have a much greater impact on issues by helping him get re-elected
than I could bring off on my own.
Whether Kim follows in his father’s political footsteps, he obviously admires him a great deal.
"People in general care about
people, hut he works very hard.
He’s driven to an extent by his concern about people, his compassion
for people and life in general." Kim
said.
"I think you see that reflected
throughout his career, when he had
first returned to this country after
being a foreign correspondent in
Europe and was involved in trying
to help Jews who were fleeing Europe.
"My father, I think he’s very
special person."
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Lieutenant Governor

Foes are no strangers to No. 2 job
By Leonard How.,
If past lieutenant governor’s
races have been battles between political nobodies, consider that the
main candidates in this year’s race
have both:
Previously held the office.
Held the office under governors of different parties.
Never failed in their bids to
gain the office.
Mike Curb, the man who was
elected California’s lieutenant governor in 1978. and Leo McCarthy,
the incumbent lieutenant governor.
are the two candidates. Which onc
did a better job is the issue.
McCarthy says he has done the
better job. He points to the large
number of bills he helped push
through the Legislature, including
bills dealing with senior citizens and
toxic waste. He says Mike Curb
"wasted his four years in office"
and is trying to ride Gov. George
Deukmejian’s coattails into office.
Curb says McCarthy is taking
credit for accomplishments he had
little to do with and says he is proud
of his four years as lieutenant governor. He says his situation under
then-Gov. Edmund G. "Jerry"
Brown Jr. was so unusual that it
hurt his reputation as a politician.
Others, such as John Ballard.
an SJSU political science professor.
say neither candidate’s record is the
issue.
’It looks like personality is
going to be a big factor this year.’’
Ballard said.

If that’s the case, Curb’s cam- as lieutenant governor, and that he
paign staff says it will benefit their wants to compare his record with
McCarthy’s record.
candidate.
"Is Leo McCarthy so ashamed
"Curb’s personality is definitely an advantage," said Adam of his ’do nothing’ term of office
Ortega, press director for the Dol- that he is unwilling to contrast and
phin Group. Curb’s campaign ad- compare our records?" Curb asked
visers. "He’s offering the state dy- in a news release.
Like his attack on McCarthy’s
namic leadership

’Curb is clutching with great
anxiety to Deukmejian’s coattails,
but I’ve got the scissors.’
Leo McCarthy

’Is Leo McCarthy so ashamed of his ’do
nothing’ term of office that he is unwilling
to contrast and compare our records?’
Mike Curb

McCarthy*, campaign staff
so’. personality has nothing to do
ith the race. McCarthy says he
wants to make people aware of his
and Curh’s records as lieutenant
governor.

record, however, many ill Cut h’
campaign statements have been
made through news releases. Curb’s
lack of public appearances, McCarthy said, is a strategy that will backfire.

"It’s my job to keep comparing our four-year terms.- McCarthy
said. "Curb spent four years raising
pointless controversies while I have
legitimate accomplishments."

"Anytime Curb faces a panel
of news reporters he gets stomach
cramps." McCarthy said. "I think
people can see through that. He
doesn’t want his record compared."

But Curb says it’s McCarthy
who has not accomplished anything

The controversy surrounding
Curb’s term as lieutenant governor

is focused on his more than 250
days as acting governor when
Brown was out of the state. During
that time. Curb signed legislation
and made executive appointments
which angered state Democrats.
Fred Karger. Curb’s campaign
manager. said Curb’s political reputation was hurt by Brown’s frequent
out-of-state trips.
"Mike served under unusual
circumstances."
Karger
said.
"Brown left him in charge of the
state. There were certain things he
had to do as acting governor, and
not everyone liked it."
The controversy surrounding
McCarthy is focused on his opposing views with Gov. George Deukmejian and his support of Rose
Bird.
"I should support the gs,,, calor
when he’s right," McCarthy said,
responding to the charge that he and
Deukmejian have opposing views.
McCarthy also said he supports
Rose Bird because she is honest, intelligent and dedicated to her job.
Campaign staff members for
McCarthy say Curb is trying to win
the election on the strength of Deukmejian’s candidacy.
"Curb is clutching with great
anxiety to Deukmejian’s coattails.’’
McCarthy said. "But I’ve got the
scissors."
Curb’s campaign staff says
McCarthy". political philosoph!,
will result in Curb’s election.
"McCarthy’s out of step.Karger said. "He’s of the old phigovernment is
losophy bigger
better. It’s not going to work."

McCarthy will only answer to Leo

Leo NIcCarthy

By Leonard Hoops
Don’t call Lt. Gov. Leo McCarthy a liberal. moderate
or conservative. Given a choice, the 56-year-old Democrat
would select answer D on his political test form - none of
the above.
"I like to he judged on the basis of issues," he said.
Issues are what McCarthy thinks is his main weapon in
this year’s lieutenant governor’s race between hint and a
former lieutenant governor. Republican Mike Curb.
Curb, who was elected to the office in 1978, has been
the subject of frequent McCarthy attacks during the course
of the campaign.
"(Curb) has no personal convictions on any issues,"McCarthy said. "I hay en’t been able to fiinire out vy hat he
stands for."

McCarthy says Curb has flip-flopped on his political
stance in every election Curb has been involved in.
"In 1978 he was a moderate Republican." McCarthy
said about Curb. "In 1982 he was a tough, conservative Republican. In 1986 he’s a confused Republican.’
Confusion is the reason McCarthy says he doesnI
want to he known as a particular type of Democrat.
"I don’t think I can he labeled." he said.
as
But McCarthy actually does want to he labeled
someone who has dealt with Californias problems while in
office.
’Curb will be defeated soundly in this election he
cause he v. ;islet! tour years. and I used ins him
solve pr.,’

i Lt. ( ur

Curb says
good idea
is now bad
By Leonard Hoops
Eight years ago, Mike
Curti said having a governor
and lieutenant governor from
different parties was a good
idea. Now the former record
producer and his supporters
are singing a different tune.
Curb. a Republican.
served under Democratic
Gov. Edmund G. "Jerry"
Brown for four years beginning in 1978. They were four
scars marked by controversy
because of Curb’s and
Brown’s different political
philosophies.
’It doesn’t work,’’said
Curb’s campaign manger.
Fred Karger. "The governor
governor
and
lieutenant
should think alike. It’s healthier to have them from the
same party . Curb is hoping for a
healthy showing from Gov.
George Deukmejian in this
year’s election to support that
philosophy.
He and Deukmejian
have teamed together to form
a Republican ticket for the
state’s top two offices, which
Lt. Gov. Leo McCarthy calls
blatant coattail riding.
Karger, however. says
Curb will he only one of
many candidates who benefit
from Deukmejian’s popularity.
"It looks like (lkukmeIlan) is running very strong:*
Barger said. "That will help
ill Republicans "

Senior citizens look at Lt. Gov. McCarthy as an old friend
By Leonard Hoops
It wasn’t a typical campaign
rally crowd.
Al first, Ruth Wilson, 83,
didn’t look very enthused about the
rally. To her, he was just another
politician who came to make campaign promises.
"I’m not too interested in politics," she said, "but I thought I’d
check (the rally) out. You think politics are so dirty, but you feel you
should find out about it so you can
vote."
After Lt, Gov, Leo McCarthy

entered the room. however, things
changed.
Wilson smiled as McCarthy
approached her. Her cheeks glowed
as she shook his hand. She, like
most everyone else in the previously
quiet room, got excited.
Wilson was one of approximately 50 senior citizens who gathered to show their support for McCarthy at the La Posada Housing
Center in Santa Cruz.
The I,a Posada stop is one of
several for the Democratic lieutenant governor in his "Seniors for

McCarthy*. campaign. McCarthy
has traveled with various local and
state leaders throughout California
in an effort to show the public that
he is interested in senior citizens.
"Senior leaders created waves
that washed up in Sacramento. McCarthy said.
The waves McCarthy referred
to were charges from senior citizen
leaders like Mary Wheeler, president of the League of Nursing
Home Reform, that nursing home
conditions were poor.

"McCarthy did not just talk portant office it should
about nursing home problems."
In the 1983 Legislature. McWheeler said. "he did something Carthy
chaired a nursing home reabout them. His long, hard work in form
committee that helped create
the field has proved his sincerity."
the 18 -bill "Nursing Home PaState Sen. Henry Mello, author tients’ Protection Act.’’
of the Omnibus Nursing Home Re"Getting the nursing home reform Act, said it was McCarthy
forms signed into law engaged Leo
who brought nursing home probin a two-year fight he wouldn’t
lems to his attention.
quit," said Esther Hagler, a 90"The fight (McCarthy) has led year-old Gray Panther and La Pofor senior citizens is for justice and sada resident. "He’s always been
dignity," Mello said. "He has interested in senior citizens he
made lieutenant governor the im- must like his grandmother."
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Assembly

Governor

Konnyu
seat up
for grabs
By Steve his
Two nes% laces are vying tor
Ernest Konnyu’s 22nd Assembls
District seat, vacated since Konnyu
began his bid for Congress.
Republican Charles W. Quack
enbush. Los Altos, and Democrat
Brent N. Ventura. Los Gatos, are
both seeking their first Assembls
seat.
Quackenbush. 32. is running
for public office for the first time
Ventura, 32. an attorney, was the
youngest mayor of Los Gatos.
The 22nd district includes Los
Altos. Cupertino, Sunny sale and
western San Jose.
Other assembly races:
21st DISTRICT: Byron D Sher.
Democrat. incumbent: Robert E Philips.
Republican: Tom Grey. Libertarian;
Frank DeSio, Peace and Freedom.
23rd DISTRICT: John Vasconcellos, Democrat. incumbent. Lynn Knapp.
Republican. Kennita Watson. Libertarian:
Kerry Dean Williams. Peace and Freedom.
24th DISTRICT: Dominic L Cortese, Democrat. incumbent: Jack Sandoval, Republican: John H Webster. Libertanan
25th DISTRICT: Rusty Areias.
Democrat. incumbent: Ben Gilmore, Republican; Mark Hinkle, Libertanan.

SJSU students last Tuesday listened to I .os Angeles May or Tom Bradley in the Student 1..nion Amphitheatre

Local aides lay foundation
for statewide campaigns

Other state races
In onto slate ra,. es. onh he
candidates for controller has,:
waged a high-cost campaign.
Two legislators. Assemblyman
Gray Davis, a Democrat, and Sen.
Bill Campbell, a Republican, are
the major party candidates. Other,
are Nicholas W. Kudrovieff, American Independent; Carolyn Treyner.
Libertarian; and John Haag, Peace
and Freedom.
Other state races:
SECRETARY OF STATE: March
Fong Eu. Democrat, incumbent; Gloria
Garcia, Peace and Freedom; Richard
Winger. Liberlanan; Theresa "Tena- Notch, American Independent; and Bruce
Nestande, Republican.
TREASURER: Jesse M. Unruh,
Democrat, incumbent; Merton D. Short,
American Independent, Maureen Smith,
Peace and Freedom; Ray Cullen. Libertanan
ATTORNEY GENERAL: John Van
De Kamp. Democrat. incumbent: Bruce
Gleason, Republican; Gary R. Odom,
American Independent: Carol L. Newman, Libertarian: Robert J. Evans. Peace
and Freedom.
MEMBER, STATE BOARD OF
EQUALIZATION (District 1): William M
Bennett. Democrat. incumbent: Toni
Novak, Peace and Freedom: Gene Prat,
Republican.

Ken P FiLenard

’I want to see a day when
every child can live out his
dreams and live the life he
wants.’

’We live in a
state that is
strong,
prosperous
and leading
the rest of
the country
once again.’
George
Deukmejian

By Harriet Ace yes
When Californians cast their votes in the
gubernatorial race between Republican incumbent George Deukmejian and democratic
challenger Tom Bradley. they may think
about the candidates’ polished images.
But it’s unlikely they’ll consider the
backstage blood. sweat and tears of the local
campaign coordinators who helped achieve
those images.
In Santa Clara County. local coordination means Edward Larzowicki for Deukmejian and Judy De Atley for Bradley.
Lozowicki, a partner in the San Jose law
firm Pettit and Martin, has been a volunteer
for Deukmejian since 1978. He nows heads
the Santa Clara County steering committee.
In 1982, Deukmejian was "very much a
dark horse candidate and was not well known.
particularly in the Bay Area," Lozowicki
said. Though he is confident Deukmejian will
win re-election. lozowicki concedes "Bradley will he competition" in a campaign that is
a "horse race.’
Unlike her Republican counterpart, De
Alley is a paid staff member of the Bradley
for Governor campaign committee. She hopes
to help Bradley succeed in capturing Silicon
Valley in the 1984 gubernatorial election the
way he did in 1982.
"Bradley did win this county in the last
election, and we’re working real hard to carry.
this county again. That’s all I can really be responsible for.
Coordinating efforts pay off when candidates make local appearances. Lozowicki was
able to hear Deukmejian speak firsthand at a
recent fund-raiser in San Jose.
"We live in a state that is strong, prosperous and leading the rest of the country
once again," Deukmejian said. "We are
spending more than ever on schools, roads.
law enforcement and toxic cleanup and

we’re doing it all without any general tax increases on the people or on business."
De Ailey also was successful in bringing
her candidate to San Jose recently. This time,
though, it was to the SJSU campus, where he
appealed to students for their votes and urged
them to "never turn back, never give up and
never give in" in pursuit of their dreams.
"I want to see a day when every child
can live out his dreams and live the life he
wants," Bradley said. "I am a living, standing example of someone who has fulfilled his
dreams."
For De Atley, campaigning means
countless hours at campaign headquarters.
meetings, walking precincts and recruiting
volunteers.
"I haven’t had a day off in almost four
months," De Alley said.
She even recruited the help of her two
daughters. "They’ve probably worked more
mailings, walked more precincts and taken
more phone calls than any of my volunteers,"
she said.
Like De Atley. Lozowicki doesn’t work
alone. His steering committee has 60 to 70
members, and he volunteers about 20 hours a
week. For him, political participation began
while attending Santa Clara University law
school, followed by a job as staff member on
one of the committes of the State Assembly.
And like Lozowicki. De Atley’s first
brush with politics came on a college campus.
California State l ’ no, ersity at Fullerton.
When she and her husband moved to
Santa Clara County about three years ago, she
headed for the local Democratic Information
Center and volunteered her time. Within two
months. De Atley became interim director.
She was promoted to permanent acting director, a position she still holds.

IN
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California Supreme Court

Public ignorance grounds Bird, groups say
Hy Anne GelhauA
(but) to some degree, they’re just
The public’s ignorance of Su- icing on the cake.
preme Court procedures has enabled
Since the death penalty was refoes of Rose Bird to wage a major instated in 1977, the court has afcampaign to oust her, supporters of firmed three death sentences and rethe state’s chief justice agree.
versed 53. This has led the court’s
"We use that term with all due opponents to accuse the three jusrespect." said Jim Bickhart, a staff tices of being "soft on crime."
member of The Committee to Con’They’ve convinced a lot of
serve the Courts. "People who people," said Pam Jester, Califoraren’t involved (with the courts) on nia Women Lawyers president.
a regular basis don’t necessarily un- "They latched on to a difficult,
derstand how they work."
emotional cause. Combine diffiBird’s supporters believe that cult) with emotion and you get simthis ignorance has allowed anti -Bird plistic answers."
groups such as
Crime Victims
The issue voters should adfor Court Reform and Californians dress, Bird’s supporters argue, is
to Defeat Rose Bird
to distort the not whether the chief justice is for
court’s record on the death penalty.
or against the death penalty but
"Using violent crime as the whether she has upheld the current
lead issue was the thing that turned law. the 1979 Briggs Initiative, to
the campaign (against Bird)," Hick - the best of her ability.
hart said.
"I want them (the justices) baThe crux of the issue, he said. sing their decisions on their interis whether voters want a justice sys- pretation of the law," Brickhan

’Should the
judiciary see itself as
a purveyor of popular
views . . . then (it)
will have lost
something
fundamental to (its)
heritage and essential
to (its) preservation.’
Rose Bird
em that operates on emotion or one
hat is governed by law.
"There may not be a rebuttal
for that," Bickhart admitted.
Voters will decide Nov. 4
whether to retain Bird and five of
the other six justices. Allen Broussard is the only justice not up for reconfirmation.
In this month’s Field poll, 55
percent of those surveyed said they
would vote against Bird. Only 14
percent were undecided.
Paula Litchenherg, vice president of NOW’s San Francisco
branch, said she believes these
number. would be different if Bird
had begun her campaign earlier.
The two major anti -Bird committees
have been active for three years.
campaigning against the chief justice and Justices Joseph Grodin and
Cruz Reynoso. Bird began her campaign in late September.
"I’m not real optimistic." Litchenberg said of Bird’s reconfirmahon chances. "I think it’s more
likely that Reynoso and Grodin will
he retained."
Brickhart said that individuals
and groups have been campaigning
against Bird since she was appointed chief justice in 1977.
"The reasons change from one
year to the next," he said. "The last
three years have been very intense,

said. "If it’s a conservative judge,
that’s fine."
Stanford law Prof. Michael
Waldo said he believes that voters
should decide against a justice only
if they believe that that his or her
decisions are legally unsound.
Criminal courts are designed to decide against popular opinion in a lot
of cases, he added.
Bird has maintained throughout her current campaign that she
has decided cases according to the
law, not popular opinion.
In her State of the Judiciary address, Bird said: "Should the judiciary see itself as a purveyor of popular views . . . then (it) will have
lost something fundamental to (its)
heritage and essential to (its) preservation."
Bird has also said that the
Briggs Initiative is poorly written
and full of loopholes.
Her detractors say she used the
same reasoning in the 1978 Amador
Valley High School case, when she
tried to have Proposition 13 declared unconstitutional.
"She says that about every law
with which she disagrees," said
Janet Byers, spokeswoman for both
Crime Victims for Court Reform
and Californians To Defeat Rose
Bird. "The public is not the least bit
ignorant of the fact that they’ve

voted twice for a death penalty that
hasn’t been put into effect."
The reason for the court’s high
reversal rate. Jester said, is that several provisions of the Bnggs Initiative are still open to interpretation.
For example, the 1977 law clearly
stated that intent to kill had to he
proven before a death sentence
could be passed. The Briggs Initiative eliminated this requirement in
1979.
But in 1982, the U.S. Supreme
Court decided that "intent to kill is
a prerequisite to a constitutional
death sentence." The Bird court,
bound by that decision, interpreted
the California law to include such
an intent. This led to 14 reversals of
the death sentence.
Voters have little knowledge of
these types of decisions. Jester said.
"People don’t understand the
basic separation of powers," she
said. "The desire to stay above politics is the only position a judge can
take.’’
Litchenberg agreed that most
people don’t have a good concept of
an independent judiciary. Part of the
reason for this, she said, is that
media coverage of the campaign has
been one-sided.
"The media haven’t examined
stuff closely for accuracy." Litchenberg said. "People are being
given a simple solution, and they’re
grabbing on to it."
The reasons behind a Supreme
Court decision are "very complicated, ’ Litcherfnerg acknowledged.
"People don’t want to hear the
whole thing," she said. "Even if
the media were giving better coverage. I don’t think people would take
the time to read it."
Litchenberg referred to a recent article in the San Francisco
Chronicle as an example of onesided coverage. The story, which
appeared Sept. 23. stated that Bird’s
opposition admitted to wrongly
blaming the Bird court for overturning the death sentences of 15 killers.
These rulings were made by Bird’s
predecessor. Donald Wright.
’’They put it on page six! Litchenberg complained.
Bickhart labeled the media
coverage "50 percent fair and 50
percent anti.
"That drags it over into the
negative realm." he said.
Byers agreed that media coverage has been unbalanced but said
she believes that the press is more
sympathetic to Bird.
"Selective editing eliminates
important issues," she said, citing a
recent report in which anti -Bird
groups state that California has the
highest death penalty reversal rate
in the country.
Newspapers ignored the report, Byers said.
Jester said media coverage has
been skewed against Bird and
blamed this on the lack of an organized campaign for the chief justice.
She called the amount of money
spent by
more than $5 million
anti -Bird groups "astonishing."

’Information is the only way
to deal with misinformation," Jester said. "Unfortunately, you have
to have access to the media, and that
means money.
"You have to be able to reduce
your message to 30 or 60 seconds.’’
she added.
Bird did release two 30-second
television commercials last August,
but they deal only with the concept
of an independent judiciary and do
not mention the death penalty. Her
staff produced the ads for $250.(X)0
- Bird’s only major campaign expenditure.
Bird’s commercials are competing with a 10 -minute, profes-

sionally produced videotape released jointly by Crime Victims for
Court Reform and Californians to
Defeat Rose Bird. The videotape
features crime victims speaking
against the chief justice. A portion
of the videotape was reshot and
used as a television commercial.
Judges are forbidden by law to
discuss specific decisions or personal beliefs with the media. but
Litchenberg said she thinks Bird
could have campaigned harder and
worried less about keeping her reconfirmation out of the political
arena.
’Her integrity is admirable but
frustrating when you’re trying to
ork on a campaign:. she said.

Crime hits center stage
By Anne Gelhaas
Opponents of the liberal
majority on the California Supreme Court believe that replacing them would give Gov.
George Deukmejian a court
more sympathetic to victims’
rights.
But supporters of Justices
Rose Bird, Stanley Mosk, Cmz
Reynoso and Joseph Grodin say
that unseating them would not
necessarily have an impact on violent crime. They point out that
no criminals have been released
as a result of the Bird court’s
death penalty reversals.
however,
Bird’s
foes,
maintain that she is "soft on
cnme.
The Bird court "has provided so many loopholes, the
criminals must be laughing,"
said Janet Byers, spokeswoman
for Crime Victims for Court Reform and Californians To Defeat
Rose Bird.
Byers cited a decision by
the Bird court making it unconstitutional for defendants’ prior
records to be used against them
unless their past crimes are relevant to the case.
Jim Bickhart. staff member
of the Committee to Conserve
the Couns, defended the decision. "If someone’s going to he
tried for the death penalty, it
should be for a capital crime, not
for a robbery 10 years ago." he
said.
Anti -Bird groups have been
waging a campaign against Bird.
Grodin and Reynoso for three
years, using the court’s death
penalty record as their central
issue. Since 1977, the court has
reversed 53 of 56 capital cases.
If the three justices are
ousted in November and Deukmejian is re-elected, he would
appoint judges who are tough on
violent crime hut conservative
on business issues, civil rights
and women’s issues. Bickhart
said.
At present, Deukmejian is
not considering anyone for the

chief justice’s seat in the event
that Bird is not reappointed, said
Kevin Brett of the governor’s
press office.
It is illegal for the governor
to name a justice until a vacancy
actually occurs, he added.
"To get an idea of the qualities Deukmejian is looking for,
study the records of his appointees (Malcolm) Lucas and (Edward) Panelli," Bratt said.
Lucas voted to affirm the
death penalty in 13 of 22 cases;
Panelli voted to affirm in the single case he heard. The media
view both men as conservatives.
Otto Kaus, whom Parretti
replaced, voted to affirm in only
one of 43 death penalty cases.
Of 56 death penalty cases
heard by Bird, not one was affirmed. Grodin affirmed three of
39. and Reynosa one of 44.
Allen Broussard, the only
justice not up for reconfirmation,
voted to affirm in one of 46
death penalty cases.
Anti -Bird groups believe
this record is indicative of her
stance on violent crime.
"The death penalty is what
the people of California are most
upset about," Byers said. "It’s
been flaunted in their faces that
no one’s getting the death penalty in this state."
Bickhart said the public has
misunderstood the justices’ records in death penalty cases. He
said the Bird court is strict on the
notion that there he a retrial if a
judge or an attorney makes a
mistake while hearing or trying a
case.
"Some people say that if
those mistakes wouldn’t have
changed the outcome (of a case),
then it was a harmless error,"
Bickhart said.
The Bird court maintains
that there are no harmless errors,
and this interpretation has led to
death penalty reversals, he said.
"That isn’t going to make
crime victims feel any better,"
Bickhart said. "Not much of this
is.,.
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Justices defend their records

’As a court of
appeals
judge I didn’t
have to deal
with the
death
penalty. If I
wasn’t
prepared to
enforce the law at the
Supreme Court level I
wouldn’t have accepted
the job.’

Cruz Reynoso

The Death Penalty
From 1851 to 1967, 502 people were executed in California.

In 1968 executions were halted by state and
federal courts.
The United States Supreme Court reinstated
capital punishment in 1976.
In 1977 California enacted a death penalty
law sponsored by George Deukmejian.
In 1978 a death penalty initiative sponsored
by Senator John Briggs was passed by California voters.
California now has 201 convicted murderers
sitting on Death Row.
Since 1978 the California Supreme Court
has reviewed 61 death penalty cases, overturning 58 and upholding three.
The death sentences of Stevie Lamar Fields.
Robert Alton Harris and Earl Jackson have
been confirmed on automatic appeal, but
being appealed to the U S. Supreme Court
Decisions are now pending on 31 death sentences appealed to the state supreme court
Eight overturned cases are pending complete re -trial for both the guilt and penalty
phases. and 18 more require re-trial for the
penalty phase only
F !OM
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By Sonja Smith
California Supreme Court Justices Cruz
Reynoso and Joseph Grodin together with
Chief Justice Rose Bird have been targeted by
conservatives who say the three have been
"soft on crime.
In response to the emotional campaign
being waged by groups such as Crime Victims for Court Reform and Citizens for Law
and Order, Justices Reynoso and Grodin have
scheduled speaking engagements around the
state.
Reynoso recently appeared at a small reception at the Park Plaza Hotel in Oakland.
hosted by Mayor Lionel Wilson. It was the
type of informal appearance he has made this
election year.
The gathering of about 20 consisted of
judges and workers from Wilson’s office.
They talked quietly in small groups about the
upcoming election until Reynoso appeared.
For the next 9) minutes, he circulated
through the room shaking hands, chatting
with friends in Spanish and English and answering questions about the state Supreme
Court.
A soft-spoken man. Reynoso told the
small group that the main issue in the 1986
election is whether the integrity of the Court
will be maintained.
"Will the justices of the California Supreme Court continue to be true to their oath
of office, to look at the Constitution for federal and state law and apply it to the cases that
come before the court’?" Reynoso asked.
Reynoso said the justices decide each
case based on the word of the law, regardless
of whether the person who comes before them
"has a lot of political power or not . . . or if
the person is rich or poor."
The judge labeled charges that the court
is soft on crime "outrageous" and offered
statistics to prove his point.
He said the majority of appeals brought
before the California Supreme Court by criminal defendants are rejected. Yet, when there
is an appeal to the United States Supreme

Gum.
Calling it "a situation that some people
have turned int() a political attack on the
court," Reynoso said the high rate of reversals in death penalty cases is being interpreted
by critics as proof that the three disapprove of
capital punishment.
"When I was first appointed to the Supreme Court, I pointed out that as a court of
appeals judge I didn’t have to deal with the
death penalty. If I weren’t prepared to enforce
the law at the Supreme Court level. I
wouldn’t have accepted the position," he
said.
Reynoso has voted to overturn 47 of the
49 death penalty cases he has reviewed since
Governor Jerry Brown appointed him in
19142.
The son of Southern California farm
workers. Reynoso, 55, is the first Hispanic to
sit on the California Supreme Court. He
worked in the citrus orchards of Orange
County before entering law school at the University of California at Berkeley. Before his
appointment to the state Court of Appeals in
1976, Reynoso was an attorney and law professor.
With the election one week away, Reynoso talked about the possibility of not being
reconfirmed.
"I’ve been proud of the four-and-onehalf years I’ve been on the Supreme Court
and proud of my fellow justices. I will look
forward with great trepidation if any of us are
not confirmed come November."
He expressed concern that he and his
embattled colleagues do not have the chance
to sit down and talk with the majonty of the
II to 12 million voters in the state,
"All we can do is sit back and do the
best we can to be true to the Constitution." he
said. "I think that’s the type of justice the
people of California Want."
Justice Grodin also spoke recently at
Mission Gardens Restaurant in Fremont be -

’For those of us who are
on the receiving end of
the distortion. . . in this
campaign, that comes
with the territory.’
Justice Joseph Grodin

fore about 5(10 judges and lawyers.
Many of the questions dealt with the
death penalty issue. toodin, 56, expressed
amused relief when the last question dealt
with possible distortions in the media’s coverage of the Supreme Court election.
When asked why the same principles
that apply to prohibiting false and misleading
advertising couldn’t he applied to political
messages, Grodin said the answer lies in the
First Amendment.
’As frustrating as it is for those of us
who are on the receiving end of the distortion.
and goodness knows I’ve received enough of
it in this campaign, that comes with the territory.

Bird not only member of flock up for reconfirmation
By Sonja Smith
In November, voters will cast
their ballots to determine whether
Chief Justice Rose Bird and Associate Justices Joseph Grodin, Cruz
Reynoso. Stanley Mosk, Malcolm
Lucas and Edward Panelli will continue to serve on the state Supreme
Court.
Justice Allen Broussard. 56, is
not up for reconfirmation. His 12 year term ends in 1994.
The California Constitution requires that all Supreme Court jus-

tices be reconfirmed periodically
This year’s election has primarily focused on Chief Justice
Bird and Justices Grodin and Reynoso with court opponents waging
an extensive statewide battle to oust
them.
Although Lucas. 57, and Panelli, 55, the most recent court appointees, have not been marked for
defeat by court conservatives, supporters fear they could become casualties.
After receiving his law degree

from University of Southern Cali- reputation for handing down tough 1972 by former governor Reagan
fornia, Lucas practiced law with his sentences and taking a narrower and was presiding judge of the 6th
view of death penalty defendants District* Court of Appeals in San
brother and George Deukmejian.
Jose when he was appointed.
He was appointed to the Los than some of his colleagues.
Deukmejian’s second appoinAngeles Superior Court in 1967 by
Panelli, a moderate and the
former governor Ronald Reagan. In tee, Panelli. was named last year,
first Santa Clara County judge ap1971, President Richard Nixon ap- amid speculation that Deukmejian
pointed
to the high court, has said
pointed Lucas to the U.S. District was packing the court with conserhe has no problem enforcing the
vatives.
Court in Los Angeles.
Panelli graduated from Santa death penalty.
Before being appointed to the
state Supreme Court by Deukniejian Clara University Law School in
Justice Mosk. 74, was apin 19/14, he served periodically on 1955.
pointed in 1964 by former governor
He was appointed to the Santa Edmond G. Brown Sr. and is conthe U.S. 9th Circuit of Appeals.
Lucas. a conservative. has a Clara County Superior Court in sidered a liberal.

Other Local Measures

Local vote
to decide
on transit
By Denver Lewellen
Flood control, the transit system and park maintenance funding
are some of the local issues voters

will decide on Tuesday.
If passed, Measure A would
transfer 1.5 cents of each $100 of
property tax revenues from the
Santa Clara County general fund to
the county park fund. Twenty percent of those funds would be used to
buy property; the rest would go to
park development and maintenance.
Measure B would do away
with special local elections for the
offices of sheriff, district attorney

and county supervisor. Instead of
holding annual elections at taxpayers’ expense, they would be combined with general elections during
even-numbered years.
Measure C will create the positions of three supervising attorneys
and one confidential secretary to the
County Counsel’s office. These positions would help "properly manage the office," said Donald Clark
of the County Counsel.

Measure D would keep the
Santa Clara County transit system in
operation. Planned projects include
improved passenger facilities and
completion of the Guadalupe Corridor light -rail project.
Measure G would attempt to
end the annual threat of flooding in
the county by requiring continuous
maintenance of waterways.
Perhaps the most controversial
of the local propositions is Measure

J. A response to San Jose’s $60 million investment loss two years ago,
it would require the mayor to deliver an annual budget message to
the City Council.
Measure J is controversial because it would make the San Jose
mayor responsible for nominating
candidates to the city manager’s office. The City Council would then
choose from among the nominees.
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18th Assembly District

Retiring lawmaker lies low in race for seat

’I don’t think that
Democrats or
Republicans have
a monopoly on
political wisdom.’

Alister McAlister

By Amy Yannello
aine Eastin. a Democrat and Union
The man who "owned- the City Councilwoman who is running
18th Assembly District in northern against Republican candidate Leo
Santa Clara and southern Alameda Mehan, a technical development
counties for eight terms isn’t taking manager for Pacific Bell.
a high profile in the campaign for
McAlister believes Eastin will
win by a sizeable majority.
his successor.
"The past cannot and should
"She’s a very bright, intellinot control the future.’ said Assemblyman Alister McAlister. D-Fre- gent woman with great analytical
ability," he said. "I think that she
mont, who announced in March that
will be in the top 15 percent of the
he would retire from the Assembly
to run the for the statewide office of Assembly . Though 376 of 400 McAliscontroller, a seat vacated by Kenter’s bills have been signed into
neth Cory.
law, he has one major complaint
McAlister said he won’t get
about the system in which he has
too involved in the race for his vaserved so long.
cated 18th Assembly District seat.
"I don’t like the partisanship
"My role in the race will he a
modest one. I do not believe that an that goes on." McAlister said. "I
outgoing politician should exert a don’t think that Democrats or Regreat deal of influence over a race." publicans have a monopoly on politMcAlister said in a telephone inter- ical wisdom.
view.
"Both parties have great wisMcAlister has endorsed Del- dom and great stupidity. There’s al-

$2.5 million and Garamendi spent
had
I
million.
$1
about
$280,000 to work with," he said.

most an arrogance that they (certain
politicians) have this divine knowledge granted by God . . . I don’t
think that’s the case."
McAlister said if there were
less party affiliation, issues could be
dealt with on the basis of their merits and without as much emphasis
on the party’s stance on the particular issue.

McAlister won’t second-guess
himself about running when his opponents had so much more money.

"We need more people who
aren’t knee-jerk politicians, those
whose party isn’t the No. 1 concern
in their life." McAlister said.
In June, McAlister lost his party’s nomination for state controller,
coming in third behind fellow Democrats Assemblyman Grey Davis,
who won, and Sen. John Garamendi.

Although McAlister will retire
from his seat Dec. I, he does not
consider his political career to he
entirely over.

"There was only one thing that
contributed to my defeat: I was outspent 9-1 by Davis and 4-1 by Gurumendi. Davis spent a staggering

"True, I would never run for a
statewide office again without at
least $1 million, hut if you hold
back because you’re not sure you
will he successful, you’ll never do
anything," he said.

"In six, eight or 10 years I’d
like to run for statewide office
again, perhaps for U.S. Senate. But
I need to make some money first."
Until that time. McAlister
plans to practice lay. in Sacramento.

SJSU Alumni in Politics

SJSU experiences
lead grads to jobs
Amy Famiello
Fred Silva has made quite a jump from
the days when he rode his motor scooter from
the SJSU campus to Morgan Hill, where he
worked as an intern and received only gas
moncy. for his efforts.
Today, as chief fiscal adviser for the
president pro-tens of the California Senate. he
makes $74,1XX) and drives a Volvo.
Silva is one of a cadre of SJSU graduates
working in the Legislature. Silva’s colleagues
include: Renee Franken, State Treasurer’s Office: Steve Larson, Senate Budget Committee: Cliff Allenby. Department of Finance,
and John Hendrix, Senate Ikmocratic Caucus.
Before graduating from SJSU in 1967.
Silva divided his time between classes and
volunteer work for the cities of Milpitas and
Morgan Hill, working on the reorganization
of each city’s municipal code.
The city of Morgan Hill’s unpaid internship turned into a full-time job after graduation and Silva worked three years as an assistant city administrator before moving to the
Legislature in Sacramento.
Silva. 43. spent five years working as a
consultant to the Senate Committee on Local
Government and has worked for the last five
years in his present position with Sen. David
Roberti, D-Hollywood.
Silva and his staff analyze proposed legislation and tell senators how to get it funded.
’I suppose what we do can he boiled
down to this: We put together an analysis of
the options that the members can act upon in a
certain situation.’’ Silva said.
Public policy can best be described as
the behind-the -scenes of the political world. It
is what occurs when the politician, responding either to constituents or the state, comes
up with an idea that they want to see become
law. Then the consultants evaluate the cost of
the proposed hill, its pros and cons, present
and long-range effects and report the findings

to the icgtsiator.
Silva has a "creeping incremental ism"
philosophy about the often frustrating world
of public policy.
"Public policy by nature is incremental he said. "You get a problem. focus your
energies and keep working. Along the way,
you’re hound to get beat up by (Inc group or
another that doesn’t agree with your proposal.
and a bill fails, but you keep plugging away.
Little by little, you do nsake a difference."
After IS years, Silva said that he still
finds public policy work challenging.
"I like sitting around, thinking about all
these issues . . figuring out how to provide
all the services we expect while staying
within the spending limit."
Giving advice to SJSU students who are
planning to enter the public policy field. Silva
suggested making an "intellectual stew."
"Political science and economics should
he the main ingredients. Then toss in some
shop classes in public administration and a lot
of field experience."
Like Silva, John Hendrix also used his
experiences at SJSU to springboard into a political career.
Although Hendrix did not think so at the
time, his political career began in 1965 when
he took the office of SJSU Associated Student
Body President.
A graduate student majoring in social
science and minoring in English. Hendrix had
an active interest in politics but still believed
that he would graduate and become a teacher.
After obtaining his master’s degree in
1966, Hendrix. waiting to go into the Navy,
volunteered to work as campaign headquarters manager in Assemblyman John Vasconcel los’ first California Assembly race.
Having served two years in the Navy.
Hendnx went to Sacramento where he was
hired by the Legislative Analyst’s Office. Six
months later. Hendrix was hired as the administrative assistant to Sen. Alfred Alquist. D-

San Jose.
From 1977-81, Hendrix worked in the
Caner Administration.
Hendrix came hack to Sacramento in
1981, taking a position as staff director of the
Senate Finance Committee.
In January. he became staff director of
the Senate Democratic Caucus. Consisting of
10 people, the caucus performs many functions for the lemocnitic membership of the
Senate including conducting political research on opponents, speech writing, and
press work on issues of concern to members.
Hendrix said that he appreciates the freedom and mobility his job provides.
"This (type of work) is a crossroad for
ideas, interests and ambitions.
"You don’t have to go one step at a time
’climbing the corporate ladder’ here. If you’re
quick and able, you can move very quickly.
People have a real chance to succeed on the
basis of ability."
The pay isn’t had either. Hendrix makes
575,000 a year. and, like Silva, has made a
sizeable jump from his first year in the field
when he made $9,840.
Hendrix said that the frustration comes
from "watching a governor who has no re-

John Hendrix
(above) and
Fred Silva are
both SJSI.’
graduates.

sped for the Legislature and the judiciary hut
who has no programs of his own to substitute
for the legislative programs that they (the administration) are ignoring.
In addition to having a strong liberal -arts
background. Hendrix advised that students
develop strong writing skills.
’There are a lot of very bright people
here who cannot write their way out of a
paper hag ’ Hendrix said.
"There will always he someone who is
smarter than you are. The trick is to have
something besides a good academic record."
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18th Assembly District

Novices
Eastin, Mehan
vie for Assembly
By Amy Yamiello
On March 6, Union City Councilwoman
Delaine Eastin received a phone call that
changed her life.
’I had just come home from the hank
and had told my husband that I had just Iran,
!erred money from our account and that
cry thing was ready to go. It was our firs: ,
ion that would last longer than one Ncek
itice we were married 14 years ago, and we
v, ere very excited,’ East in said.
The call she received was from Mark
Stein, chairman of the Alameda County Democratic Central Committee.
"He wanted to know it I was planning to
run for Alister’s seat, and v.hen I said that I
didn’t know what he was talking about, he explained that Alister had announced his candidacy for the state controller’s office. I didn’t
know what to think; this was the first I’d
heard of it."
Assemblyman Alister McAlister, D-Fremont, has held the 18th district seat for 16
years.
She hung up and immediately called her
friend and mentor. Sen. Bill Lockyer, 0-San
Leandro.
’Bill was on the floor of the Senate, but
he had told me that if it vvere ever an emergency it would be all right to call him on the
floor. When he answered, he didn’t say
’hello.’ he said ’it’s true.’
She filed her candidacy for the 18th District Assembly seat one v,eek later.
The first time Leo Mehan threw his hat
into the ring of the 18th Assembly District
was in 1984. Facing longtime incumbent
McAlister, the 48 -year-old Pacific Bell executive received 32.2 percent of the vote. McAlister received 63.4 percent. This might have
deterred many a political novice but not
Mehan. He picked up his hat and filed again.
When he ran against McAlister two
years ago. "I thought McAlister was ignoring
the district," Mehan said. "Although he has
a district office, he lives in Sacramento. I felt
that the forces up north were having a little
too much pull. We were getting the short end
of the stick on transportation issues.
Those same reasons still apply. hut
Mehan believes McAlister’s retirement will
work to his advantage. "It was quite a surprise. hut I feel my chances are greatly improved by his withdrawal . "
On Sept. 10, Shereen Miles. representing the California National Organization for
Women Political Action Committee, issued a
press release stating NOW’s official withdrawal of support for Delaine Eastin.
It was not, said Miles, a decision they
enjoyed making.
Eastin has come out in opposition to
Rose Bird.
"Our position from the beginning has
been to depoliticize the issue of retention of
the entire court. We didn’t mind candidates
opposing the justices privately, but we can’t
support them opposing the justices publicly."
she said.
"When we decided to lend our support
to Delaine. hack in May, she assured us in
writing that her ’official position on the confirmation of Chief Justice Rose Bird is neutral.’
"Unfortunately, she later changed her

Ken P nu.raf

Leo Mehan,Ith Assembly District candidate, hatch up tsii campaign posters in his second fri for the same office
position and we had to withdraw our support," she said.
Under state and federal laws, non-profit
organizations, like NOW. cannot take positions on political campaigns. To counter this.
’In order to move California
the regulations allow these organizations to
set up PACs, which, as a separate entity, can
ahead once again, some initial
endorse and financially contribute to candicosts must be incurred, but the
dates.
0
benefits will bear out. You
While members of the Southern Alameda County chapter of NOW are also disapcan’t make an omelette
pointed about Eastin’s stand on Bird. they
without breaking any eggs.
have remained very loyal in their support
"She has a strong background in womDelaine Eastin
en’s politics. She’s articulate and can move
people to a greater understanding of women’s
issues and it’s known locally that she is prochoice and committed to child care issues
prior to this campaign.
1-,1.1 m
"The cost of safe use of hatof great concern to us.- said Jean Busch,
Mehan admitted to the tactual errors re- ardou. 111,11Mais should he borne by the procoordinator for the Southern Alameda Chap- garding both his previous attempt to gain of- ducers and users of these materials and not by
ter.
fice and the future of the chemical plant, hut the society at large. We should make sure that
"Having a person who has many of our said he was not "guilty of distorting the is- the cost of dumping far exceeds the cost of
us
in
Sacraconcerns and beliefs represent
sues.** Mehan said that a "miscommunica- transporting hazardous materials."
mento would be history in the making." she tion" with his printer resulted in the "typo"
EDUCATION:
said. "We’ve never had anyone like that in regarding his past run for political office. As
Mehan "If we concentrate on reducthe 18th district."
for the chemical plant. Mehan said,’ the point ing the number of welfare payments and put
is she voted for it in the first place."
the money saved into our classrooms, we
Throughout the campaign. Mello) has
could reduce the size and purchase n
maintained that campaign contributions supMehan and Eastin generally agree on the materials."
plied by Assembly Speaker Willie Brown will issues of child care, toxics. transportation and
Eastin -- "In Japan. the average class
tie Eastin too closely to Brown’s apron education, hut their proposed solutions are size is 18. In California, it is more than 30.
strings, causing her to he little more than a quite different.
Public school teachers in California earn
"puppet" for the speaker.
On child care, Mehan believes that in- clerk -level wages. Better teacher pay will he a
S79.(X10
to
contributed
has
Brown
dustry should be given tax incentives for pri- critical element in the improvement of our
Eastin’s campaign. while Assembly Minority vate child care to help ease the crunch but schools. I also support longer school days and
Leader, Pat Nolan, has contributed S60.000 thinks that Eastin’s idea of state-funded subsi- longer school years. to Mehan’s campaign.
dies for both poor- and middle-income famiTo counter this charge. Eastin cited her lies is unnecessary.
Though both say they are fiscal conseropposition to Rose Bird. whom Brown supEastin, however, feels that tax incentives vatives, each has a different philosophy about
ports, and her support of the death penalty. will only solve part of the problem.
the role government should play in initiating
which Brown opposes.
"More than halt of Bay Area women change.
"This proves that money does not influ- with children under bare in the work force,"
’Unlike my opponent. I don’t believe
ence my stands on difficult issues.- Eastin Eastin said. "More than two-thirds of those that we need to have tax increases for these
said.
with children between band 17 years of age improvements.’’ Mehan said. "I’m a conserThe candidates are also bickering over have jobs. For them, child care is essential."
vative and I believe in eliminating as much
what Eastin claims lobe Mehan’s "deliberate
Both candidates support the expansion of waste in government as possible. Under the
distortion" of the issues.
BART and the Nimitt freeway. While Eastin new Gann spending limits, we need to look at
In one piece of literature. Mehan points supports a half-cent gas tax to fund the im- all of the programs the government has impleto a 3-2 council vote, in which Eastin was in provements, Mehan feels that adequate fund- mented in the past and examine if they are
the majority, approving the construction of an ing could he obtained by eliminating "had bearing out. If not, let’s get rid of the dead
acid purification plant in the city. The litera- spending programs" such as "bilingual edu- wood."
ture also stated that the plant, owned by Olin cation."
"Despite what my opponent claims, I
Corp. ,’’is to be located near a residential
The candidates also differ on these is- am not a tax -and-spend politician," Eastin reneighborhood that includes a home for senior sues:
sponded. "My record on the council shows
citizens.TOXICS:
that I’m a fiscal conservative. In order to
include
that
Olin
Corp.
Mehan failed to
Mehan "It is my feeling that if people move California ahead once again, sonic inidecided earlier this year against building in can put chemicals together to make something tial costs must be incurred, but the benefits
Union City. In separate literature, Mehan also toxic, there should be a way to reverse that will bear out. You can’t make an omelette
stated that he had never run for public office and create a safer handling situation."
without breaking any eggs."
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12th Senate District

Diversity
Opposing views stir 12th district race
By Robert Walsh
Democratic stale Sen. Dan McCorquodale and Republican challenger Tom Legan
are fighting for the "strangest district in the
state.
That’s how Roy Christman. SJSU political science professor, sees their election -campaign battleground, the 12th Senate District.
"There are minority groups in there.
Hispanics, yuppies, downtown problems; it’s
a district with everything," Christman said.
"A candidate who does well in it could do
very well in the state itself, because it’s a microcosm of the varied interests in California."
The district, which was reapportioned in
1981. is made up of the eastern portion of
Santa Clara County and all of Slantslaus
County. The two areas could hardly he more
different: one is part of fabled Silicon Valley
and the other a largely agricultural backwater.
’I see a 30 -year swing between Stunts taus County of 1986 and the Santa Clara
County of the ’50s," said Legan, who is currently a Santa Clara County Supervisor and an
executive with Kaiser Cement Corp.
"Over in Stanislaus now, you have a
once strictly agricultural community with a
widening industrial base. That was %cry much
like what you had in the Santa Clara County
of the ’50,.."
However. McCorquodale sees similarities in the counties.
"The issues aren’t all that different." he
said. When I work on transportation in one
place, it affects the other. And international
trade agreements affect both high-tech industries and agriculture."
Television is one medium the candidates
are using to address the disparate voters.
Larry Sheingold. media director for McCorquodale. said that he expected his candidate to sink "about $200.0110 into television
advertising. Sheingold said the McCorquodale commercials stress the positive and Legan’s stress the negative.
"Legan is a product of the Republican
Party’s desire to take over control of the Senate, and his advertising reflects that."
Sheingold said. "What they don’t reflect is
who he is, and what he has to offer. Instead,
the clear implication is that Dan supports
Rose Bird, is against the death penalty and is
soft on crime. But the record shows that none
of this is true."
Legan’s campaign manager, Roman
Buhler, said that was "a typical answer of a
politician whose record is about to be exposed
to the public."
Buhler said he expects the Legan campaign to spend about $300,000 to $4410000 in
television advertising. He said the Legan
commercials are not negative. Rather, they
are contrast spots, which compare the two
candidates’ positions on issues.
’In one of the spots, we call McCorquodale a ’Jerry Brown liberal,’ " Buhler said.
"Is that negative or positive? After all, he
supported Jerry Brown for President of the
United States. If he thinks that’s negative,
then that’s his problem."
McCorquodale said his support for
Brown stemmed more from a desire to attend
Convention as a delegate than
Democratic
the
a strong advocacy of the Brown presidential
campaign.
"I wanted to he a delegate, and at that
point Jerry Brown was a very popular figure
in California." he said. "But his image
changed after that, and as it turned out, I

didn’t go as a delegat. a ty ,
Buhler said Mstorquodale’s political
past is more representative than any stand the
senator might take during an election campaign.
Therefore, Buhler said, when we tell
the voters about Sen. McCorquodale’s past
positions, we’re giving the voter more pertinent information on the candidate than what
he says now, before the election."
McCorquodale objects to his past positions on issues being used out of context.
"It’s the greatest number of falsehoods
and lies in the piece after piece coming to you
in the mail." McCorquodale said. "He
(Legan) ignores the good, and instead goes
over 25 years of public record and finds any
quote that serves his purpose."
Legan countered that he was merely
bringing to light stands that McCorquodale
had taken in the past, such as supporting Rose
Bird and working against Proposition 13.
"This campaign is all about the record."
he said. "I’ve shown you specific pieces of
legislation which Mr. McCorquodale has endorsed, and which he now wants to tell you
are unimportant.
1 supported Prop. 13, he opposed it.
After it was passed, he continued to spend the
county into fiscal chaos."
When Proposition 13 passed, McCorquodale held the Santa Clara County supervisor
seat which Legan holds today.
While the two candidates hold similar
priorities as to what issues are important to
the 12th District, their views differ in what to
do about them. Both see transportation as a
major problem, and agree that more money is
needed to solve it. But they disagree about the
source of the funds.
"We need an added gas tax of 3 cents
per gallon.’’ McCorquodale said. "Two cents
would go for the county. and 1 cent to the
state to match federal funds for construction."
Legan said the funds should come from
revenues already in the state till.
"The $600 to $800 million a year in gas
sales tax should go to cities and counties for
highways and roads." he said.
McCorquodale said the money Legan
spoke a "doesn’t exist . ’ ’
"It’s another figment of his imagination," he said. "That money’s already been
spent on transit projects.**
Both candidates claim a strong record on
law and order.
"1 fouchi for the new main jail in down -

Ken P H

have the endorsement of all the law enforcement
groups. They’ve looked at my record and are very
satisfied with it.’
Dan McCorquodale
town San Jose," Legan said. "I helped to get
a 28 percent increase in the sheriff’s department’s budget."
McCorquodale, in turn, said that his
wide support by law enforcement groups
proves his tough stance on crime.
"I have the endorsement of all the law
enforcement groups." he said. "They’ve
looked at my record and are very satisfied
with it."
But Legan argued that McCorquodale
enjoys such support not because he is tough
on crime, hut because the labor movement in
the law enforcement community sees a friend
of labor in McCorquodale.
The labor movement is a real problem
in law enforcement," he said. "Mr. McCorquodale is strong on employee issues, not law
enforcement."
Legan reiterated his support of the death
penalty. while McCorquodale stated a qualified endorsement of it.

’I’ve shown you specific pieces
of legislation which Mr.
McCorquodale has endorsed,
and which he now wants to tell
you are unimportant. I
supported Prop. 13, he
opposed it. After it was passed,
he continued to spend the
county into fiscal chaos.’
Tom Legan

"I think its a legitimate expression ot
ways a society punishes its people." he said
"But that doesn’t mean we should stop
looking for alternate ways. If the state can
take a person’s life, it can take anything else
you might have. But it isn’t the kind of punishment you can draw any conclusions
from."
"We can’t tell if it works or not." Legan
said, "because Rose Bird hasn’t let a single
sentence he carried out."
Legan said that his opposition to state
Chief Justice Rose Bird was important because "it reflects our stance on law and order.
I’ve been consistent in my opposition. and
Mr. McCorquodale has not."
McCorquodale previously supported
Bird. but said he would now sole against her
reconfirmation.
As election day draws closer, the race is
nearing a "dead even" point, according to
Legan campaign polls. Buhler said McCorquodales lead had been cut by 60 percent, and
though not yet ahead, "we’re closing the gap
very fast."
Christman said that if the race remains
close. McCorquodale could expect substantial
financial assistance from Senate President Pro
Tent David Roberti, D-Los Angeles. Campaign finance reports show that Roberti,
along with other Democrats, has given
$406,414 to McCorquodale.
’’McCorquodale will get a lot of aid
from Roberti. Christman said, "because he
became the state Senate leader through criticizing the previous one. Mills from San
Diego. for letting other Democratic incumbents lose their races. If McCorquodale starts
to go down. Roberti will hustle up some
money, because if these Democratic incumbents lose, Roberti is in trouble."
As of Oct. 16. McCorquodale had raised
$784,690, and Legan had raised $621.173,
making this the most expensive state Senate
battle being waged.
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Santa Clara Measure M

In the cards
By Lisa Stapleton
The struggle between a Santa Clara card
room operator and those who want to see card
rooms become no more than a chapter in the
city’s past has resulted in a lawsuit against the
city and ballot Measure M.
Both Measure M and the lawsuit aim at
reopening Shan Mendoza’s card room, formerly known as the Comstock Club.
The club, which operated in the city for
26 years. is at the center of a controversy that
pits an established Santa Clara businessman
against a community of newer residents and
high-tech businesses.
"We have a high-tech, positive community," Councilman David Tobkin said.
"We’re trying to promote the quality of life. I
don’t think card rooms have that effect.
"They’re open long hours, and they
keep people away from their families. People
get caught up in gambling and that affects
their families, their solvency." Tobkin said.
"It’s just not something I think Santa Clara
wants."
Mendoza, the card room’s owner. disagrees, pointing to a long history as a reputable operator.
"They say I’d he hutting the community." he said. "But if I didn’t hurt it for 26
years, how could I possibly hurt it now"’
Mendoza also resents local objections to
in card rooms in a state that has in tut tonal ized other forms of gambling.
If you can have bingo and the lottery in
the state of California you can have card
rooms here,’’ Mendoza said. "People have to
have recreation. If you run it right, there’s
nothing wrong with gambling.
Card rooms charge a fee for the rental of
card tables and are permitted by state law,
subject to local ordinance. Unlike casinos, the
house does not make a profit from the outcome of card games.
The Comstock Club, the last card room
in Santa Clara. was to have been dissolved
upon the death of Mendoza, leaving the city
tree of card rooms, according to an agreement
reached in 1978. Mendoza is now in his sixties.
But Mendoza was forced to move his
card room two years ago because of the construction of a shopping mall at the northwest
corner of Winchester and Stevens Creek
boulevards, the former site of his club.
As a result of the development, he would
have been required to provide more parking
facilities than he could afford. Mendoza said.
He then began a search for a new site for
his card room, hut provoked outrage in)m
neighbors each time he chose another location.
The last site he chose before the council
banned all card rooms was at 1400 Martin
Ave.. where a nightclub is currently located.
Mendoza finally got Santa Clara City Council
approval. but the council revoked it a week
later.
Unable to relocate in the I67-day time
limit on his operating license. Mendoza was
told by the council that he would not be allowed to reopen. The council then instituted
its ban on card rooms in the city.
It was this ban that lead Mendoza to file
a claim against Santa Clara. The claim alleges
that the city reneged on its promise to allow
him to run his business for the rest of his life,
causing him great financial hardship. Mendoza has since filed for bankruptcy.
If Measure M fails, and even Mendoza’s
lawyer believes it will. Mendoza will pursue
his claim. But if it passes, and he is allowed
to reopen. Mendoza said he probably won’t

Card room operator gambles that voters
will deal him a license to reopen club

pursue the lawsuit.
’There wouldn’t he any reason to. What
would I have to gain?" Mendoza said.
It appeared that Mendoza’s battle would
be fought solely in the courts until this summer, when the city council voted to place
Measure M on the ballot.
Mendoza asked the council in July to
allow him to reopen his card room in the
hopes that a change in the council’s makeup
would make it more receptive. Local residents and business people balked.
"We had streams of people coming in
here, begging us to, ’Please, at least put it on
the ballot and let us vote on it,’ " said Santa
Clara City Councilwoman Sue Lasher. "They
said. ’Please, don’t let them do this to us.’ "
After a heated political debate between
opponents and supporters of card rooms, the

card rooms, referring to the
property she owns near one of the sites he
proposed. He said she never should have
voted on the issue because of a possible conflict of interest.

OppOsitIMI to

He also said one of his competitors has
been active in opposing the reopening of card
rooms in Santa Clara. In Santa Clara County.
there are three registered card rooms currently
in operation.
Councilman Vem Deto also disagrees
with Tobkin and Lasher.
"They made it into a moral issue and it
isn’t. It’s a business issue," Deto said. "If
someone wants to go into a private place and
if there’s nothing illegal happening. (closing)
it would be the same as me closing someone’s
coffee shop.

had element.
look at One Step Beyond the
nightclub near where he proposed to put his
card room). There’s trash and bottles all over
there."
One of the central issues in the debate
over the card rooms is whether they provide a
shelter for criminal activities.
"Certain types of crime increase, depending on the kind of club particularly
bookmaking, loan sharking and prostitution," said San Jose Police It. Joe Brockman, who has investigated card clubs in San
Jose.
"At the lower-grade houses you get people cheating, people being jumped in parking
lots, but in the bigge, clubs you have a differcompulsive gamblers,"
ent clientele the
Brockman said. "It’s the perfect market for
bookmaking."

’It’s just not
something I think
Santa Clara wants.’

Dave Tobkin

’They made it into a
moral issue, and it isn’t.
It’s a business issue.’
Vern Deto

"I served almost nine years on the plancouncil voted to place the issue on the ballot.
Santa Clara Police Chief I >inlaid
Councilman Tobkin said the issue has ning commission and we have never had a "Manny" Ferguson agrees that card rooms
provoked extremely strong opposition from problem with Shan Mendoza’s card nom. I present difficult problems to law enforcement
felt an obligation to him as a businessman, officials.
his constituents.
"Never have I gotten a response as not as a card rim operator, but as a business"People from outside (Santa Clara).
strong as this," Tobkin said. "Never have I man. that if he did not have an adverse impact gambling, loan sharking. horse racing, all
had people come up to me and ask ’Dave, on the community, he had a right to reopen would make it very difficult for law enforcewhat can I do to help?’ People were offering his card room," Deto added.
ment agencies to supervise like we did in the
to walk, to pass petitions. to get information.
While Dem said he isn’t sure that he old days when there was just one card MOM
That’s never happened before, not even when would he in favor of opening up card moms with 15 tables." Ferguson said.
we were considering buying the (Marriott’s) all over Santa Clara, he said Mendoza is a
Ferguson said he isn’t opposed to Mentheme park."
victim of a bureaucratic entanglement and doza’s card room, hut to the possible prolifeTobkin opposes cardroonis in Santa should he allowed to reopen his establish- ration of card rooms in the city.
Clara, arguing that they don’t fit in with Santa ment.
"I have almost no problem with Mr.
Clara’s long-term plans for future develMendoza’s card room, but it’s very difficult
opment.
in a small town, and we are a small town, to
"You have to look at history.," he said.
do the kind of (undercover) surveillance re" What the city has been trying to do since
quired." Ferguson said. "You can’t do it
‘If you can have bingo
the 1950s was to narrow down card rooms to
with a uniformed officer walking in and
and the lottery in the
zero."
looking around."
Lasher also opposes reopening card
Ascertaining the actual amount of crime
state
of
California
you
rooms, saying that they conflict with the
in card rooms is difficult, because each club
city’s plan to phase them out eventually.
typically has a large security staff that handles
can have card rooms.’
"For the past 20 years, we’ve been trymatters internally without involving police,
Shan Mendoza
ing to get rid of card rooms," Lasher said.
said San Jose Police Sgt. Messemer.
"It’s not Mendoza. or any other specific ownMendoza said a private security force
ers. But once we allow one in, we have to
can be highly effective in policing the card
Another tactor in the council’s decision rOOMS.
allow all of them in and I don’t want card
was the opposition of many businesses near
rooms in the city, Lasher said.
"I had five guys who took care of things
Lasher’s primary concern with the card one of the sites chosen as a possible site for at the place," Mendoza said. "At the first
rooms is with the increased nuisance she Mendoza’s card room. Located in the heart of sign of trouble, they’d handle it. They’d make
claims they may cause. She owns property on a business district, the site on Lafayette Street him leave.’’
both sides a site Mendoza has proposed for near Shulman Avenue drew considerable opMendoza said his card room license has
position from many of the nearby tenants,
his new card room.
been denied because of bad publicity given to
Among those who have written letters to other card rooms.
"I know what those places are like. You
get people sleeping on the streets, people uri- the council are Micromanufacturing. VIP
"I ran a card room cleaner than most
nating. It’s just a nuisance," said Lasher, Manufacturing, Pacific Nursery. Helsten churches," he said. "If you’re paying me to
who said she has lived behind a card room be- Cold Storage and the Custom Tannery Inc.
spend your money at my card room. I’ll be
"They said I’d be bringing in a bad el- darned if I’m going to let someone cheat you
fore.
Mendoza claims Lasher is biased in her ement." Mendoza said. "If you want to see a out of it."
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Santa Clara County Sheriff

Gun permit issue triggers heated debate
By Scull Vigolloti
Of the issues surrounding the Santa
Clara County sheriffs race, the biggest attention -getter has been Sheriff Robert E. Winter’s refusal to release names of people to
whom he has given gun permits.
At this printing. Winter has refused to
release names belonging to the 157 permits he
has issued, despite a 5-2 decision by the state
Supreme Court ruling that the media are entitled to them.
The sheriff, who will face Stan Horton,
the San Jose assistant police chief, in next
Tuesday’s election, contends that releasing
the names may endanger permit holders.
He is also facing a lawsuit from the Mercury News, which is trying to pry the names
loose.
"With the case facing me.’ ’ Winter said.
"my choices are to release the names or furnish information why I should not. This
doesn’t give me an option. It doesn’t give me

middle ground.
Horton. meanwhile, says Winter is hiding something.
"I would suspect he’s covering something up," Horton said. "I would suspect
there are individuals on the list who have no
legitimate reason to have a permit."
SJSU Prof. Anna Kuhl, administration
of justice chairwoman, said she is "disappointed" Winter hasn’t released the names.
"It raises serious questions in the public’s mind about the credibility of Sheriff
Winter," Kuhl said.
Winter’s problems began in early March
when he appeared in a Valle Fashion Park
newspaper ad with a woman in handcuffs
striking a seductive pose.
This drew the ire of feminists, who accused Winter of sexual exploitation of women
through bondage.
On March 6, Winter apologized to a
group of women at SJSU. hut the apology

didn’t go over too well.
F.arly in the campaign, Horton criticized
Winter for giving honorary, real -looking
badges to members of the Sheriff’s Advisory
Board.
Horton charged misuse of the badges,
some of which were given to members with
criminal records.
"The badges should only be used by,
owned by or carried by those who are part of
the (sheriffs) office," Horton said.
By mid-August 70 percent of the 335
badges issued were turned in.
Winter and his advisory board came
under more scrutiny last month when Horton
charged the sheriff with violating the state’s
political reform law by not publicly reporting
money collected and spent by the hoard.
Horton had a San Francisco law firm
support his contention, and the issue is still
under review by the Enforcement Division of
the Fair Political Practices Commission.

He said Winter has been using the
money for political purposes but admitted he
had no evidence.
Winter said, "I think it demonstrates his
desperation. Here’s a guy who’s going to pay
5.5(X) to a law firm for a ’maybe.’ This is desperate."
The sheriffs main claim against the
challenger is that if Horton is elected, San
Jose will take over some of the Sheriff Department’s patrol duties.
Winter said former San Jose City Councilman Claude Fletcher and current councilwoman I.0 Ryden have confirmed this.
Horton call this "extremely ridiculous"
and "nothing more than political red herring."
Winter also claims that Horton, if
elected, will retire from his San Jose job, collect retirement benefits from it, thus earning
two salaries. Horton said he has no plans to
ret ire.

Horton on the offensive
against incumbent Winter

Ken P Rumard
Stan Horton speaks at a debate in Santa Clara

Hy Snot Vigollon
Make no mistake about it. Stan
Horton is a straightforward guy.
As the challenger for the Santa
Clara County sheriff’s office, Horton, San Jose’s assistant police
chief, predictably takes the offensive against the incumbent, Robert
E. Winter.
The 1956 SJSU grad is quick
to point out the alleged deficiencies
of Winter’s reign without holding
much back.
"With what I know about the
sheriff and the present administi.,
tion, which is very poor," Honor’.
55. said, "you have to be on the .4
fensive in terms of bringing the is
sues to the attention of the people
A sampling of what Horton
wants the people to know about his
opponent includes:
Winter’s admitting to wiretapping a political opponent, giving
real -looking badges to some supporters, refusing to release the
names of people he has given gun
permits to and appearing in a newspaper ad with a woman in bondage.
Horton said, "The incumbent
has an advantage in name recognition. People will know his name because he has been in office for two
terms.
"What they don’t know are the
terrible mistakes he has made and
the gross administrative deficiencies
that he has brought to the office."
be
strong
may
These
statements from somebody who has
never run for a political office. but
Horton isn’t exactly a foreigner to
law enforcement administration.
Since 1981, Horton’s duties as
assistant police chief include overseeing nearly 1,200 workers and
being responsible for the department’s $73 million budget.
career
administrative
His
began in 1971 when he was promoted from sergeant to lieutenant.
He was named captain in 1975.
The 31 -year veteran of the po-

’He has been
given two
opportunities to
show his abilities
to run the
Sheriffs
Department. He
has not done it
well.’
Stan Horton

lice force acknowledged his lack o
political experience but said he has
adapted.
"In an area where you’re completely without experience." Horton said, "you must learn very
quickly. And that’s what happened
to me."
According to Horton’s boss.
San Jose Police Chief Joseph McNamara. political inexperience will
actually help the challenger.
"It’s a real plus because people know he’s not a politician. He’s
an honest, straightforward guy they
can believe in," McNamara said.
Horton said he began thinking
about running for sheriff in the
spring of 1984. He analyzed the
pros and cons, while talking to people who either encouraged him or
discouraged him.
But, he said, "The choice was
really my own."
So, what was the deciding factor?
"I talked to a lot of the deputies who worked on the inside, and
that really helped me verify that
change was necessary," Horton
said.
With the help of sheriffs Sgt.

\ rmand ’nano in the June primary..
I lorton forced Winter into their runoff election next Tuesday.
Winter received 48.2 percent
of the vote, Horton 32.3 percent and
Tiano, the third candidate. 19.5 percent. Winter. a two-term incumbent, needed more than 50 percent
to avoid a runoff.
In late July. Tiano threw his
support to Horton.
"He (Horton) will put us on
the track to fiscal responsibility and
sound management." Tiano said.
"We haven’t had that under Sheriff
Winter. There will he more strength
in leadership.
Along with Tiano’s support
came Tiano’s supporters. But it
wasn’t easy.
"A lot of them were compelled
to hack Bob." Tiano said. "Some
like to sta), v, ith the winner. A lot
questioned whether or not Stan
would be a puppet to San Jose.
"Some discussed this with me.
and I’ve been able to show that this
wasn’t the case. Some heard Stan
speak and were convinced. McNamara needed no convincing.
"Stan can he the kind of sheriff to boost morale in the Sheriffs
Department, and in turn, give better
service to the c-unty." McNamara
said.
All the while, Horton maintains confidence in his abilities and
doubt in Winter’s.
Horton said, "He has been
given two opportunities to show his
abilities to run the Sheriffs Department. He has not done it well.
"I think now is the time to
change because there’s no reason to
believe his style and his ineffective
administration are going to change
in the next four years."
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The ’folks’
confident
in Winter

Sheriff’s
candidates
receive help
from students

When addressing a crowd. Robert E.
Winter refers to his audience not as "people’.
or "ladies and gentlemen," but as " folks."
les his likable personality that draws
most "folks’ ’ to hint.
It’s also his oh performance that keeps
"folks- confident in hint, according to the
Santa Clara County sheriff.
"When I took office (in 1978)," Winter.
55. said. "I did so with 16 other sheriffs
throughout California, and I was acquainted
with sheriffs outside the state. Some of them
didn’t get re-elected. The reason was they
took their jobs for granted or they did their
jobs inappropriately.
"There’s an underlying wisdom among
the electorate that realizes when a sheriff is
doing a good job and when he isn’t. And
when he isn’t. I think they’ll turn him out."
Stan Horton, Winter’s challenger in next
Tuesday’s election. sure would like to see the
two-term incumbent turned out. Horton, San
Jose’s assistant police chief, is one of those
"folks" who won’t criticize Winter’s personality, but he certainly will take exception with
the sheriff’s job performance.
"He’s a very personable fellow.- Horton said. "I’m reasonably sure he’s wellmeaning. I just believe he’s at an administrative level that is well beyond his capabilities.
I.ike Horton. Winter won’t personally
attack his opponent, hut the 1973 SJSU grad
didn’t have much positive to say about Hor- Sheriff Robert E. Winter would like to keep
ton’s hard-hitting campaign.
"I think he’s getting some had advice
faces go far beyond budgetary decisions.
from various directions," Winter said. "I
These aren’t just problems unique to Santa
don’t think that Stan is running his camClara County, but are nationwide."
paign. . .He’s making mistakes along the
According to Winter’s campaign manway. ager, Betsy Bryant. the sheriff’s primary conSince the beginning of the campaign.
cern is public safety.
Winter has said that if Horton is elected. the
"He has the ability to set priorities that
San Jose Police Department will take over pastill have sound fiscal responsibility." said
trol duties in unincorporated areas of Santa
Bryant. who has worked for Winter the past
Clara County. These areas are currently pafive years. "He combines this with having the
trolled by the Sheriffs Department.
public safety as his No. I concern. He has al"If you’ve got a sheriff who is willing to
ways kept that (public safety) as his top pr. go along with the game," Winter said, "then
fly"
I would think the people of the unincorpoWinning next Tuesday’s election is one
rated areas will see a different police agency.
of Winter’s top priorities now. That’s because
If you see a sheriff who is going to stand up
he has some unfinished business to take care
for his constituents, it will stay the same.’
of.
One person who agrees with this is state
First, he’d like to make a smooth tranSen. Alfred F. Alquist, D-San Jose. Alquist,
sition to the new county jail, which is being
who has endorsed Winter, is satisfied with the
built next to the current one.
sheriffs job performance.
Secondly, he wants to provide more su"I think Bob Winter has done an outpervision within the middle ranks of the Sher. landing job under most difficult circumiffs Department.
stances," Alquist said. "The problems he

’When I took office (in 1978), I did so with 16 other
sheriffs throughout California, and I was acquainted
with sheriffs outside the state. Some of them didn’t get
re-elected. The reason was they took their jobs for
granted or they did their jobs inappropriately.’

Robert E. Winter

Ken P. Ruinard
his office for another four years
"They (the officers) are not getting the
direction on the streets, in the jails or in the
courts." Winter said. "They’re left very
often to their own devices, and we expect
them to perform at a level that sometimes
they’re not really prepared to do.
"I need more sergeants. and I need more
lieutenants."
He also needs more votes than Horton.
To help ensure this. Winter will continue
campaigning, while at the same time, running
the day-to-day affairs of the Sheriffs Department.
Horton, meanwhile, has taken a leave of
absence from his job.
Aside from campaigning and working.
Winter is involved in many organi/ations related to his work
He is founder and director of the Santa
Clara County Sheriffs Youth Foundation, a
member of the Attorney General’s Commission on Narcotics and the National Sheriffs
Association’s Fear of Crime Committee task
force, and is past president of the California
State Sheriff’s Association.
Winter said he is proud of his work as
sheriff but somewhat ambiguous about his
performance as a politician.
"People apply different versions of the
word (politician) to different people." he
said.
Bryant explained. "Bob has some politicians upset with him. He has tremendous
support from the citizens, so he is not a ’back room’ politician. . .You can’t cut a deal with
him."

By Scott Vigalhm
SJSUs influence in the Santa Clara
and
County sheriff’s race is quite evident
not just because the two candidates are former
Spartans.
Seven current SJSU students are gaining
experience working on the campaigns of
Sheriff Robert E. Winter. who graduated
from SJSU in 1973, and his challenger. Stan
Horton, San Jose assistant police chief, who
graduated from SJSU in 1956.
Two of those students. Dallas Boggs and
Mike McCarthy, are interning through the Political Science Department, while five others
are working at least three hours a week as pan
of their Political Campaigns class.
Boggs and McCarthy chose different
candidates to work for (Boggs chose Winter
.ind McCarthy. Horton), and their opposite
\ iewpoinis reflect those of their candidates.
But, interestingly, the two have one thing in
common: neither is a political science major.
They just enjoy what they’re doing.
"It’s been a very positive experience,
said Boggs, a graduate student in public administration. "I’ve enjoyed the people I’ve
been getmet and the positive feedback
ting.McCarthy. a senior journalism major.
said. "It has exceeded the expectations I had.
I think it will open a lot of doors when I graduate.’
Both put in at least 15 hours a week, and
they do more than just lick and stuff envelopes.
Boggs carries the unofficial title of
"weekend office manager." His duties include coordinating volunteer activities, such
as sign -posting and walking precincts, organizing fund-raisers and helping with mailings.
Among McCarthy’s duties are doing precinct analyses and helping coordinate press
conferences.
Choosing which camp to join was no
problem for either student.
Boggs worked on Winter’s first re-election campaign in 1982 but was "not as deeply
involved.’’
"I’ve always felt comfortable in supporting Sheriff Winter,- Boggs said. "I
would have difficulties in supporting some
other candidates."
McCarthy. who said he has political aspirations, wanted to work in a countywide
race.
"I did some research," McCarthy said.
"and I found myself agreeing with Stan. I
knew he was the underdog and needed volunteers."
Other volunteers from Prof. Terry Christensen’s campaigns class working for Horton
are Michelle Bertolone, Curtis Costanza. Ramona Sasamoto and Kim Wood. Denis Morrisey is Winter’s other SJSU volunteer.
like most loyal workers. Boggs and McCarthy have confidence in their candidates.
"This campaign is moving in the right
direction, and I think Bob Winter will be
sheriff again." Boggs said.
Said McCarthy. "Stan is going to
win. . .He has been mounting a good campaign, and people realize he has the knowhow to be sheriff."
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Decisions ’86 Staff

J -school seniors
put their learning
to reporting test
Decisions ’86 is a special
project of San Jose State
University’s Journalism 160 Advanced Reporting class
Decisions ’86 is focused on
state and local political
campaigns aimed at the Nov. 4
election. Students working on
the project are senior
journalism majors and have
either served on the Spartan
Daily, the San Jose State
student newspaper. or
Summertimes, the San Jose
State summer paper

Antoinette Fleishman does
tree -lance copy editing at
the San Jose Mercury News
She served as a reporter
and special projects editor
for the Spartan Daily and
interned at TV station KICU
in San Jose
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Harriet E. Aceves is working
as editorial assistant for the
San Jose Hospital public
relations department while
finishing her degree. She has
free-lanced for the Corporate
Times in Silicon Valley.

Scott Vigalion is working for
the San Jose Mercury News
as a sports reporter and news
clerk while completing his
degree. He has interned at the
Peninsula Times Tribune and
was Spartan Daily sports
editor
Leonard Hoops is working as
an editor for a Santa Clara
County investigation firm while
completing his degree He
served one year on the Spartan
Daily as a reporter and as
assistant forum editor
Amy Yannello has interned at
the Peninsula Times Tribune
and was a general assignment
reporter for the Intermountain
News. She completed the
Sears Congressional
Internship in Washington D C

Michael Di Marco has served
as a reporter and as editor -in chief of the Spartan Daily He
worked as a reporter, news
editor and editor at La Voz. the
De Anza College paper

Denver Lewellen is a double
major in journalism and
anthropology who has
interned as an associate
producer at TV station KICU in
San Jose
Lisa Stapleton
has a B.A in math
and physics from
University of
California at
Berkeley and is
working as a
programmer

Rob Gibbany is covering
San Jose State football for
Associated Press and
United Press International.
and high school football for
the San Jose Mercury
News while completing his
degree

Scott Van Camp
is free-lancing for
the San Jose
Mercury News
He was an
editorial assistant
at Touchdown
Publications.
which produces
football programs

Anne Ge!haus is free-lancing
for Metro. a San Jose
newspaper She served as a
reporter and entertainment
editor for the Spartan Daily,
and as a reporter for the
Independent, a former SJSU
newspaper.

Nancy Kawanami
has served as a
reporter for the
Spartan Daily She
also was editor and
managing editor of
The Rambler, the
Gavilan College
campus paper.

Uria Hill has worked for the
San Jose State sports
information department She
worked as a reporter for the
Spartan Daily

Editors

1

IOW
U..

Photographer
4

Sonja D. Smith has
worked on Summertimes
She came to California
from Idaho after graduation
from high school in 1980

11044’
Steve Pipe is a part-time
reporter for the Los Gatos
Times -Observer, where he
interned during the
summer

Robert Walsh is interning
with IBM He has served as
a reporter for the Spartan
Daily

Ken P. Ruinard is a
photojournalism student who is
a photographer for the San
Jose State Office of News and
Publications. He was a Spartan
Daily photographer.

Tracey Kaplan is a
master s degree candidate
working as an intern in the
San Francisco bureau of
the Los Angeles Times
She interned with the
Times in Los Angeles for
12 weeks this past
summer
Herb Muktarian has interned
at the Turlock Journal He
served as a reporter and as
city editor for the Spartan
Daily. He also worked as news
editor, editor and editorial
page editor for the Foothill
College Sentinel

Patricia J. Pane has
interned for the
Peninsula Times
Tribune She has
served as a reporter and
editorial page editor for
the Spartan Daily.
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